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Eating disorders: 'I either ate nothing or vomited.'
This is the first of two articles. The second article will
deal with treatment and recovery.
By Mary ann Luechauer
Sometimes Terri vomited three times a day. She stuck
her finger down her throat to control the guilt she felt
about eating.
Terri (not her real name) said she never saw herself as
pretty and tried to compensate by getting thin.
"I would have given anything I had to be glamourous. I
wanted to be able to walk down lhe street and have
pe?ple say ·she's the skinniest person I've seen,' "Terri
Anorexia Nervosa: self-starvation, chiefly in young
women, characterized by aversion to food, obsession
with weight loss, etc.
Bulimia: a cycle of behavior characterized by overeating
followed by self-induced expulsion of food, binge-purge.

said.
'"I wanted to the the "est' of something. I didn't have the
willpower to diet so I either ate nothing or vomited
whatever I ate . .I counted ounces everytime I went into a
bathroom," she said.
Once Terri tried chewing her food to get the taste of it
and then spitting it back out. She"couldn't stand that"so
she ate and then vomited.
Terri is an undergraduate at UNH recovering from
anorexia nervosa and bulimia and the facts about these
eating disQrders are shocking.
As many as thirty percent of American college aged
men and women experience bulimia (Greek for ox
hunger), otherwise known as the binge-purge syndrome,
according to Samuel Smith, UNH professor of Animal
Sciences and Biochemistry. Bulim\a is characterized by
gorges of food followed by self-induced vomitt!'lg,_
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1983 classes begin
before Labor Day
By Greg Flemming
Classes will begin Tuesday, Aug.
30 in 1983, several days before
Labor Day, because of a new
calendar adopted yesterday by the
Academic Senate.
But the group of faculty,
administrators and students also
agreed that students shouldn't
have to take finals after Christmas
break.

Under the ne,,. calend..: , there
will be three reading days before
final exams next year, and five
days for finals. The semester will
end December 16.
The decision yesterday came
after several months of debate
during which at least two other
calendars were proposed.

E~ SALVADOR PROTEST-Some 23,000 people, including 26 UNH students, marched in Washingt~n
this weekend to protest U.S. policy in El Salvador. (David Foster photo)

El Salvador protestors rally
By David P. Foster
"No drafi.1 No war! U.S. out El
Salvador(No draft! No ~mr! U.S.
out of El Salvador.'"
WASHINGTON--Chanted slogans swelled through a sea of
people in Malcolm X Park
Saturday morning, as demonstrators gathered before marching two
and a half miles to the White
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House.
At least 23,000 (by police
estimates) and perhaps as many as
80 , 000 people (by march
organizer's estimates) squeezed
into the park to support the
opposition forces in El Salvador
and to show their disdain for
current U.S. policy in the tiny
Central American Country.
"If Haig and Reagan continue
on their plan to back the junta and
defeat any opposition. there's
going to be a lot more bloodshed in
El Salvador before this is over."
said Wally Elliott, one of 26
demonstrators from UN H who
attended the march.
"We are pushing for negotiation
between the n1ling junta and the
opposition forces." Elliott, an
engineering graduate student. said.
"But first--stop all military aid!"
added Kate Lincoln. a UN H
English instructor and member of
the UNH chapter of CISPES
(Committees in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador).
Laura Hamilton. a senior
zoology major, like most of the 26
from UN H, spent $30 for the
round-trip bus ticket to
Washington so that she could learn
more about U.S. involvement in El
Salvador.
"I haven't bee·n following the
issue too closely. But it looks like
we're going to get in a war down
there. so I want to know what's
going on." Hamilton said.

"fl rou liked Vietnam, 1·ou 'l/
love Ei Salvador"--protester '.~ sign.
Hundreds of brightly colored
posters. bann ~rs. and flags lent an
almost festive air to the pre-march
rally. But speakers who addressed
the crowd \\-ere anything but
happy.
. Representat1 ves of anti-war,
labor, and bl, ck organizations
were included . n a long list of
speakers that bl.isled the Reagan
administrations' _-,olicy of sending
military and eco11omic aid to the
rightist ruling forces in El
Salvador.
Slogans like "Jobs, not war."
and "Feed the people. not the
Pentagon!" were repeated again
and again by speakers and by
demonstrators with bullhorns.
A black singer on the stage
shouted, "What is the way?"
"Re-vo-lu-tion!'. came the
response as protesters filed out the
gate and into the street.
The march was largely_pfaceful
despite the highly charged rhetoric
and the crowd's support of El
Salvador's violent 2,000-man
guerilla army.
A fistfight did break out early i-n
the day, involving members of the
the Spartacist League, a
communist group that disagrees
with the march organizers' goal of
negotiated peac~'!.
The Spartacist:; support not~ng

RALLY, page 11

Both of those recommended
that classes begin after Labor Day,
but at the same time specified that
finals be given after a shorter
Christmas break.
Under the adopted calendar
system--which applies to any given
year--in three out of seven years
classes would have to begin before
Labor Day. Opponents said this
would have a negative effect on
students who commit themselves
to summer jobs which end on
Labor Day.
But the new calendar also
specifies that there be three reading
days, including a Friday, and five
days for final exams, which would
always end before Christmas.
The Student Senate opposed the
calendar proposal that finals be
after Christmas because they said
many students depended on jobs
over the long vaca~ion between

semesters.
Also, many students couldn't
afford to travel home for
Christmas, then back for finals
(and ur:ider one proposal, more
classes), then home for a vacation
and then back to UNH again,
according to Student Senator
Karen Johnson .
Some 97 percent of 297 students
asked did not want to take finals
after Christmas. according to
Gregg Sanborn. dean of student
affairs.
But he said his "not statistically
valid" poll also showed that 83
percent of those students did not
want to begin classes in August.
Vice president of Academic
Affairs Gordon Haaland, who
proposed one of the finals-afterChristmas calendars, argued that
final examinations are a "valid
part of the education process" and
should not be sqeezed into the days
before Christmas.
Putting finals after Christmas,
he said, would "enhance" the
learning during the final exam
period. His proposal was "an
attempt to put greater integrity
into the fi.nal exam process," he
told the Senate.
Johnson also proposed a
foot note to the new calendar which
recommends that final exams be
spaced out during the five days and
that students shouldn't have to
take more than two exams in one
day.
The University purposely
schedules as many exams as
possible in the first three days of
finals, according to Stephanie
Thomas, UNH's registrar.

Masked man robs
New England Center
By Tracy Carlson
A masked man apparently
armed with a gun robbed $167
from a clerk of the Adams
Residential Tower of the New
England Center Sunday night at
12:50 pm. UNH spokesman Frank
}-IP:-d rl said.
The victim-who requested his
name be withheld-told° police he
was working at the main desk of
the hotel when a man wearinga red
ski mask and a green parka entered
the lobby.
Heald said the man brought his
left arr:n up to the counter a.nd t~~t

his sleeve was pulled down over his
hand so the victim could not see
·
whether he had a gun.
The man then said in a hoarse
whisper, "I want your monev."
The clerk said he pulled out
loose change from the cash register
at first but that the man said, "I
don't want that, I want the bills."
At th.is point, the clerk said he
handed him what is believed to be
about $167, Heald said.
The man wadded up the money
in his fist and walked out the door.
ROBBERY, page IO
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NEWS IN BRIEF
1------------------------------1
lfflRRATIOIIAL
.Salvadorans flock to polls

Israeli soldiers_wound three
JEN IN, lsrael--lsraeli soldiers wounded three Palestinian
protesters Su~day ~fter g~nfire erupted between troops and
demonstrators m Jenin. 40 miles north of Jerusalem. This marks the
tent~ dav of violence in the occupied territory.
E1~~t A~ab. mayors also pledged to boycott Israel's civil
admm1strat1on m the Gaza Strip and on the West Bank of the Jordan
River.

--------

NATIONAL

Nuclear accident protested
DANA POINT. Calif.--An estimated 10,000 people protested
Sunday at Doheny State Beach against the San Onofre nucl~ar
power plant in a "Three Mile Island Anniversary Rally." on the third
anniversary of the nation's worst commercial nuclear power
accident.
About 75 people gathered in Harrisburg. PA. to burn utility bills
on the steps of the state Capitol near Three Mile Island.

Space shut~le landing delayed
WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, N.M.--Thespaceshuttleis
scheduled to land on the floor of New Mexico\ Tularosa Basin in a
diving deorbit today at 12:27 p.m.
However, strong winds and blowing sand could delay the planned
landing. forcing NASA to bring the ship m a day later than
scheduled.

LOCAL
Engineering receives $1,000

Tidal flat lecture scheduled
DUR H AM--UN H scdimentologist Dr. Franz Anderson, who has
studied tidal flat dynamics in northern New England and in Europe
will give a public lecture on tidal flat research Tuesday, April 6, at
8:00 p.m. at the Elliot Alumni Center.
On May 6, Dr. David Swiller of Plymouth State College will give
a lecture on his ongoing survey of submerged archaeological sites in
the Piscata4ua River Basin.

Richard Allen comes to UNH

DURHAM--fn the last issue of The Ne11 · Ha1111>.,hire, the front
· page photo of hockey player Dan Forget should have been credited
to photographer Tim Lorette.

Weather
Today will be sunny and_warm with temperatures in the 50\ and
possibly in the 60\. according to the National Weather Sen ice in
(oncord. Tonight will be fair and mild. followed by a chance of rain
toh1orrow.

to push back school a few months, . with Puerto ·Rican and black
he's not complaining. He says the coalitions who picketed the site because they claimed not enough
excavation will help build his
minorities were hired. Riess says
reputation in the archeological and
history fields, and he will use his he hired every availalile
findings as part of his dissertation. archeologist in the area, but only
"It's been a pain in the neck." one among the 40 was ·a black.
The find itself was really a stro)<e
Riess pauses. "But a worthwhile
of luck. British developer Howard
pain in the neck."
Ronson planned to build a 30 foot
The various pains Riess
encountered were cold, damp New skyscraper in the lot, and because
York weather. a construction crew of New York law, had to make a
routine archeological dig before
construction.
On the last test dig, the backhoe
(an excavating machine) scraped
the side of the ship.
One foot to the <.iclt> :-ind the
bucket would have missed
completely, Riess says.
Ronson hired Soil Systems Inc.
of Atlanta to investigate. Riess was
called down by SSI to see if the
ship was worth excavating. The
answer Riess gave them was a
definite yes.
"I never even had daydreams
about finding something like this,"
he said. "I recognized it
immediately as a merchant ship
and I said 'oh, gosh,'." Riess stops
to think. "Actually what I said was
more profane." .
"I had a funny reaction," he said
"I was elated because I had just
been studying maritime history
and we discussed how hard it was
because no one had ever found a
next to the site, a deadline, and
standard merchant ship ."
mud. After a typical 14 to 16 hour
The ship was in surprisingly
work day, Riess said he would
good condition. Apparently it was
come out of the deep pits covered
being used in 1700 to help fill in the
with mud.
lower part of Manhattan, which
Riess and Smith's crew used
would have been submerged under
pumps, heaters and sprayers
water then. The dirt around the
constantly to keep the ship from
ship helped preserve it.
rotting. These machines, along
The good condition combined
with the construction crews, made
with the rarity of the find made it
for incredible noise, Riess said.'
an excellent target for excavation.
Riess and the other supervisors
For Riess, what was supposed to
used walkie-talkies to communibe two day investigation turned
cate, even though the entire site
out to be three months of mud,
was only 50 yards long.
Additionally, Riess, who was in
REISS, page 20
charge of personnel, had to deal

Bookstore renovations to begin

DURHAM--UNH\ Department of Mechanical Engineering
recently received $1,000 ' from a high tech New England firm.
Torrington Co .. that has recruited UN H graduates for the last
decade .

Photo credit

This UNH student really digs
his work of ·e xcavating ships
By Joe Battenfeld
Somehow the vision of a history
graduate student working on his
dissertation does not include
grubbing around in mud in a 20
foot pit wearing a hard hat and
rubber boots.
But Warren Riess did just that
for three months.
The UN H student has just
returned from New York Citv
where from Jan. to March he co~
directed one of the most important
archeological digs in recent years.
As one of only a few experts on
nautical archeology in the
northeast, Riess, along with his
wile ~hell :Smith, were hlrea oy an
Atlanta firm to direct the
excavation of an 18th century
merchant ship discovered
underneath a parking lot m
Manhattan.
According lo Riess, the 250 ton
ship was a fairly standard trading
ship for her day, which is why the
find is s9 important.
"It's like someone 200 years
from now finding a trailer truck,"
Riess said, explaining that the
commonness of the ship will allow
historiani like himself to learn
about everyday trading and life in
a c'olonial seaport.
The find was important enough
to attract nine top archeologists
around the world. A 12 foot fence
surrounded the 150 foot long area,
located in lower east Manhattan
near Wall Street.
Riess said when they opened the
site for public viewing, 12,000
people showed up in one
afternoon. Twefve police
officers and 10 guards were needed
that day to keep order.
Hut the celebnty status awarded
the mustachioed, soft-spoken
Riess has had mixed blessings.
"Success came too early," he
- said. "It complexes my life. I wish
it had come two or three years later
after I get my doctorate."
But even though Riess has had

SAN SALVADOR--Despite leftist rebel attacks resulting in at
least_ 60 deaths, Salvadorans flocked to the polls and elected
President_ Jose Napoleon Duarte\ moderate Christian Democrats
who received 409'; in unofficial election returns.
Rebel attacks were hardcs! _in the ca~tern part of the country as a
day long bat~le ~ctwccn lclt1st gucmlas and government troops
prevented voting m Usulutan. th~ co1,mtry's fourth largest city and
five nearby towns .

DUR H AM--Richard V. Allen. former national security advisor
for the Reagan administration will disCIJSS "Politics and Foreign
Policy: the President. the Congress. the Press and the Public"
Thursday. April I. in the Memorial lJ nion Building.
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By Maggie McKowen
chance to generate a little income
and to show the public what UNH
Renovations to the UN H
students can do," Maier said.
Bookstore, to include a service
The bookstore will sell posters
window and promotions for
to support one student
student organizations, will begin in
organization a semester.
June. according to Bookstore
"We will try to find an
Manager John Maier.
Free lockers will be available to . organization that could use a lot of
support this semester and donate
students during Snively's
the proceeds from the poster to it."
bookrush next semester. So far
Maier said.
twelve lockers, which are common
Van Alystyne, an artist for ABC
in most bookstores, have been
sports is designing posters of the
purchased.
Durham campus.
"You can't bring textbooks into
There are two plans to lengthen
book rush," Maier said. "The
the bookstore's working hours. If
lockers are just so people can feel a
little more comfortable about
leaving their books outside."
Maier said he will organize a
backpack checking service at
book rush like he did last year with
the help of the crew team. A
donation from the profits was
made to the crew team at the
conclusion of bookrush.
By Larry LaPointe
He would also like to have
UNH is planning major
student organizations set up tables
renovations for several buildings
at bookrush next year. In the
on . campus, including Hewitt,
future, he will also permit these
Conant, and Thompson Hall, but
tables inside the regular bookstore.
all projects arc still in the
"We will gladly let them sit at the
conceptual stage, according to
store in order to rally support or
Director of Facilities Service Skip'
we will give handouts to the
De Vito.
customers," Maier said.
"We need to upgrade a number
"Bookrush is a good time for
of buildings on campus," said Bob
students to join or develop
Leberman, director of developinterests in student organizations,"
ment. "These buildings are not
Maier said.
energy or cost efficient."
·
A table displaying student made
DeVito, Leberman, and
handicrafts which are to be sold on
executive assistant to the UNH
consignment will appear in the
· President John Hose all agreed
UN H Bookstore.
that one of the reasons the
"The store should be able to give
buildin_gs arc not energy efficient is
students who have talent like that a

the proposal is accepted, the
bookstore will be open weekday
evenings until 5:30 P. M. and will
be open on Saturdays.
A service window has been built
for the bookstore's front entrance.
Maier said the window will allow
the store to remain open when the
whole staff isn't there. The window
will. also run a book buy-back
service.
The Bookstore, located at
Hewitt Hall, is hard to spot from
the road because there are few

BOOKSTORE, page 6

Third floor planned
for Conant Hall
their high ceilings.
"That's-a lot of space you have to
heat," Hose said, looking up at the
15 foot high ceiling in his
Thompson Hart office:
One of the buildings with the
most extensive ~hanges planned is
Conant Hall. The outside of the
building will remain the same, but
there will be three 10 foot floors
instead oft he two 15 foot ones that
now exist.
"What we arc proposing is to
remove the second floor entirely,
keep the shell, and create a whole
new floor." DcVito said.
"You want to do it in a way not

CONANT, page 18
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Gallen's
•
report 1s
released
By Greg Ffemming _
The prices on some Kari-Yan
routes could increase. if the
University accepts the recommendation of a state report.
UN H officials are considering
some 14 proposals made by a team
of New Hampshire businessmen at
the request of Governor Hugh
Gallen.
The report is aimed at saving the
state money, and most
recommendations are to eliminate
jobs within the University System
of New Hampshire.
UN H President Evelyn Handler
said yesterday she will submit her
response to the report to the Board
of Trustees, who will make the
final decision.
Among the recommendations
are:
-To sell Kari-Yan tickets at a
per-mile rate instead of at one flat
fee. This would earn an additional
$253,800 for the Kari-Yan, which
lost $168,000 last year.
-Subcontract the UNH
bookstore. This would "relieve the
campus administration of the
burdens of running a retail sales
organization," the report said.
-Eliminate redundant physical
plant activities at the campus level.
It is the responsibility of the
University System's central office
to plan, design. construct, and
maintain UN H facilities, but there
are similar operations-on campus.
By cutting them, the University
could save $479,600 each year, the
report said.
-Eliminate jobs in a number of
areas, including personnel, central
art and graphic design, and
inventory control.
-Advance funding for the Ul'i H
steam construction project. UN H
REPORT, page 10

Excavation work
starts on campus
By Gerald Duffy
The fireboard barricades on
Main Srteet and College Road
signal the start of Phase I I of the
University's energy improvement
program.
The barricades will protect the
contractor's acce~s holes to the
main services tunnel which
contains the campus' heating
pipes, according to Gerry
Tremain, assistant director of
Physical Plant Development.
R.C. Reabody Co. of
Manchester will begin work April
5 on the $2.8 million contract that
will streamline heat to most
campus buildings north of a line
drawn between the Heating Plant
on College Road and the
Memorial Union Building,
Tremain said.
John ,;;;,~nden: , ~s:s:is:t!lnt director

..;.:-;@;n:io-:1•

David Stroud jackhammers his way through a Durham sidewalk.
UNH is converting its underground heating system from steam to hot
water. (Tim Skeer photo)

of Plant Maintenance and
Engineering, said the present
system is inefficient because the
temperature for all buildings is set
at the Heating Plant.
Consequently, the buildings at
the end of the heating pipeline
(Huddleston Hall, for instance) are
hard to keep warm, whereas

•
UNH slang is
wicked confusing
By Rhonda Karageorge
Wasted. wicked, psyched, loser
and gut.
How many times have you heard
or used these expressions in the
course of a day? If you're from
UN H most likely you use them
often.
In fact, UNH students use so
many slang words that outsiders
often need an interpreter to decifcr
an ordinary conversation.

Organ is seriously
damaged by water
By Julie A. Grasso
One organ was seriously
damaged and another was
partially damaged when room
M20 I in the Paul Creative Arts
Center was flooded with five
inches of water during Christmas
break.
According to Sue Dodge, area
maintenance manager for
academic buildings, a heating unit
on the third floor of PCAC froze
during the recent cold spell and
caused the water leakage.
"That unit-usually overheats the
third floor and it has always been
hard to control. During · the very
cold weather we had it overworked
and it snapped," Dodge said.
"There was really no way of
preventing it."
Because the Andover and
Moller organs are unable to be
played, the only organ available to
students is the huge Steer and
Turner-Cooper organ in the
Bratton Room. This is causing
students wanting to play the orga_n
problems. ·
Bonnie Marr. a music major
taking organ lessons, said, "It's
hard for organ students to find
time to practice because we can
only use the Bratton Room organ
now. That organ is always being
used, and the Bratton Room is
always busy--they have classes in
there. It's really overbooked."
Out of the three organs owned
by the University, the Moller
organ was damaged the most, said
Dr. _John D. Wicks, professor of
music.
The keyboards are the most
damaged part of the Moller organ.
and according to the Andover
Organ Company's cost assessmer
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they could cost up to $2200-$2500
if they are replaced.
The report also said the
Andover Company could try to
repair the keyboard for $500$1,000 but it is not recommended.
· "We could offer no guarantee of
safrsfactory results and we really
do not advise this approach," the
report said.
Other repairs needed on the
Moller organ· are parts of two
resevoirs (bellows), at least four 16
foot Bourdon (the biggest) pipes.
Also need repairing action leather
for at least forty pipes, and many
trumpet (small) pipes that have
had water in them. The case and
console also have to be refinished.
"We have tested all the
mechanisms and think we have
pinpointed all the troubles. On the
basis of what we've found, we are
estimating that repair of the
Moller organ will cost you over
$5100," the report added.
The And0ver organ, which has
since been moved to the Music
Department main office, sustained
less damage than the M oiler organ.
The Andover Organ Company's
estimated cost report said the only
serious problem with the Andover
organ is that twenty wood pipes
have been wet and warped badly in
the mouth area.
"For a completely reliable job as
good as new. the twenty pipes
should be replaced. However, we
think the damaged pipes can be
satisfactorily repaired. Repair of
the organ will be around $800. with
over $500 more if the damaged
pipes are replaced rather than
repaired,: the report said.

ORGANS, page 18

Here is a typical conversation
students have while vegging
(relaxing) and listening to tunes
(music) on the box (AM / FM
cassette recorder).
Student one: "I'm going over to
T and C (Town and Campus) to get
some cash (cash a check).
Anybody want anything?"
Student two: "Yeah, get me a
rack (six pack) of brewskies (beer)
from Shop and Steal (Shop and
Save)."
Student one: "What kind?"
Student two: "The cheap kind"
( Budweiser).
Student one: "What's the
occasion?"
Student two: "I bombed Econ"
( I think I flunked my Economics
Exam).
Student three: 'Tm sure you
didn't. You probably aced (an A)

il."
Student four: "He's right, that
test was wicked gut" (very easy).
Student three: "Figures you'd
say that. You probably got a buck
(a grade of IOO percent) but I bet
you still can't figure out the Rubik
cube."
Slang words bring students ·
together because they share a
similar language. Slang is
restricted to small groups ( from
preppies to football players•) and
to join students either learn words
quickly or are leftout "in the cold".
Everyone has a special word
which they use to describe a
particular event.
For example Senior Bill
Alexander of Gibbs Hall, uses
three words to describe the dating
scene-scoping, scooping,
swooping (in that order).
Bill explains, "Scoping is when
you just look at someone you think
is attractive. Scooping is when you
meet the person and engage in a
conversation, and swooping is
after you have the first date."
Sophomore Carla Thorp's
favorite is psyched ( extremely
happy about something).
Psyched is popular among UNH
students as is Karen Stokes'
favorite word "wicked". Webster's
defines it as evil, but students have ·
transformed it to mean very, really
or beautiful.
The wonders of wicked extend
so far that some-students mana_ge it
to have a different meaning in each
sentence.
In fact, wicked is so varied that
when students describe a Rolling
Stone's concert as a "wicked one"

one still can't tell whether they had
a good time or not.
Everyone has their own lingo
f,, . tunately understandable by
most. If there is someone in
freshman Alan Urban's life who
S~ANG, page 19

buildings close to the plant tend to
be overheated, he said.
With the new system "each
building will be a zone unto itself'
and will draw from the pipes only
as much energy as it needs. Savings
from the improvements will be
about $550,000 a year, Sanders
said.
Tremain said the excavation
work will have a "relatively
minimal" effect on traffic.
Excavation work is scheduled
first on College Road near Morrill
Hall from April 5 to June 25 and
later on Main Street opposite
Thompson Hall from June 4 to
_
July 16.
Durham residents were
concerned about the original plan
to re-route garbage trucks around
Mill Road and a one-way College
Road to the incinerator, Tr;emain
said.
"The tO°l'Yn 's concerns resulted in

our digging deeper (and) our
alternative plan has proved
beneficial to the community, the
contractor and the University," he
said.
Therefore, a new plan provides
for temporary gravel roads that
will cut across the corners near
Morrill Hall and Nesmith Halls
and will allow two-way traffic as
usual on College Road, Tremain
said.
Tremain said College Road
would be widened as a result of the
excavation and there will be two .
outgoing lanes in the future.
"We're into major excavation so
why not make other improvements?" Tremain said.
When the Main Street section is
toured
dug up, traffic will be
ROADS, page 6

PFO has few funds
remaining in budget
By Deirdre Wilson
The UN H student Program
Funding Organization ( PFO) is in
financial trouble.
The original 1981-1982 budget
of $26,300 has been exhausted to
$135.18 with the entire month of
April remaining. Previous year
reserves have also dwindled from
$5000 to $2,404.78
PFO Business Manager Garv

Vaughn described the problem as
serious.
We're not going to have any
money left. Our next budget from
the Student Senate doesn't start
until May. There's still the whole
month of April left. If we get any
more proposals totalling over
$135, we'll have to take it from
PFO, page 8

WET FEET-Student Senator Jon Cohen found the Senate office in
t~e MUB soaked with three inches of water Sunday because of burst
·
pipes. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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Would the Seacoa st's
evacua tion plans work?

one's population might retarget its missiles
As ·stated in the plan, the State Civil
against people in the places to which they
-this way. Upon presidential order for
had fled."
relocation, people living in the Portsmouth
Some people would not have the chance
targe_t area would calmly begin buying and
to flee th 7 ~arget area anyway. According
packing what would be their entire lifes_upport system for an indefinite period of to the CIVIi defense plans. workers in
essential industries and services would be
time.
to stay in the target area to keep
!- 20-page !lewspaper supplement orderedrunning.
things
prm~ed ~t t_he time (all newspapers will
The list of those who would be ordered
rec 71ve 1t m ready-to-print form this
to stay behind includes veterinarians. truck
spring) would provide a sort of travelogue
of where to go and how to get there. Like · farmers~ sheep and goat farmer s.
pharmacists. truckers. radio and television
~he ch~cklists you receive from your
insurance company or auto club to help · personnel. laundry and restaurant
employees and workers in many other
you prepare _for a vacation. the supplement
fields.
includes a list of supplies to take to fhe
Beer and ale wholesalers are also on the
fallout shelter (which would be a dirtlist. The civil defense planner said that was
covered trench in most cases).
Following the checklist a family would justifiable.
.. Beer and ale wholesalers generally
pack some of the usual supplies for a
handle more than beer, and we don't want
camping trip: clothing. sleeping bags,
people to be totally cut off from beer and
toothbrushes. soap , paper plates and
cigarettes," Hayden said. "People will be
.. prescription medicines."
easier to handle if they're not cut off."
If they had a baby, diapers. formula and
_M_ark McCaddin, as manager of Bayside
The
packed.
be
to
have
also
bott_les would
D1st1butors (a wholesale beer distributor in
family would also pack all Jf the bottled
Durham w~rnld be exp:cted to sta y in the
water ~n~ dried and canned food they
target area 1f nuclear stnke were imminent.
could fit m the car. since this is all they
When asked what he would do in that
would have to live on.
sit_uation. McCaddin laughed hear tel y and
Once in the shelters , there would be no
said: "I would get me sweet cheeks out of
running to t~e store to get forgotten items
here and try to remer11ber to tell everyone
or to replenish depleted supplies.
Never kno~ing when the bomb might around me to do the same."
Greer said. "Workers in key industries
drop, the family ·would continue packing.
T~ey W~>Uld pack pickaxes and shovels ar~ unl_ikely to b~ willing to stay behind .
Its highly unlikely that even law
with which to dig their fallout shelter, as
enf<?rcei:nent officials will be willing to stay
Well _as a pail and plastic bags to be used as
behind m an area targetted for a nuclear
a toilet. As the checklist notes, evacuees
bomb."
should remember to take .. important
Hayden counter~d. ··w~·ve seen very
papers" such as their credit cards will
severe, dangerous disaster situations where
insurance policies and stocks and bonds:
heroes come out of the woodwork "
Although not mentioned in the list the
Supervisor Joe McGann of the Durham
fa~ily_ dog could not be packed along on
Town Police said he would continue
this tnp.
working in the target area.
At this point, if all goes according to
'Td have to stay," McGann said. "'It's
plan. a bumper-to-bumper and car doorpart of my job. It's not that I'd be made to
to-car door stream of cars (the plan expects
stay. it's that it is my job."
75...000 Portsmouth area residents in 25.000
Perhaps McGann is wise. since death in
cars travelling at the rate of 1000 cars-perthe target area would be insantaneous and
lane-per-hour) would begin arriving at
he would not witness any of the horror of a
McClellan Elementary School in
nuclear war.
Rochester to be reassigned to other shelter
What would happen to those who do
areas .
relocate'?
Greer c_ontended _this reloction plan does
Upon reaching the Rochester School
not take into account the unpredictability
they would be reass_igned to other areas.
of human reponse to such a situation and
but not to fallout shelters. The fallout
,
that the plan will fail.
shelters. whose black and yellow signs were
.. It assumes that in the panic that is sure
once a common sight, are now rare.
to prevail. all will be orderly," Greer said.
·"The maintenance of fallout shelters
.. It assumes orderly relocation with no
~topped in the ~arly sixties." Hayden said.
such things as traffic jams or mad.
Shelter supplies have deteriorated and
desperate attempts to get gas. And it
not too many (shelters) have even a
assumes people will be taking their own
semblan<:e -~f adequate supplies. There is
water and food supplies without knowing
n?t poss1b1lity at this time that Congress
for how long.·:
will allocate funds to restock shelters.
Jonathan Shell, in his extensive
Restocking is out of the question ."
examinationof the effects of nuclear war
According to Hayden. almost everyone
( which was published as a series in the New
Yorker_ magaz\ne). said: "Such a strategy would have to provide their own makeshift
se_ems 1mpract1cable or useless. To begin
on next page
with. an enemy that was bent on attacking Continued

assumption that a nuclear strike would
escalate to all-out nuclear war--mutually
assured destruciton of both· sides--and
therefore must be prevented.
It was around 1978 that US Government
officials first began to speak publically of
A nuclear strike on Portsmouth would
using a first-strike capability (N.U.T.S):
kill everyone within a four-mile radius of
bombing the enemy's military sites so they
ground zero instantly. Therefore. the
could not strike back. Limited nuclear war.
United States Government is planning to
Around the same time ( 1978) President
evacuate the Portsmouth region if there is
Jimmy Carter. working with evidence that
·
a threat of nuclear attack.
the Soviet Union had evacuation plans,
ordered the states to develop plans for a
An cvacua t ion plan-tit led The
massive relocati.on o( the American
Portsmouth Area Crisis Relocation Plan populace from target areas in the event of
has been developed by the New Hampshire
.
imminent nuclear strike.
by
State Civil Defense Department
The physicians for Nuclear
presidential order.
Reponsibility and •its offshoot lay
Those who oppose it say it will not work.
organization. the Women's Party for
Those who developed it do not always
Survival, however. contend that the plans
think it will work either.
were not developed as a humanitarian
The damage which would be inflicted in
measure which would save lives but as a
a nuclear attack by differcnt sizes and types
strategic manuever.
of nuclear bombs is detailed in two United
Barbara Tsairis Greer coordinated the
State Government publications: The
Chapter of the Women's
Portsmouth
E/fects of Nuclear War, published in 1979
for Survival since last spring.- A
Party
by the Office of Technology Assessment;
graying woman in her thirties. Greer is
and The EJTects of Nuclear Weapons, a
soft-spoken. timid woman.
research
combined
the
of
publication
1977
"There is not a way to survive." Greer
of the Department of Defense and the
said ... We have evacuation plans because
Energy Research and Development
US strategic policy has shifted away from
Association .
the idea of preventing war. and towards the
A one megaton bomb exploding a few
idea of fighting a nuclear war and
feet above the ground at Pease Air Force
winning."
Base would destroy almost every building
David Hayden. the New Hampshire
within four miles in a fraction of a second,
State Civil Defense Director. developed
and all buildings in a 200 square mile area
the Portsm0uth Arca Crisis Relocation
would ..be severely damaged. People and
Plan. Hayden. who speaks proudly of the
animals would be hurled away from the
heroic public image his department has
blast area along with the debris.
M
gained from helping people after storms
As far away as ten miles from ground
said he would quit his job if he
floods.
and
zcro--in Exeter. Hampton and Seabrook-thought the plans would not work.
people would be burned to death by the
However. he later admitted his own doubts
intense heat or killed by shattered glass and
about the plan's worth.
other debris flying hundreds of miles per
"I agree with disarmament 100 percent
hour.
we're doing a different kind of thing-but
If you could stand at a spot two miles
information." Hayden said. "We
survival
from ground zero. (which you could not
can't change our effort--we'd scare people.
without being killed instantly) you would
I can't put out information on how to
sec the following.
survive and then tell them: 'You're going to
white
brilliant
a
For a few moments.
be incinerated anyway, dummy, you·r~
light would flood everything. Then a great
going to starve in thirty days'."
fi~gcr_of fire a mile wide would roar up six
The plans assume a serious threat of
miles mto the heavens , broiling everything
nuclear attack would be preceeded by a
below it.
period of heightened international tension .
Everything flammable would be set afire
The basic strategy of the Portsmouth
and cars, parking meters. windows, steel
Area Crisis Relocation Plan; developed in
buildings and everything made of metal or
1981. is that in a time of deteriorating
of glass would melt in the scaring heat.
between the super powers. the
relations
People in the street would burst into flames
people of the towns of Portsmouth.
and their ash would becarriedawayby400
Durhcim: Dover. Newmarket. Madbury.
mile-per-hour winds.
Newington. Greenland. New Castle.
Smoke and ash would blot out the sun.
Newfields. North Hampton. Rollinsford.
turning day to night. And the hovering
Rye and Stratham would be relocated to
black cloud wou1d be dropping radioactive
shelters in dirt-covered buildings and
particles of death over many miles of the
l !
trenches eighteen miles away.
scorched_earth for a long time to come.
J
=¥~:.:::_-~~_r:__-=.::•
some
yourself
give
you
that
is
idea
"The
The American nuclear strategy shifted in
time to talk down the tension." Hayden
This map shows Portsmouth and the
immediate effects from a nuclear strike.
recent years from a plan frighteningly
said . "It gives you a chance to say: 'You
surrounding area which would feel
The UNH-Durham area is shown in gray.
n~med M.A.D . (Mutually Assured
can't hurt us. we can't hurt you. so let's call
Destruction) to one called N. U .T.S .
a nuclear
if itaredoes
it off. And
area." ~· _.,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....J
target
of theinto
out turn
people
attack.
(~uclear Utilization Targetting Strategy) ..
U-S -st~te!l}'. used to be based on the

By Sharon Voas
Portsmouth would be a prime target in a
nuclea~ war because of the dual strategic
attractions of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
and Pease Air Force Base.

I
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--------NUCLEAR WASTE-------~
(continued from page 4)
shelters--ncar their homes if there is no
Pease it would explode with the force of 20
time to relocate. or in the "host area" if
million tons of dynamite and would raise
there is time to relocate .
the temperature to more than 25 million
Some people would be reassigned to
degrees in a fraction of a second. People
public buildings where. according to the - and buildings in a 3.3 mile radius of the
plan. they would begin piling dirt on the
blast, a 34 square mile area would be
buildings' roofs and walls and putting
vaporized in seconds and blown away bricks and books against the interior walls
their particles sucked into the pillar of fire
to make the buildings "blast-and-fallout
to become part of the radioactive cloud .
resistant."
In what had been the towns of Durham,
Most evacuees would not be assigned to
Dover, Elliot, Newmark~t and Kittery
buildings but would have to dig trenches
(radius 3.4-8.0 miles) . all buildings would
for shelter. Detailed instructions for seven
be blown apart by the shockwave. The
such "expedient fallout shelters" are given
temperature would be in the millions of
in the plan. A hand-dug trench is the basis
degrees and the winds would blow 500
of each type but there are variations on
miles-per-hour.
· how to cover it. The trenches arc to be
People caught in the open in Rochester,
covered with doors, dirt-filled cars, or dirt
Barrington and Nottingham (the places
rolled in plastic sheets--if the evacuees have
people would be evacuated to) would be
any of these.
burned to death in minutes by the fourAnyone who has ever dug so much as a .and-a-half mile-wide fireball. Hot air
raising in the growing column of fire would
posthole in the rocky Granite State soil
knows it is not small feat--especially if the suck cool air in (as in a fireplace chimney),
ground happens to be frozen. _B_ut the.plan causing the fire to burn hotter and more
·i nstructs evacuees to dig holes four feet · violently .
Anyone who had somhow escaped being
four deep. four feet wide and six feet long

'The shelters turn, in effect, into ovens,
cremating the people inside them.'
to shelter four people--a space the size of
two refrigerators side-by-side.
Relocated people would have to fit all of
the food and water they would have to live
on, their toilet. bedding and all of their
other supplies into this space.
Then they would wait.
Maybe they would wait a few weeks,
maybe a few months--not daring to leave
the shelter because they would never know
when the bomb might drop.
If they had a child. or several children.
demanding to know when they could get
out of the hole, they would wait. If the
toilet pail ran over, they would wait. If it
was hot or cold or the food or wa-ter or
medicine ran out , they would wait.
As if sitting in a closet with someone for
months, they would wait.
And then, if the attack could not be preempted, the bomb would drop.
The description of the effects of a one
megaton bomb gives some idea of the
magnitude of destruction now possible
with nuclear weapons . But, Portsmouth
could be hit with a 20-megaton bomb.
The State Civil Defense planner
objected that a nuclear strike scenario
should not be based on figures for a 20mcgaton bomb.
"(That is based on) use of a size bomb
that doesn't exist." Hayden said. "Twenty
megaton bombs arc not available in
arsenals anywhere."
According to the Military Balance, a
standard reference on the quantity and
specifications of every country's military
hard-ware, the Soviet Union has both 20
MT intercontinental missiles and 20 MT
nuclear wa·rheads for submarines.
If a 20 megaton bomb groundburst on

crushed by the blast, sliced to death by the
flying debris, charred by the fires. or killed
by the radiation. would be killed by the
massive oxygen depletion caused by this
inferno.
With such intense heat and high winds,
and with no firefighters or fire equipment
to contain the blaze the New Hampshire
woods as far away as Berlin ( 100 miles
from ground zero) would rage out of
control for days. New Hampshire would be
consumed by its own once-scenic forests.
Within 15 minutes, the smoke, ash and
radioactive debris filling the air would
form a mushroom cloud 20-25 miles high
and 70-80 miles in diameter (reaching
beyond Portland. Maine). flightyradioactive particles of debris would be
dropped over thousands of sqaure miles of
land for days.
Portsmouth area residents who had
been relocated to shelters would not live
through even the blast. according to Greer.
"Any shelter would turn into a
crematorium." Greer said . "It happened in
Hiroshima and Dresden ."
In his New Yorker series. Shell said,
"(The massive fires) render shelters useless ·
by burning up all the oxygen in the air and
creating toxic gasses, so that anyone inside
the shelters is asphyxiated, and also by
heating the ground to such high
temperatures that the shelters turn. in
effect. into ovens. cremating the people
inside them."
"In Dresden, several days after the
firestorm raised there by Allied
conventional bombing. the interiors of
some bomb shelters were still so hot that
when they were opened. the in rushing air
caused the
into flame."
- contents to- bu'rst
-

CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING
Businesses, clubs, organizations
'hats, totes, golf shirts,
sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. PRINTWORKS
3131 Lafayette Road ·
Portsmouth, N. H. 03801

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319

Shell continued. "Only those who had fled
their. shelters when the bombing started
had any chance of surviving."
The newspaper supplement which
accompanies the evac·uation plans
designates .target areas from which people
would be relocated as: Area A. the
Manchester area: and Area B, the
Portsmouth region . Area C is the region
which would be hit by the overlapping
effects of bombs on both Portsmouth and
Manchester ·(as well as the effects of a
bomb on Boston), and includes Seabrook,
Lee, Exeter and Epping.
If a 20 megaton bomb were dropped
only on Portsmouth, the windspeeds in
thee areas would be 160 miles-per-hour,
the temperature would reach 2000 degrees
fahrenheit and the radiation levels would
kill in around 20 minutes .
The plan's instructions for residents of
this area say, "'If you live in Area C. you
and yol;lr family may be subject to some
amount of radioactive fallout in the event
of nuclear attack. You can provide
yourselves with adequate protection in

High levels of radioactivity would
continue to be present in the air, water and
ground for many years. Some of the
radioactive particles would be thrust into
the stratosphere to return to earth many
years later, dispersed around the world.
Some fallout from US and Soviet weapons
tests in the l950's can still be detected.
Radioactive isotopes would also enter
the food chain through the roots of plants
and through direct ingestion by animals-which wouold then be eaten by ·any
surviving people. Since radioactivity
cannot be seen, smelled or tasted, people
would never know if they were eating
highly radioactive food.
If anyone survived long enough to
reproduce. they would give birth to a
generation of severely mutated children.
Most mammals, birds, and possibly fish
would also be killed by the radiation. The
one class of animals which can withstand
extremely high doses of radiation is
insects. With the demise of their natural
predators. the birds, insects could be
expected to survive disproportionately and

y ou r home 01 at Publi1.. rallout Sltcltc 1:)

111ultiply g1t:,Hly

near your home.
The rest of the state is designated as Area
D. A large number of people from
Massachusetts and Rhode Island would be
relocated to the western and northern
areas of the state but people from the
Portsmouth area would be relocated to the
nearest towns such as Barrington,
Northwood, Rochester, Strafford and
Somersworth.
In the Rochester relocation area. the
temperature would be I 00 degrees
fahrenheit and the winds would blow 100
miles-per-hour if a 20 megaton bomb were
dropped on Portsmouth.
"If you live in Area D," the instructions
say, "you and your family should be
relatively safe even if the present crisis
should result in a nuclear attack. You
should of course. follow home fallout
shelter instructions contained in these
pages ... "
The civil defense plans imply th.at after a
nuclear attack survivors would come out
of the shelters and. in a great communal
effort, begin caring for the wounded and
rebuilding their communities - like after a
big storm.
Obviously. this would not happen.
A nuclear war would inflict enormous

nuclear attack.
Insects are a prime vector of disease, and
the many corpses would feed the swelling
population. There could be no
circumstances devised which would be
more favorable to the spread of epidemics.
There would be lack of sanitation facilities,
adequate water and food, and radiation-even when not lethal of itself--reduces
resista nee to infection.
The evacuation plans make no mention
of long-range effects. No amount of
elaboration of the plan could make it an
adequate defense against nuclear attack.
Greer said.
Shell said, "It is r:ow commonly
acknowledged that economically feasible
shelters cannot provide protection against
the blast, heat and intense radiation, and
mass fires that would occur ... "
Greer said, "This plan should never be
elaborated. It fosters the illusion that there
is some way to protect yourself, and in so
doing makes nuclear war a more durable
act."
"The only defense is protection." she
continued. "If we are going to prevent
nuclear war, it has to remain absolutely
unacceptable."
Nuclear disarmament does not mean

Small Business Incorporation .......... SJOO plus costs
Simple Will .................. .....· .......... ·.. s35
Legal Check-Up .................. ... .- .......... s20
(this is a rc\·icw & analysis or your current legal alfoirsJ
Personal Injury Matters .... 25(}; of recovery plus costs

lilt: dfltl llldlil uf d

'YOU 're going to be incinerated

anyway, dummy'
damage on the entire country. There would
be no "care packages" shipped in from
Cleveland. no water systems or central
utilities. no hospitals in neighboring cities.
The number and severity of injuries
would be far beyond the treatment
capacities that are normally available.
"The entire United States has facilities to
treat IOOO or 2000 severe burn cases. "it said
in The E;ff'ects of Nuclear War, "a single
nuclear weapon could produce more than
I0,000."
But in fact. the initial attacks would wipe
out almost all medical facilities and their
personnel since they are located in prime
target sites. Without the basic medical care
we have come to take for granted. even
minor injuries would often become lethal:
untreated infections spreading from burns.
and broken limbs becoming gangrenous.
Anyone who failed to seal themselves off
from the outside environment for several
months would soon die of radiation
sickness--a horrible death of pain anq
nausea.

leaving the United States vulnerable, Greer
said .
·
"We would never disarm unilaterally
and I don't think we should," said Greer.
"The first step is a bi-lateral arms freeze.
And we don't have to trust the Russians-it's all verifiable. Our satellites can pick up
any activity going on there."
More than 300 New England towns
have. or will be. considering resolutions on
nuclear armaments freeze at their town
me•etin_gs this month. The majority of
who have already voted have supported a
freeze on nuclear weapons.
The city officials of Cambridge,
Massachusetts refused to cooperate with
state officials on an evacuation plan but .
instead produced a pamphlet and mailed it \
to all Cambridge citizens which described
the effects of a nuclear attack.
It stated: "The sole means of protecting
Cambridge citizens from nuclear warfare
would be for nations with nuclear arms to
destroy those arms and renounce their
use."

Craig F. Evans, Esquire
General Practice of Law
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NOTICES

(continued from page 2)

.\C.\Ul.:\IIC

WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN SPANISH.
FRENCH. OR ITAi.IAN'?: Informational discussion for
studLnts interested ·in these languages. Faculty will talk
ahout ~-ducational and career opportunities mailable.
and international studies. Open to all interested ~tudcnts .
Spomorcd hy l.ihcral Arts Advising Center. Thursday.
April I. Sullivan Room. Memorial Union. I p.m.
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR: Wa,cs and Ions
Upstrcam ·or the Earth\ Shock. hy Dr. Martin A. I.cc.
Space Science Center. Sponsored hy Phy!Sic~
Department. Tuesday. March JO. Room J0J. De Meritt.
4-5 p.m.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: Self
Reference and hrst Order Logic. hy Donald Pcrlis.
Uni,crsity of Delaware. Sponsored hy Computer Science
Department. Wednesday. March JI. Room M208.
Kingsbury. J:J0-4:J0 p.m.
AIP SEMINAR: Electron Transfer Chain Catal\'si~. h\'
Profcs!S<H Philip H. R icgcr. Hro\\ n lJ ni\t.:r!Sit~:.
Sponsored hy Chemistry Department. Thursday. April
I. lddlcs 1.-I0J. Parsons. 11 a.m.-12 noon.
PHYSICS COl.1.OQlllllM: Elcmcntary Particle
Physics. hy Dr. Adrian Patrascioiu. llni,crsity of
1\1 in11w. fil'unc,011..d h) Ph),.;._ ,, I> ..· purtn1-,nt. Thurnduy.

April I. Herne~ AudiJorium. DeMcritt. 4-5 p.m.

C\HEEH

DURHAM BRANCH OF THE AMERICA:\
ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN: ·'The
Match: You to Your Joh." presented hy Mary Lord.
Career Dc,clopmcnt Specialist. llni,ersity System of
New Hampshire. and Vice President of AAlJW.
Thursday. April I. Hct1cl Board Room. Alumni Center.
J:J0-5 p.m.
EXPLORING CAREERS WORKSHOP: I-iodine a
Joh. Futures Program spon!Son.:d hy Career Plann~ing
and Placement Sen ice. Counseling and Testing Center.
and l.iheral Art~ Ad,ising Center. Wednesday. March
JI. Sackett House. 7-8:J0 p.m.
JOB SEARCH t--OR TEACH FRS: Information
scs!Siom on locating and applying for teaching position~ . .
Will cm-er information ~ources. application procedure~.
i11tcn·icw techniques. etc. Lecture. quc~tions and
an~wcrs. Sponsored hy Career Planning and Placement
Sen ice . Wcdncsda\'. March JI. Room 203. Huddleston.
(dO p.m.
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for studenh to
rccci,-c feedback on first draft re~umc~ on a first-comefirst-sened hasis. Spon~orcd oy· Career Planning and
Placement Sen ice. Friday. April 2. Room 203.
Huddleston. l:J0-4:J0 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Student~
· ma\' learn or how the\' ,ire cominc aero~~ durinc their onca1i1pus inten icw~ Zm a rirst-:omZ:-first~~cn~ed ha~is.
Sonsorcd hv Career Planninc and Placement Scn·ice.
Thursday. April I. Room 2(13. Huddleston. l:J0-4:J0
p.m.

PROTESTA:\ ·1 STlJDE:\·1 GATHERING \VEFKI.Y
M[TTl!\(i: Wednesda,. March JI. Room 218.
McConnell. 7 p.111.
·
STllDF:\TS FOR RECYCI.IN(i MO:\THI.Y
MEETl!\(i & EI.ECTIO:\S: We ,,ill he making plan~
for Apr11. a field trip. and electing officer~ for next year.
Thur~day. April I. Room 41. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m.

PREVET CLUB MEETING: Officers nominations.
Ohio slide show. and sign-up for Rochester. Thur~dav.
April I. Room 127. Hamilton Smith. 6 p.m.
·
APR_II. 1-O<;?1.'S O':1TING CLUBTRIP: Hiking.square
dancing. sk11ng. h1day. Apnl 2. 5 p.m .. departing for
Franconia Cabin: return Sunda\'. April 4. at 6 p.m. Cmt:
$10 for weekend.
·
SOCIETY I-OR WHOI.ISTIC LIVING LECTURE:
"Spontaneous Creation Through Drama and Dance."hv
Charles Knouse and Rohin Bryant. Monday. April 5.
Room J07. Horton Social Science. 7:J0 p.m.
Cl.ASS RING SAi.ES: Sponsored h\' Senior Kev Honor
Society. Wednesday and Thursday. March JI ai1d April
I. Balcony Tahlc. Memorial Union. 7 p.m. Admission:
SI .
TOS!\OM MEFI ING: Open to all members and nonmembers. [\'cry Tuesday. Rockingham Room.
Memorial Union·. 8 p.m.
!\.H. STUDENT VOLUNTEERS IN PROBATION
MONTHLY MEETING: him: .. Delinqucncv:
P1-c,·cntion & Treatment." Wcdnesdav. March 3·1.
Sulli\-an Room. Memorial Union. J-4 p.·m .
1982 ANNUAL SPRING BANQUET INITIATION:
Professor Hans Hcilhronner \\ ill initiate J4 member~ into
the 1'.hi Kappa Phi Honor Society. Guest speaker Da\'id
M.i~1Ll:-.u11. 111.:,11.:1 .tllU Cof111lllllllCation. ~Ill ~peall. on
"A New Hampshire Yankee in the Emperor\ Court:
Rclkctions on a Year in the Orient." Spon~ored h,· Phi
K,_1ppa Phi. Sunday. April 4. New England Center.
Dinner. 6 p.m. in Concord Room: Initiation. 7:J0 p.m. in
Berkshire R<Hlm.
·
WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTS: Woman-1.o,·ing
Women. A slide shcrn dispelling the nwths ahout
lesbianism . 7:J0 Sullin111 Room MUB. .
·

signs on the building. Maier
he will improve !->igns so
people who are not familiar
the university can find
bookstore more easily.

said
that
with
the

More reference books,
especially in the areas of
computers, engineering and
business. will be purchased.
· "Customers are telling us that
there are very few bookstores

north ot Boston that carry
important reference books." Maier
said. "These books usually cost $25
to $30. People are glad to be able to
come to UN Hand get them instead
of waiting for special orders."
Parking near Hewitt Hall is also
scarce.he said.
"It's hard to find a place to park
by Hewitt. There aren't enough
meters and we need more spots,"
Maier said.

---ROA DS--(continued from page 3)
around Edgewood and Strafford
Roads. This work is timed to
coincide with summer break when
campus traffic is lightest. he said.
"It's imperative that we meet the
dates ." Tremain said referring to
the projects schedule due to be
completed by Oct. I.
"If our clerk-of-works feels that
work is going slower than it
should, we can require _ the

contractor to up on a double or
even a triple shift," Tremain said.
Sanders said Governor Gallen\
'Blue-Ribbon' management
committee report recommends
that funds be "immediately
('armarked" for Phase Ill of the
program. This phase will replace
the main services from Huddleston
to McConnell, and the rest of the
circuit including Paul Arts Center,
Spaulding Hall and Forest Park.

CO\IPlTEH SEH\"ICES

Non-credit cour~e~ for a nominal kc arc listed hclow.
Rcgi~tration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop hy Room
2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USN H
personnel. All courses_ arc held in Stoke Cluster unless
otherwise indicated.
MONTH 1.Y USERS MEETING: Open meeting.
Computer Sen ices stall will he on hand to answer
questiom. Thur~day. April I. Forum Room. Dimond ·
l.ihrary. 12:J0-2 p.m.
ADVANCED 1022-1.2: Two-scs!Sion course cm-crs
athanccd features of the 1022 data hasc management
~y~tcm. Empha~i~ will he on the REPORT \Hiter for
generating reports. creating interacti,c quercy update
program~. and the TRANSA(".: I' command for making
large-scale update~. Prerequisite: Intermediate 1022.
Monday and Wednesday. April 5 and 7. 2-4 p.m. Course
kc: S4 .
BF.Gil\ ·1!\G XTECO: ln-.;truction in creating and
editing program and data file~ on the DECsystem 10. This
is a character-oriented text cttitor. It is a ,-en· floihle.
program ma hie editor. hut tends to he lc~s forgi, ing'oi'thc
no, ice user than ih line-oriented counterpart.
Knm,_kdge or a text editor is a prcrcqui~ite to !SC\eral
other mini-course~ . Prncqui~ite: Beginning
Timesharing. Tue~day. Arri! 6. 2-4 p.m. Cour~e fee: S2.

WED!\ESDAY :\l(iH"I SERIES: .Jealousy. facilitated
h,· Penm· Chick and .lai1et Grace. One of a ~cries or
i1ilorma1· experiential ,,orbhops de~:gned to help you
C.\ rlore \\ ay~ or under~ta nd ing issue~ or per~ona I intcre~t.
Spon~ored hy Coumcling and Te~ting Center.
Wedne~da:,. March 31. Schofield House. 7 p.m .

Is everyone telling you there aren't any jobs?
What if you don't find a job in the newspapers?
Do you want the -inside scoop on getting a job?

FINDING A JOB
Wednesday_, March 31
7:00 - 8:30 PM
Sackett House (mini dorms)
Program Sponsored By
Career Planning & Placement Service

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

A representative will
he in the Mt :B
with a slide show
Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Mar. JO & JI and Apr. I
from 11 :00 - 2:00

YOUNG'S
AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, Israel,
Egypt, Greece, Spain.

ONLY
17 MORE DAYS TO WAIT!!!
"MOONLIGHT MADNESS"

This W~ek's Special
Small Juice
egg. Homefries, Toast
Tea or Coffee

$1.39
special 6:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

AROUND THE WORLD voyages are planned for 1983.
Apply early. Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854.0195 (in
Ca\H~r:_n"3 call (71.4) ~71-~~90).
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CROP Walk planned for Apr. 4 1----------------------------I
CALEIDAR
By 'rracy Carlson
They will walk or they will run,
b~t. whatever they do, the
participants in the third annual
CROP Walk for Hunger will be
raising money in Durham, April 4
at I pm.
The event, which has raised
about $10,000 in the past two
years, will begin in front of the
Wolff House on Ballard St.
Participants have a choice of a four
or JO-mile walk or a five mile run.
Reverend Da.vid Grainger,
UNH Campus Ministry chaplain
and coordinator of the event, said
it was hard to· predict how much
will be raised, this year.
"Each year we try to get a fewmore people involved. Raising
seven or eight thousand dollars
would not be unreasonable. We'll
have about 350 walkers plus the
runners," he said.
· There is no entrance fee for the
walkers because they eet soonsors
but the runners have to pay five
dollars to enter the race.
"We make money from them by
charging them to enter the race,
they don't have sponsors,"
Grainger said.
"CROP is not an acronym but a
name given to community appeals

on behalf of an umbrella
organization called the Church
World Service," he said.
The Church World Service
( CWS) is a reliefagency comprised
of more that 30 U.S. denominations.
The CROP Walk is part of a
national effort designed to raise
money for ·agencies such as CWS,
CARE, and Catholic Relief
Services.
"This year for the first time a
local project, the More House in
Barrington, will receive I0% of the
money raised," Grainger said.
The More House Project
establishes an emergency food
pantry and a nutritional breakfast
program for elementary school
children with working parents. It is
run jointly by group of UNH
students and members of the
community.
"The project is an attempt to
unite - the local university system
and church in working for justice."
said Father Frederick Pennett of
St. Thomas More Church, a
director of the program.
This year there are about five
UNH students involved who work
jointly with the community service
organizations, he said.

Pen nett stressed that some of the
funds raised will remain in the
local area and be used in
conjunction with the Universi_ty.
"Part of our responsibility as a
land-grant University is to bring
the talent back into our area," he
said. This will be accomplished
through the Walk and the More
House project, according to
Pennett.
Five Durham religious
organizations, several UN H
student groups and local public
schools are supporting the event,
which each year has attracted up to
250 participants.
"The main local merchant who's
been cooperating with us is Stuart
Shaines. They helped with the road
race by providing T-shirts,"
Pennett said.

Tl lESDAY. Mar(•h :JO
. HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Descartes and the Age of
Reason. Barbara S. Tovey. Philosophy. Room 127. Hamilton
Smith. 11: 10 a.m. - 12: 10 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATHER: UNH Dance Theater Company's
annual concert. Students will premiere new faculty works in ballet,
jazz. and modern dance . Directed by Jean Brown, Jean Mattox, and
Larry Robertson. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m. Admission: USN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3:
general $4. Continues through April 3. with a 2 p.m. matinee March
31.

WEDI\JESDAY. Mar(·h :JI
PLANT SALE: Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities.
Carroll / Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 10 · a.m . - 5 p.m.
Continues through April 2.
WOMEN'S SJUDIES BAG LUNCH: Issues in Teaching and
Learning in Women's Studies. Barbara White; facilitator. SenateMerrimack Room. Memorial Union, 12 noon.
UNIV ER:SITY' THEATER : UNH Dance Tr1eale1 Cu111µ,111y·~
annual concert. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Matinee 2 p.m.: ev_e ning performance 8 p.m. Admission USNH
students and employees/ senior citizens $3: general $4. matinee
school groups ( 15 or - more) $i. Evening performances continue
through April 3.
FRENCH LECTURE / FILM SERIES: "Alexandre." English
subtitles. Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m . Admission: $1, to be paid at
the door.
WOMAN - LOVING WOMAN: Slideshow sponsored by the
Women's Center 7:30 Sullivan Room. MU B.
CAREER NIGHT: Banking. Sponsored by Alumni Association.
Elliot Alumni Center. 7:30-9 p.m. Open to the public.
MEN'S VOLLEY BALL: vs. MIT. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

AME_RKIII{
CANCER SOCIRY

Treat your SpriqgFever
rwith one of our specials:
PrimeRib ... $7.95

Top Sirloin.~.$6.65

Indulge in the tenderest and juiciest
beef you can imagine, at a very easy
to swallow price. Our Special continues: Regular portion of our Prime
Rib, Salad Bar, Potato, Hot Bread
and Coffee or Tea ... all for $7.95.

Top Sirloin ... the steak that made us
famous ... at the irresistable price of
$6.95 . . . served with our abundant
Salad Bar and Potato and Coffi'ee or
Tea ... _a meal to satisfy any hearty
Svring appetite.

at

at
.

.

~~,,,,,~

J

~1-.1.1--~,-/''<.-I-

Old Dover Rd. Newington

Hannon's 16 Third St. Dover

These Specials are good daily through April 30, 1982
MASTER CHARGE VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS

82

SUBSCRIBE

Tl-ll.RSDA Y. April I
PLANT SALE: Carroll / Belknap Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m.
- 5 p.m. Continues through April 2.
UNIVERISTY ART GALLERIES: Make It New: Crafts by New
England Artists. The exhibition will celebrate innovation in the
craft media of clay. metal. fiber, wood. and glass. Art Galleries, Paul
Creative Arts Center. Hours: Monday-Thursday. IO a.m. - 4 p.m.: _
_ Saturday and Sunday. I - 5 p.m.: closed Fridays and l,Jniversity
holidays. Exhibition continues through April 28.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: New England
Gravestone Carvings. David Watters, English . Sponsored by
Gallery Docents. Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center. 12 noon I p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Bananas." Strafford Room. Memorial Union. 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission: $ I or season film pass.
UNH FLUTE CHOIR CONCERT: Peggy Vagts. director.
University Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER : UNH Dance Theater Company's
annual concert. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
Continues through April 3.
MU B PUB: Randy Kirshbaum "From the Home of The Hots--104
WBCN." Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
Admission charged. UN H ID / proof age required.
SIDORE LECTURE CANCELLED: Ian Smith, M.P., former
Prime Minister Rhodesia. was preYiously scheduled. Richard V.
Allen. former national security adviser, will speak on April 14.

Send Chec.k to:
The New Hampshire by Mail
_Room 108,MUB
Durham, NH 03824
(On campus, no stamp needed}

FRIDAY. April 2
PLANT SALE: Carroll / Belknap Room. Memorial Union, 10 a.m .
- 5 p.m.
A TASTE _O~ TALENT: Cary S. Linden-Marshall. Sponsored by
Th~ As~oc1at1on f~r Student Talent & Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.).
Cafetena. Memorial Union, 2-3:30 p.m.

M·uso FILM SERIES
Bananas

presents:

Director: Woody Allen
_Cast: W0<,:>dy Allen, Louise Lasser,

The N.H. ·outing Club

Carlos Montalban, Natividad Abascal,
Jacobo Morales, Miguel Suarez, Howard
Cosell

presents a slide show by Jim Abel of the
Whitworth College Arctic Expeditions.

Tuesday, March 30
7:00 p.m.
Carroll Belknap Rm., MUB
cost is $ 1.00

In Allen's madd~st. strangest and most
fantastic film. Woody plays Fielding
Mellish. a tester of Rube Goldberg gadgets
whose name is his least obvious drawback.
In a story too bizarre to possibly make any
sense. he becomes a revolutionary leader in
a mythical South American country. In the
true tradition of great satire, the film
manages to offend just about everyone.

$ I Admission

April Fool's Day
7:00 & ~:30 pm

Strafford Room, MU B
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------PFO
(continued from page 3)

THEY'RE ELECTRIC
Heart Beat
Physical Speed Is What I Need
Give Me The Night
Cultist Of A True Fan

Back up Band - The Real Kids

Tickets on Sale NOW
at the M ll B Ticket Office
Students $3.00
Non-Students $4.00
Friday, April 2nd
at 8 PM MllB PllB
l lNH ID
Proof of age required

previous year reserves:~ Vaughn
"Last year. about 20 used PFO
Vaughn said increased funding
said.
funding. This year. usage doubled.
requests is due to the newness of
PFO. a Student Activity Fee
And you see. there's sti_ll 50 more the PFO operation.
Council (SA FC) organization
potential groups that could request
••1 think non-SAFC organizacreated last year. represents all
money." she said. ·
tions weren't used to the idea of
non-SAFC organizations and
Lake also said the $5,000 producting budget requests for the
special projects needing financial
increase for PFO's 1982-83 budget entire year. Organizations had to
support. These include the
might not be enough.
forecast for the whole year when
Psychology Club, International
•·1 don't think even that will do they really aren't sure from one
Student Association. the Solar
it. And. SAFC is so strict and semester to the next what they
Energy Coalition. and the Ski
picky in determining what groups want to do. or need money for."
Club.
should get money and shouldn't," Vaughn said.
Vaughn is relatively new in the
she said.
PFO also needs some of their
BusinessManagerposition.Senior
SAFC chairman Spencer
present budget to keep up
JulieLakeoriginallyheldthespot
Wright said the lack of , advertising and salaries. Vaughn
but resigned just after spring
information on PFO's financial said PFO was allocated $200
break.
p r o b Ie m s re s u I t e d fro m a originally - for advertising. "We
Lake said the job was a lot of
misunderstanding.
have $128 left. and we're going to
work that cut into her personal
"They ( PFO) had been telling us need that. And we'll need funds for
time. and another job that she
how much money had actually salaries for the Business Manager,
already had.
been spent. We really wanted to the President and the Vice
know how much had been
Lake attributed the financial
President. We'll probably have to
problem to a lack of information
allocated. That's what we should turn proposals down eventually."
on the services PFO could offer a
be concerned with." Wright said. , Among the programs that will
non-SAFC organization.
..They've allocated more money be affected by this lack of funds. is
.. A lot of organizations didn't
than has been spent. Not all of the the International Student
know about PFO. Those that did
reports on programs and leftover Association (ISA). Senior Week.
got firs't dibs- on funding. After
funds have come into this office and any other groups requesting
aovertlslng. however. we were
yet. Not all the receipts are in yet," funds in April. ·
flooded with ~equests . We were
Wright said. noting that SAFC
ISA Social Coordinator Kristin
underbudgeted. So many new
probably wouldn't- see all of the Dalbec said ISA is planning their
organizations found out about
receipts until the end of May.
annual International Festival and
PFO. It was unbelievable," Lake
Va ugh n said SA FC had
International Dinner Dance for
said.
originally made an estimate on the end of April.
She said there are aoout 95
what they felt PFO would need.
Dalbec said that ISA would
potential PFO org~niz~~ions. _ "It was a pretty good estimate, probably need at least a $600 loan
really. But. in the last three week:;, for Dinner Dance. and an
we've allocated about $5000 for additional $400 for the whole
different programs.
project.

Interested 1n Business?

Tuesday Nite
Are you a Sophomore
or Freshman?

IS

PIZZA NITE

The New Hampshire .needs you.
The New Hampshire is currently- hiring
·a n Assistant Business Manager
for the remainder of this
semester and the 1982-83 academjc year.

$1
off all pies

The Assistant Business Manager will be
responsible for all aspects of billing
and will train to become Business Manager.
Deadline for applying is April 9.

Applications are now available. for th.e
positions of

Greek Senators
Commuter Senators

University of New Hampshire

Summer Writers'
Community
June 27 to July 2, 1982

For Academic Year I 982-1983

You must be an off-campus, commuter
student, Greek, next year to apply. These
positions will be decided in a full campus
election Tuesday, April 6 and Wednesday,

April 7.

-

Application Deadline: Monday, April 5
Student Senate, Rm 130-132, MUB, 862-1494.

A one-week noncredit program for writers of all
levels. Featuring small classes. individual
conferences, and a relaxed. semi-rural setting. 90
minutes from Boston.
Novel - Ursula Hegi
Short Story - 8wlan Wheeler
Poetry - Larkin Warren
Nonfiction .... Norman Boucher ·

Summer Writers' Community, University of
New Hampshire. Verrette House. 6 Garrison
Avenue. Durham. NH 03824. (603) 862-2015.
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By Maggie McKowen
The battle over the Durham
town budget was sett led on
Wednesday, March 17 and
resulted in a $77,000 cut in funds.
This reduction cut one police
officer, one public works position.
payment for utilities in Grange
Hall and garden and skating rink
maintenance from next year·s
budget.
"There was a 4.4% difference
between the selectmen's and the
budget committee's proposed
budgets," Selectman Owen Durgin
$66,367 of the· $143,000
difference."
The designated $12,667 for one
police officer's salary and
retirement- share was eliminated
from the budget since the position
was unfilled last year.
·
"We took the monev out which
allows you to fill the position."
Durgin said. "We got along
without the position last year. We
can get along without it this year."
In the early stages of the budget
planning. there was talk of cutting
three firemen's salaries and
eliminating the job of Administrative Assistant. However, when the
·budget committee regained
$66,367, these positions were

The total tax rate is divided into
three parts: town. school and
county.
"The town acts as a tax collector
for the county - and the town,"
Durgin said. "All three tax rates
went up."
The Planning Board reduced its
own budget and discontinued the
use of research material from the
Strafford Regional Planning
Commission.

''The. New Hampsbin,'11 ·.
beret" -

For ·

Durham town budget settled
reinstated into the 1983 budget.
"There will be an estimated 18%
increase in the town share of the
tax rate," Durgin said.
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Dial

\

862-1490

The Planning Board will begin
to charge for its services based on
the amount of work done by the
town clerk, planning assistant and
public works director.
_"It's a change in policv. There
will be a new fee starting for people
who come in with applications,"
Durham Planning Assistant David
Walker said.

Giassmasters · hand-crafted.
glass Window Art is the new ·
way to eliminate dull panes
forovor. E:vory piooo io oaoy to

hang and the rich colors are
guaranteed against fading for
50 years. The prices of these
pane relievers are painless, too.

The largest budget cuts effected
the Parks and Recreation
Department. The department's
cutbacks ended funding for
Grange Hall's renovation, Jackson

Less than
600 firms
in the U.S.
have earned
the right to
display this symbol.
We're one of them.

:Jfie JeJ Carpel
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP
56 Main Street-Durham·
868-7021

LADIES WEEK at CARE- PHARMACY

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS
aaroadwau

Buy Now and Save Through 4/3/82
[VIDAL SASSOON]

....Douar, 11.H.
.

.

~~
.. \

Subscription

i.anding's skating rink maintenance.garden upkeep.the Oyster
River Youth Association. and the
Durham town Christmas tree
lights. Those cuts totalled $45,231.
"There was a dispute over how
expensive the Grange Hall
renovation was going to be. Last
yea~. it was s1:1gge~ted to be a police
station but 1t will be used as a
community center of some sort."
Durgin said.

742-1744
ROGER'S CAFE
PORTSMOUTH

Betadine Medicated
Douche Singles
· "Doctor Recommended"
.99¢,

Finishing Rinse 8 oz.
Reg. Price $2.47
Special $1.99
Gynol II Jelly
Starter & Lg. Refill
$5.29
Limit 2 per customer ·

• •

1~!)b}lr··

food - video games

Stressguard Vitamins
by the makers of
One-A-Day

CIJ ·

$4.99/60
.
The Most complete stress product

Wednesday Nite 8 - 10 p.m.

.

All Drafts 40¢ a Mug
Thursday "Pitcher Nite" 8 - I :00 a.m.

All Pitchers $1.25

HAPPY HOUR Every Day
2 for 1 on all drafts
11 :30 - I :00 Monday thru Saturday

- NEW Vanderbilt Cologne s ·p ray
VANDERBILT

&
1~~~

KAREN A. JOHNSON/T. SPENCER WRIGHT
student body president/ student body vice-president

VOTE April 6 & 7

'.

t

f

,

'
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----------EATING---------( continued from page I)
... ,ling, laxatives, or diuretics.
Ope half of one percent to three
percent of American high school
and college age 'women have
anorexia nerv9sa, a self-starvation
illness with a fifteen percent
mortality rate, according to Smith.
The facts, however, only touch
upon the implications of the two
illnesses that seem, to nonvictims, to involve an easy issue.
"Eating is a natural prbcess and
(to those who don't have a
disorder) is seems quite simple,"
according to Ellen Becker, a
psychologist at UN H's Counseling
and Testing Center. Simplicity is
actually a word far removed from
the issue of eating disorders.
Although there are no statistics
for the number of anorexics or
bulimics at UN H, Professor Smith
said the figures are probably close
to t.-he nationa! percentages. In
addition, UN H "may have a
slightly higher number since
student admission selection i<;
generally from a higher class, an
intellectually, a socially conscious
class," from which anorexia is
most common.
The extent of eating disorders
varies, according to Terri, and she
feels the severity of her illness was
"a lot less than some."
"It's all a matter of degrees," she
said, "Some cases sound like
horror stories but sometimes
things haven't gotten that bad."
Anorexia, more commonly
heard about than bulimia, is less
common than the binge-purge
syndrome.
Onset of anorexia usually begins
during high school or college, is
rarely found in men, and often
starts with a weight reducing diet,
according to Smith.
Bulimia often has a later onset
age, post-college, and is seen in
men and women. through more
often i.n women.
Eating disorders are sometimes
referred to as "diseases" but there
1s to date, little scientific data to
CREA TE

YOUR

suggest a specific medical problem
or deficiency easily linked to
anorexia or bulimia, according to·
Smith, and although some
researchers currently suspect an
endocrine system inbalance, no
sufficient data has been compiled.
There are, however, certain
. psychological characteristics that
typify an anorexic, self-starving.
individual.
"She is often a mild mannered,
perceptive, intelligent, absolute
peach of a girl who has never
thought of talking back to
anybody," Smith said.
Anorexics are often the perfect
children, according to Cynthia
Cote, . Hood House Nurse
Practitioner. They are good in
school, they don't fight, they help
their parents. Because they were
not "problem children," Cote said,
they may have lacked attention. A
child in trouble all the time causes
a lot of commotion an anorexic
cioP<;n't

"In this way anorexia becomes
the attention getting device," Cote
said, "What better way to get
attention in an American home
than to deny food?"
Anorexia usually affects
adolescent girls, ages 10 and up
according to the Anorexia
Ncrvosa and Associated Disorders
Organization.
Often victims of anorexia set
exceptionally high standards for
themselves because of real or
imagined pressures placed on them
for success and achievement,
according to Smith.
The problem comes in because
an anorexic cannot live with the
expectations she feel the people
close to her have toward her.
Smith said. "She gets control over
these feeling by losing weight," he
said.
Contrary to common belief,
anorexia docs not only stem from a
desire to become thin. Though
perhaps unconsciously, the wish
for control over her life is often the

OWN PERSON A LIZ ED
,BASKET...

major motivator of the illness,
according to Smith.
"My guess is that thinness is not
the thing that starts anorexia,"
Smith said, "but is something that
shows up later, after the condition
is developed, as a cause."
The issue of control is a vital
one, according to Cote, and often a
woman who thinks she has a bad
personality, is ugly, and fat feels
the only thing she can change is the
fat.
Self-deprivation gives one a
strong sense of control, Becker
said, "after all, an anorexic can do
something nobody else can do-not
eat."
In this food oriented culture,
weight, diet, and exercise are
always talked about. Clubs, spas,
and special diets are subscribed to
by millions.
"People who are thin are praised 1
and people who are fat, or
overweight, or even just bigbon d, a.-c 0 i"'-n a lta,u 1i111c:,"
Cote said, "Everywhere an
anorexic looks, she is given
'permission' to do what she's
doing--'thin is in."
An anorexic's need to find
control stems, in part. from the
idea that women are taught not to
listen to their own needs, but only
to the needs of others," according
to Becker. They are expected, or
feel the pressures of expectation, to
be intelligent, popular, sexy, witty,
couragous, kind, sweet, loving,
beautiful, and thin at the same
time--in short, wonder woman.
Often the key to all these things is
presented by the media 'simply as
"get thin."
"Society gives woman a lot of
stereotypical messages about how ,
we are to look and be," said
Cynthia Shar, coordinator of
special programs at the Counseling
and Testing Center, "In the media,
getting thin equals getting happy.
These are false messages."
Teenagers, arc especially
susceptible to societal pressure

largely beca,use it is an
"impressionable age," Cote said.
"The message young girls get is
that they can't be anything but the
perfect li_ttle model all the time and
ever be 1'appy," she said.
So, they lose weight. After a
small amount of weight is · lost,
often on a I 000-1200 calorie a day
diet, a young woman feels good
about it. People tell her she looks
good, she feels in control, so she
keeps losing, Smith said.
"The problem is that no matter
how much weight she loses, the
underlying problems will not
disappear," Smith said.
Advertisements for diet pills and
aids publicize that "being thin will
make friends and build
confidence," according to Becker,
"They tell us it is necessary and
sufficient to be thin, that that is all
that is needed to be accepted.
Women try to meet that ideal."
"The thing is, thin doesn't equal
lia.JJP.>," s11a1 ~aid.

Terri is unsure when she first
developed an eating diso'rder but
believes it began in the summer
after her freshman year at UNH.
She "decided to become obsessed
with the idea of losing weight" and
went on a 750 calorie a day diet.
However, she couldn't make
herself diet the right way because
she "hated the feeling of depriving
herself." Then Terri made the
discovery that she could get· rid of
anything she ate.
"When no one was in the house
I'd pig out on all the foods I loved-ice cream, peanut butter, raisins,
bread, spaghetti, cookies. Then I'd
get sick."
"Bulimics lack the incredible self
control of anorexics who can resist
eating anything and still exercise
fanatically," according to Smith,
"Bulimics are torn between a
morbid fear of gaining weight and
a lack of control over what they
eat. The two conflict so the only
option left is to give in, binge, and
then, overwhelmed by guilt, get rid

tA ST t'H

-REPORT- -ROBBERY-

USING US AT

The Outback
Main St. Durham
Spring Supplies Include:
. Baskets
· Stuffed Animals
. Jelly Bellies
• Easter Candy
· Straw
· Ukrainian Egg Decorating

Pick and Choose!

(continued from page 3)
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is now converting in three phases
from steam to hot water heat (See
related story, this page). The
report recommends financing all
three of these phases now, instead
of just one. to save money.
-Identify and sell surplus
property. The University System
could earn an estimated $2 million
to $10 million by selling unneeded
property.
After the report was released last
week, Interim Chancellor of the
University System Richard Morse
said the system will co-operate
with the state.

UNIVERSITY THEATER
1981-82 SEASON
PRESENTS THE

U~lj

COMPANY

The cashier called campus police
while the man ran down the path
along the building toward the
parking lot behind Stillings Dining
Hall. Heald said .
A policeman patrolling
Edgewood Road responded to
Adams Tower shortly afterward
and found the clerk unharmed.
Durham and Campus police
along with campus security formed
a circle search in the area
surrounding Stoke Hall, Stillings
and The New England Center, but
no arrests were made.
The search continued for a few
hours by flashlight but Police
failed to find any evidence. The
search was resumed this morning.
Heald said.

to the Editor

ANNUAL CONCERT
DIRECTED BY: JEAN BROWN, JEAN MATTOX,
LARRY ROBERTSON
JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM
MARCH JO-APRIL 3 AT 8 P.M.
MARCH 31 AT 2 P.M.
PREVIEW: MARCH 29 AT 8 P.M.

( continued from page I)

Submit typed
letters

THEATER

GENERAL: $4
UNH STUDENT-EMPLOYEE/SENIORS: $3
PREVIEW: $1
RESERVATIONS: (603) 862-2290
DINNER-THEATER PACKAGE
NEW ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURAN.T

of it."
Smith classified Bulimia into
two categories. First are those who
purge in order to maintain an ideal
weight for a sport (like lightweight
wrestling) or for dance. Second are
those who cannot deal with other
things in their lives like stress, fear,
and anxiety.
The physical complications of
bulimia are not as devestating as
those found in anorexia, according
to Smith, and bulimics are often
close to normal weight, while
anorexics drop far below average.
"If a person binges and purges
often enough the teeth may decay
and the throat may become
seriously irritated by stomach
acids," Smith said.
In anorexia a person falls into a
state of ketosis found in starving
people, Smith said.
"The chemicals in the brain get
all fouled up and self-perception
becomes pathologicaL Electrolyte
systems get unbalanced,
menstruation stops, and in severe
cases the body burn vital tissues for
mere survival," according to
Smith.
Eating disorders often · begin
after a women goes off to college or
prep school for the first time, said
Shar, _ because the separation
involves a loss of "fast
psychological and physical
adjustments."
"College holds the promise of
things, of change, which isn't
always found or isn't as good as it's
made out to be," Shar said. "There
is a competitive element to eating
disorders and college and prep
school environments tend to be
very competitive."
Considerable media and literary
attention has been given to
anorexia and bulimia in the past
several years, not necessarily
because of an increase in the actual
number of cases but in part
because of an increase in
awareness of problems already in
existence, Shar said.

in Room 151
of the MUB.
Uppercut, Inc.
Durham Shopping Plaza
868-7363
Before we even touch your hair,
we 'II talk about how it should look.
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----------RALLY---------( continued from page 1)
less than a total military victory/or
the leftist insurgents in El
Salvador.
The fight was q·uickly broken up
by mounted police who were
patrolling the march and rally.
Later that afternoon. the
Spartacists held their own rally in
Farragut Park along the march
route.
"No thanks Sam. I don't want a
summer job in El Salvador"-protester '.\· sign.
College-age demonstrators
predominated the march, but a
variety of special interst groups
a !so pa rtici pated, including
Salvadoran, American Indian.

Veteran, Labor, and Gay and
Lesbian contingents.
"Most people here probably
wouldn't agree with every group
protesting. But it's amazing that
they can all come together for this
one cause," Elliott said.
Some contingents had their own
causes to promote. A large and
vocal band of Palestinian AntiZionists marched in front of the
New Hampshire CISPES group.
The Palestinians carried signs that
read: "Menachem Begin is a
Murderer," and "From Palestine
to El Salv.a dor--One struggle,
many fronts."
"I wasn't entirely comfortable

marching right behind them,"
Elliott admitted.
Saturday's demonstration broke
no attendance records compared
to others th-a t frequently occur in
Washington. Anti-war protests
during the Viet-Nam era drew
much larger crowds.
"It's gotten so I don't even pay
attention anymore," said one
police officer assigned to watch the
rally.
President Reagan apparently
did not pay much attention either,
despite the thousands of
demonstrators gathered in
Lafayette Park across from the
White House. The President was

home, according to White House
aides, but was busy preparing for a
formal dinner that night.
"Another Middle-aged, Middleclassed Librarian Against U.S.
Policy in El Salvador "--protester's
sign.
By 6 p.m., the crowds had
dispersed, their words blown
across the Potomac River by an
unseasonably cold wind. Members
of the New Hampshire CISPES
contingent climbed aboard their
bus and settled in for IO-hour bus
ride home.
Reflecting on their day in
Washington, most members of the
group felt that the m'arch was
worthwhile, despite a questionable
effect on U.S. policy-makers.
"It won't have an immediate
effect on for~gn policy," admitted

senior ~ildlife management major
Natalie Frio, "but it shows the
Administration that we are not a
monority--that we 're not going to
stand by and let them do whatever
they want," Frio said.
The real value in mass
demonstrations, Elliott said, is in
showing public support for the
people of EI Salvador.
"A march like this also good for
morale. If you are in New
Hampshire, or wherever, you can
feel like you're in a minority,"
Elliott said.
"This gives you a chance to be
with people who feel pretty much
the same way you do. You can
shout things at the top of your
lungs that you're been wanting to
shout for month_s," he_ said.
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Twenty-six UNH students travelled to Washington, D.C. this weekend to protest U.S. involvement in El
Salvador. (David Foster photo)
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Editorial
The best they could do
Yesterday the Academic ·Senate had a difficult
choice to make about the academic calendar for
1983, and it chose the lesser of three evils.
The new calendar has mariy attractive points-notably five days for finals and three reading days
before exams, but its greatest weakness is the date
for starting classes in the fall s~mester.
Under the adopted calendar, during some years
classes would start before Labor Day, which
understandably upsets students who have summer
jobs that end after Labor Day.

But the two other alternatives to this calendar
were worse. Both calendars proposed finals after
Christmas, an idea repugnant to most students.
It's hard to see how having finals after Christmas
could .. enhance" the learning process during the
finals period, as Gordon Haaland, vice president of
academic affairs, suggested.
For many students, semester break is a time to
earn extra money for rent or for books. For others,
it's a time to travel home and spend some time with
family or friends.
Semester break shouldn't be a time to worry

•
about finals.
Students who attended yesterday's meeting did a
good job voicing their concerns about the
scheduling of finals, an action that showed the
Senate students' viewpoints.
Designing and proposing an academic calendar
is a lengthy and frustrating process, and although
the one that was passed by the senate isn't perfect,
it's the best one for the students.
It's not often that a committee at UNH does
something in the bes_t-interest of the student, and it's
refreshing to see.

Letters
Trustee election
To the Editor:
I just love people who critici1c·others
without first taking a good look in the
mirror to sec who the real fool is. What
I am rcfcring to is the editorial in The
New Hampshire (J 26) that
sarcastically implied that students that
didn't vote for Trustee were not
intelligent or concerned.
Well I am concerned and that is
exactly why I did notrntc. When I am
uninformed on an issue I would rather
not express my opinion at all than nip a
coin and possibly make the wrong
decision s--imply because it was my right
to do so.
The only hard information that I had
on the candidates was this:
I.) .Ion Cohen\ poster was on the
inside of the bathroom stall wall, and
most of the girls think he\ pretty cute.
Not only that. he really monopoli1cd
The Ne11· Hampshire_just before the
election and I got pretty sick of seeing
his name.
2. ) My friend Rene worked for Larry
Lesieur and I like Rene a lot so I'd
probably like Larry.
If this election was a popularity
contest I would have voted but I felt it
was much more important than that so
I did not. Ir I were to vote for Student
Trustee on the information that I had, I
would have defeated the whole purosc
behind the election.
Next time before you submit an
editorial spewing sarcasm. look at all
facets of the issue at hand and
hopefully you'll lay down your pen .
before making an inaccurate
judgement.
Susan .I . Rayno ·

Editor\ note: First. Mr. Cohen
"11,onopoli=ed" the ne11·.\paper h_r
purchasing ads. like an_r other
rnndidate could ha,·e. Second, a look
at the March 2 and /I-larch 5 issues.
ll'here sel'en articles ahout the election
and the candidates 1n•n· run. mai- ha,·e
·
he/peel in in(orming _rou.

Alcohol
To the Editor:
On Tuesday, February 23, The Neu·
Hampshire printed an article entitled
"Anti-Alcohol Program Started ."
While the content of the article was
responsible and accurate reporting. the
title was misleading . The Peer
Education program is in no way "antialcohol." Rather, in keeping with
university philosophy. the focus is on
, responsible use of alcohol if a choice is
made to drink .
We would like to thank you for
covering our program in The Nett·

Hampshire and we look forward to
working with you in the future . Thank
you for the oportunity to set things
straight about the purpose of the Peer
Education program.
Elizabeth MacDonald
Linda Stowe
Health Education
Health Services

Women's History
Week

To the Editor:
Because I was a participant in UN H's
presentations for National Women's
History Week (March 8-12).1 probably
ought to leave the praising to others.
But I was so stimulated by the
by my
programs I attended
To the Editor:
colleagues' interdisciplinary dialogues,
In the March 9 edition of The New by the films. talks, and music, by ithe
Hampshire, a timely article appeared lively discussion involving students.
complete with photograph. The story faculty. staff.and community residents.
was about Stephanie Lane. a psychic - that I feel grateful for and proud of
with much to tell the world . In this era the energy and commitment the UNH
of rapid advances in science and community demonstrated throughout
technology. a time when the average the week.
American lives at the very frontier of
I read a Boston Globe article about
scientific discovery. the dependence of the Women's History Week programs
this nation's citizens on accurate and at Massachusetts colleges and
responsible reporting of new findings universities, and although places .like
in science cannot be overestimated.
Harvard had clearly devoted a lot of
The New Hampshire must be money to bringing in well known guest
commended for its incredible insight speakers. no school topped UN H in
and foresight to interview Miss Lane presenting such varied approaches to
and reveal the truth about studying the role of women in history
parapsychology and other paranormal and culture.
phenomena. the most important area
Those who attended several sessions
of scientific research today. Although heard anthropologists, artists. literary
-not accepted as fact by a few close- critics. economists. historians.
minded people (some people didn't administrators. and many others
believe the world was round!). the most discussing women working for peace
recent data suggest that parapsyc- and for revolution: women as mothers
hology may profoundly alter the way and as artists: women in the labor
we live and think.
movement and in management: women
The well-timed article in The New as political activists and as sex objects:
Hampshire now allows me to tell women working at home and on the
everyone o.f the paranormal assembly line.
experiences that I have had. knowing
UNH's program was so successful
full well that the public is an informed
because so many faculty, staff. and
one and the chance of ridicule is students contrtibutcd their diverse
nonexistent. Three years ago while skills and viewpoints to demonstrate
alone at home Bigfoot appeared in my that "Women's History" is an exciting
kitchen . Communicating via ESP it . and very challenging interdisciplinary
assured me that there was no reason to field.
be frightened. Our meeting was no
Many deserve credit for helping to
accident for it was aware of my psychic plan and organize women's History
powers ( I've been a pr-act icing Week. but particularly LaureL Ulrich
clairvoyant si:o!CC the age of four years (Humanities). Renee Romano
and first demonstrated telekinetic (Student Affairs), and Deirdre Blair
powers while I was being breast fed).
(the Bookstore and the Women's
I was interested in putting Bigfoot Commission). I hope that UNH can
under hypnosis and it agreed to be manage to celebrate next year's
hypnoti1cd. Bigfoot subsequently Women's History Weck with an
confessed to one thousand incidents of equally entertaining and educational
making large footprints and to schedule of events.
operating a flying saucer (it runs on
Melody Graulich
pyramid power) that abducts boats and
English Dept.
.
Triangle
Bermuda
the
in
planes
While Bigfoot was still under
hypnosis. the Big Dipper straightened
out and lined up with all the moons of
Saturn. This caused me to astral
project against my will and I suddenl y
found myself drinking a two-liter bottle
of cream soda and playing a losing
game of checkers. Upon returning to
my body I discovered Bigfoot had left. I
haven't heard from it since.
This is only a smattering of the To the Editor:
My name is Susan Rayno. but it may
experiences that I have had. I am
indebted to both Stephanie Lane and as well be John Doc. I am a common
The Ne11· Hampshire for enabling me to student here at the Univcr'.'>ity and I do
come forth with - my experiences . not put editorials in newspapers to
Thank you . With a new peace of mind. attain a forced audience. However. this
B. Douglas Firsching time I have been motinttcd out of sheer
Dover disgust.

Psychic

Smutty

Janet Jacobson recently submitted
an editorial entitled "Reply to
Manhatcr Replies" in which she tried
to defend feminist issues•-well, do me a
favor Janet honey, don't write any
more articles defending my feminism .
I was absolutely repulsed when I saw
the words "tits and cunts" in reference
to women . I find these terms very
offensive. and simply because you arc a
woman it docs not give you free license
to degrade and disgust everyone else.
You have a hell of a nerve complaining
about pornography. when you arc
conjuring up some pretty graphic
images yourself with your smutty
language.
As a further note to the staff member
of The New Hampshire who let this get
through--this would not be found in
any other newspaper except maybe the
Village Voice. Let's try to have some
responsible _journalism. okay guys'!
Susan Rayno

Editor\ Note: Pro/anitr is u.w allr not
printed unless the· 11-ritt:r is mak i;lf.: an
importalll point. Wefee/ Ms. Jacohson
was doin1.: this. The Forum paf.:e is
desi1.:ned (or the Unh-ersit r com1111mi11 ·
as a paf.:e/or expression o/opinions. n~J ·
matter how contro,·ersial.

Nicaraguan
lecture
To the Editor:
As coordinator of the lecture by the
Nicaraguan Ambassador to the United
Nations. Alejandro Bendana. I would

like to explain some of the events
leading up to the cancellation of the
forum.
In late January a lecture, semidebate, format was conceived by the
Student Political Forum. with lectures
presented by Ambassador Bendana,
and a representative from the U.S.
State Department being the focal
points of the evening. By the first week
of February, both parties had accepted
invitatfons and agreed on general
format.
With two weeks left before the event,
I was informed that the State
Department had enacted a change in
policy that would prohibit their
representatives from discu;;sing, in
public, foreign policy with
representatives from foreign powers.
Persuasion from both Rep. Norm
D'Amours' office and Senator
Rudman's office did not convince the
State Department to follow through on
their previous commitment.
At this point it appeared as though
the UNH student body was to learn a
lesson on silent diplomacy. A hurried
search to find another speaker to offer
a respected U.S. perspective at this late
date was unsuccessful.
Thus. given the accelerated
deterioration of relations between
United States and Nicaragua. we
decided that we would have to be
happy to present one of Nicaragua's
new. government's most powerful
speakers. and hope that an intelligent
perspective would be offered by the
audience in an extended question and
·
answer period.
On March 19, Nicaragua responded
to U.S. press reports of planned C.I.A.
actions to destabilize their government.
with a request that a special session of
the United Nations Security Council be
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arranged. Recognizing the fact that
Ambassador Bendana 's primary
responsibility is•to represent Nicaragua
before the United Nations. we decided
to accept defeat and cancel the March
23 lecture.
The Student Political Forum is
committed to the presentations of
knowledgable speakers currently
involved in the political struggle in
Central America as well as films and
literature on the subject. All
pub I icizi ng and organizational
expenses for this attempted event were
funded by contributions from local
concerned citizens who have
rccogni,ed this to be our intent.
Anyone interested in becoming
involved in the difficult task of
organizing educational events
featuring current participants in the
Central American conflict is welcome
at our meetings. Monday nights at 7
pm. in Hamilton Smith Room 216. or
call 868-1841.
Wallace R. Elliott
Student Political Forum

Plutonium fuel
To the Editor:
Reagan Administration officials arc
discussing a new plan to reprocess
spent fuel from commercial nuclear
reactors directly into plutonium for use
in nuclear weapons. This use of spent
fuel will turn nuclear power plants into
bomb-making factories. thus marking
the end of any credible nonproliferati_o n policy for the U.S.
Such international agreements as the
Non-Proliferation Treaty were written
specifically to prevent the diversion of
nuclear power technology to fabricate
nuclear weapons. A waste-to-bombs
policy will also allow the pepartment
of Energy to evade Nuclear Regulatory
Commission licensing reviews and full
public accountability for waste
transportation and storage.
Senator Gary Hart ( D-CO) has
proposed an amendment t? _the
Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on
Authorization Bill (S 1207) which
would bar the use of commercial spent
fuel for weapons production . This
amendment. along with the rest of the
bill. will come up for a Senate vote on
March 18.
I am urging concerned citizens to
contact their senators as soon as
possible. Write: Senator Gordon
Humphrey. Senate Office Bldg .•
Washington. DC 205 IO and Senator
Warren Rudman. same address. Or call
their Washington offices at: the Hill
Exchange 202-224-3121.
Let them know that you support the
Hart amendment to ban the use of
commercial spent fuel for nuclear
weapons.
If you would .like more information
contact the Seacoast Clamshell" office
at PO Box 1415. Portsmouth. NH.
03801 (208 Market St.). or by calling
431-5942.
Deborah F. Fisher

Cohen
To the Editor:
This week a student will be elected as
Student Trustee. a \'cry important
position for the entire Universit y
system . The first time around a mere
1503 students voted. I hope this week\
run off will draw more voters .
Although both candidates arc very well
qualified and competent. I wish to lend
.
my support to Jon Cohen . .
I ha\c had the pleasure ol working
with him on student senate. He speaks
his mind. researches issues and has true
leadership qualities . .Ion has attended
tuistcc meetings in the past and is
familiar with student go\-ernmcnt. a .
necessity when holding the position of
Senate Speaker. So. when you go to
vote. (and I hope you will) support Jon
Cohen. He'll do the job and do it right.
Laura E. Nagy .
Alumni Student Senate Member

To the Editor:
Jon Cohen will do the best job for the
student body as student trustee. I have
known him and worked with him for
two years and I have always found him

to be genuinely interested in all facets
of student life. He is capable and
understanding and will do a super job
as student trustee. I urge your support
for Jon today and tomorrow .
T. Spencer Wright
SAFC Chairperson

Thanks
To the Editor:
I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to those individuals that
participated in the formulation of
priorities with regard to calendar
guideline. I would like to add a special
thanks to those students that took their
time to attend the Academic Senate
meeting yesterday afternoon and
added a measure of credibility to the
presentation of students views to that
bod y.
Karen A . Johnson
Academic Council Chairperson

Residential Life
To the Editor:
_ Asa sophomore. on-campus student
at the University of New Hampshire. I

· WAS HE

have had many opportunites to explore
the position of a Resident Assistant
( R.A .) at the university. By getting to
know several Hall Directors and R.A .s
I found out the qualifications to be a
R .A. include: at least a -sophomore
standing. a minimum 2.5 G.P.A..
enforcing dorm policies. and to act as
an appropriate role model.
Further qualifi~ations involve
leadership skills. a fair knowledge of
the university facilities. friendliness.
and a well-rounded character.
Believing that I was suitable for this
position. and with the encouragement
of my • hall staff I submitted an
application in Area II at UNH to be
considered for a R.A. position for the
1982-1983 school year.
The first phase of candid ate
interviews consiste·d of a one-half hour
personal interview with a hall director
and R .A .. and two one-hour group
interviews with several hall directors as
well as with . other applicants. The
second phase of selection involves
more personal interviews to check for
further suitability and hall placement
of the R.A . applicant.
By March 12 letters were to be
1t:cc1 v cu oy ~ne student applicants
concerning their status as to whether or
not they were chosen to continue
through phase 11 of the application
process.
On the evening of March 10 I
received my letter from Residential
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Life informing me of my applicatior!
status. The letter thanked me for my
interest in the position of Resident
Assistant. but went on to inform me
that I was not chosen to continue
through phase 11.
At first I felt disappointed, almost
betrayed. to learn that for some
unknown reason I had been refused in
my application to become a Resident
Assistant. I felt that my personality and
background with different organizations made me a prime candidate for
the position.
Some of the more prominent
activities and events I have experienced
include:

Brother--Sigma Nu Fraternity
1980-present
GMC' C'adct--A ir Force ROTC
1981-present
Eagle Scout--Boy Scouts of America
1980
C'hief--Order of the Arrow BSA
1980-prcscnt
Asst. Scoutmaster--l0th National Scout
Jamhorce
1981
Asst. Scoutmaster--Brownsea 2-2
1980-1982
Asst. C'ampcraft Dircctor--1.onc Tree
Scout Rcsc:rrntion
1979-1980

However. I must thank the office of
Residential Life for the high quality job-'
that it has done in screening R.A.
applicants. Even though my record of
community involvement. service and
leadership may be considered
outstanding. it is .apparently
overshadowed by the record of the
R .A. applicants who were selected to
continue through phase II of the
application process.
After all. in these times of rising
tuition costs and our desire to get the
most for our money. the best interests
of the student must be served and their
right for quality hall staffs should not
be denied .
On behalf of myself and the rest of
the on-campus student body. I thank
you for meeting our needs by selecting
a high quality staff of Residen_t
Assistants that we can all look forward
to for the 1982-1983 academic year.
Henry J. Allen
Gibbs Hall 107
Copies to:
President Evelyn Handler
William Kidder. Dean of Students
Carol Bishoff. Director of Residential
Life
Anne Miller. Area II Co-Ordinator
Gov. Hugh Gallen
Col. David Penniman. Profes~or of
Aerospace Studies
Maurice Littlefield ; Executive Director
Sigma Nu Fraternity
J.L Tarr. National Scout Executive.
B.S.A .

William Moran. Lone Tre_e Council
Executive
Earl Collins. Lodge Advisor of Order
of the Arrow
Portsmouth Herald
Sara Jane Horton. Student Body
President. University of New
Hampshire

The New Hampshire
is now accepting applications for

Editor-in- chief
for the 1982-1983 school year
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Arts & Features
1982 Dance concert
opens tonight
By Laura Brennan
Jean." The pieces are reminiscent
They all have different reasons
of the Mattox school of Theater
for sacrificing the rumored
Dance: peppy, bright, and good.
essentials: sleep, grades, food.
"Jean had the presence to bring
They are nurses, hotel majors,
out the best technically, the most
journalists and athletes.
emotionally." La Chapelle says.
They are dancers, and at eleven
"When she walked into a room,
o'clock on Friday night, they are
you knew she was special. Class,
still on stage, yawning and taking
knowledge. background, flair--the
last minute cues from the lighting
adjectives keep coming."
director.
Brown agrees. "She a.lso had the
It is the last weekend of gift of humility, which kept her feet
rehearsal for the 1982 Dance
on the. ground despite numerous
Concert. Some dancers sit and talk
broadway and movie credits. Her
in the audience, others prefer to
gift was extraordinary."
joke with their friends on stage.
And so the dancers work to
Most of them stretch, laugh, and
produce an extraordinary show.
work out the usual tension prior to
Teachers Larry Robertson (ballet)
the show's opening.
.
and Brown (modern dance) hav€
The dance concert will run today
worked with the students for
through Saturday, Apil 3rd. Eight
months, choreographing,
performances, counting the
rehearsing, refining.
Mcnday night preview and
Robertson, who danced with the
Wednesdsay's matinee: one week
Ohio and San Diego Ballet
to present work that began months
Companies, later to become a
ago.
soloist for the Boston Ballet, has
"It's a good sample of what we
DANCE, page 17
are, what we have," said Jean
Brown, head of the Dance
department. Brown is especially
proud of a group of dancers who
continued working with
inspiration and high spirits despite
the tragic loss of teacher Jean
Mattox.
"She was some kind of lady,"
Brown said of Mattox. "She
touched our lives with class and
dedication, with wit and humility.
She would be very proud of her
students ... they've been
wonderful."
The 1982 Dance Company is
exceptionally unified. They've
banded together in strength and
conviction to dedicate this dance
concert to the memory of Jean
Mattox.
The last number in the show, ·
"Steam Heat," was choreographed·
by Mattox years ago. Her latest
piece "Europa", is a diversion from
traditional jazz. The mood piece
was unfinished when she died: her
dancers finished it.
"I thought of Jean constantly, ·
and how she would have finished ·
it," said Julie Gurinskis. who
stepped in to help the dancers just a
week ago. "We pumped out ideas
until something worked."
Dancer Kevin LaChapelle also
Students perform for Dance
choreographed a set of two
numbers. d<:_dicated and titled "For
Concert (Tim Skeer photo)

Linda Clements' "MG Replica is one of many innovative works
on display in the University Galleries. (Tim Skeet photo)

Practical and pretty, crafts comprise
gallery show
By Marjorie E. Andruskiewicz
Make (l New! Five minutes ago
a graffiti artist discovered a bare
wall, took a brush in hand and
slashed the letters in . red? Not
exactly, but the billboard for the
current exhibit at the University
Galleries captures what the exhibit
is: new, exciting, and innovative.
"Make it New!", an unusual
combination of the Fine Arts and
Crafts just opened at the . Scudder
and Carter Galleries, in the Paul
Creative Arts Center.
Of the original 750 slides
submitted by artists, 200 were
juried by both Frances S. Merritt,
Founder and Director Emeritus,
Haystack Mountain School of
Crafts and by Dr. Robert
Johnston, Dean, College of Fine
and Applied Arts. Rochester
Institute of Technology.
Effie Malley, Acting Director of
the exhibit said, "It's an unusual
display because many works are

non-functional, many are intended
to be humorous."
One interesting thing about this
exhibit is that many of the pieces
displayed are common items
fashioned from materials not
usually associated with them. One
work entitled "Washing Day," a
satin replica of a Maytag, is an
unusual contrast of material and
subject.
Copper, glass, metal, clay,
handmade paper, sand and wood
are just some of the materials
found in these works.
Similar to other non-functional
crafts on display is artist Dan
Boisclair's "Metallic Woven
Basket" of pink-hued steel.
Malley explained why this sort
of craft is being exhibited. "We
chose works that take a fresh
approach to and expand the
horizctn of traditional craft
media."
But some items featured offer

You wanted an Oscar!
In 1927 the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences began handing out their awards, which
quickly earned the nickname "Oscar." Each year
awards are given out for the best actor of the year,
best actress, etc.
But what about the forgotten Oscars? The
awards that are best left stuffed in a closet or tossed
in a drawer?
As a public service, this year The New Hampshire
is proud to bring you the los1 Oscars--the awards
that are brazenly ignored by the major networks
and wire services.
Perhaps most often overlooked is the category of
Best Actor in an Overtly Commercial Role--this
undoubtedly belongs to the undisputed King of the
Kommercial Cinema, Christopher Reeve
(Superman If). His reputation alone ought to bring
the trophy home every year for years to come, not
to mention his watershed portrayal of the corniest
superhero ever made.
Runners-up in this category include Timothy
Hutton in Taps and J<,tck Nicholson, brazenly
ctttempting to cash in on his tough guy image one

both practicality and aesthetic
value, such as Elizabeth Cameron
and Patricia Casedy's "Fabric :
Wall Hanging."
Others such as Salley Mavor's
couple in bed "Under the Covers"
are humorous, while some such as
Muriel Angelil's felted wool work
"Family of Yurts" smack pf
whimsey.
One of the most dominant
themes throughout is the contrast
between subject matter and
material. Ronnie Wolf's "Day
Dreamer' uses the vehicle of
stained glass to depict a woman at
poolside.
Another contrast of material
and subject matter is a stuffed
fabric car by artist Linda Clement
aptly titled "MG Replica."
"Make it New!" offers an
interesting, colorful, humorous
and new combination of Crafts
and the Fine Arts.

by Todd Irvine
more time in The Border.
For Best Actress 1n an Overtly Commercial Role
the winner is undoubtedly Bo Derek, for her
insensitive portrayal of Jane in Tarzan of the Apes.
Her role was so commercial no one else was even
close.
Best Actor/ Actress in a Superfluous Role goes to
Divine, the transvestite who appeared as Francine
Fishpaw in Polyester, a film which never should
have been made. Runners-up include George
Plimpton, who looked lost in Reds without his
Intelevision; and Benji, for whatever he did this
year.
The Best Child Actor Award goes to Albert
Finney for Shoot the Moon, who proved that he
could snort, cry, break windows, and wreck tennis
courts with the best of them. Runners-up include
Christopher Reeve (winner of the Most Overtly
Commercial Actor award) and the entire cast of

Taps.
Silliest Picture of the year goes to On Golden
Pond, a film about an old fart and his girlfriend
_who worried about something or other happening

out on their precious lake (incidentally, the entire
cast of this film receives the I Didn't Giggle But It
Was hard award, for adversity in the face of insipid
dialogue).
Runners-up in this category include Chariots of
Fire, Making Love, and Raiders of the Los Ark,
films which would have won any other year, but
were left awash in this year's flood of silly movies. 1
The Making a Mountain Out of a Molehill award
goes to Warren Beatty for Reds, who took the life of
the minor radical Jack Reed and tried to make him
somthing akin to Bob Dylan. Special mention
should go to Diane Kea ton, for raising Louise
Bryant up to the level of Ario Guthrie; and Sally
Field (Absence of Malice), for portraying what is
perhaps the stupidest reporter ever to march across
the American screen.
Last, but certainly not least, the Lifetime of
Stupid Achievements award, for the first time in the
history of the Academy, is split between two
people- Bo and John Derek, for marrying each
other and subjecting us to a lifetime's worth of
stupid movies.
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Seniors present Cold Shower and Eden spoof
By Bingo ~itts
While most · people were
1
working on their term papers or
writing letters home last Thursday
and Friday nights, a small but
· cultured audience enthusiasticaly
watched two student directed plays
, in the Hennessey Theatre. The
Tree, directed by Mary
1 Apple
' Ellen Maguire, and Cold Shower,
written and directed by Todd
-Irvine were performed successfully
1
as part of Maguire's and Irvine's
respective Theatre major senior
projects.
Adam and Eve didn't get along

really well just after their creation.
They had to learn to accept each
other foibles, opinions, and senses
of humor before they could have a
meaningful relationship.
Unfortunately they were only able
to really appreciate each other
after they had been thrown out of
the garden.
That, at least, is the way the
musical The Apple Tree by Bock
and Harnick interprets the story of
the first couple.
Based on the short story by
Mark Twain, The Apple Tree as
interpreted by student director

'

Mary Ellen Maguire, characterises
Eve as a compassion'ate
imaginative woman who shows her
warmth by taking the fish out of
the neighboring pool and putting
them in Adam's bed to keep them
warm. ~
Adam the aggressive dolt that he
is, doesn't see the logic in Eve's
actions and berates her for her
concern. Eve (played by Cathy
Carberry) creatively assigns names
to the things she sees while dense
Adam (Joe Kandra) is content to
call cows "six prong squirters" and
chickens 'Tluckers"

Eve gets exasperated with
Adam's obtuseness but she doesn't
give up her hope for him or for
other men. Just as a harmonious
relationship starts to develop
between Adam and Eve and they
get settled into their. home in the
Garden, the Snake (Joel Porter)
appears dressed in a Hawaiian
shirt and lei with sandals and black
socks.
He sings sweet nothings in Eve's
ear and leads her to the tree as she
protests "I don't think Adam
would approve."
Meanwhile over in the wood
shop Adam is committing Old
Testament no-nos of his own. He
makes up bad jokes and wonders
to himself what a waterfall would
look like if it tumbled upwards?"
God doesn't like that kind of
innovative independent thinking
and so when Adam and Eve eat the
apple they realize that they have
Ollf<;t::i yt>d th P ir wPlcome ~nd le~ve

the Garden for new lodgings in the
- outer-lands.
It is after they are banished that
Eve and Adam come to appreciate
and depend on each other. They go
through the same tribulations that
all young couples experience when
Eve says "You are more necessary
to me than I am to you," and Adam
replies affectionately "that's not
true."
The touching and humorous
lines of the play were performerd
powerfully and with charming
emphasis and the individual talent
of the players made up for the bad
jokes in the text.
The music by Jerry Bock and
lyrics by Sheldon Harnick
combined with the ~trong voices of
the cast underscored the light
theme of Maguire's well paced
production.
Cold Shower, written and
directed by Todd Irvine, is a witty '
and clever play that borrows from
dramatic traditions as old as

Cast members of Cold Showers are (I to r) David Ports.
Susan Kromphold, and Anders Tornberg. (Carolyn Blackmar
photo)

Shakespeare and as recent as Tom
Stoppard with a little Pirandello
thrown in between jibe_s . .
While at a party playwright
Edgar played by the invincible
Anders Tornberg. invents a
character he calls Enid. Enid
appears at play practice later that
week and confronts Edgar while he
is sober, demanding a part in a
production.
Edgar introduced Eriid (played
by Susan Kromphold.) to, the
members of the acting company he
is working with, and over the
objections of the play's director
Ran, (Abby Nemeo), Enid is
included in the cast of Edgar's
most recent production.
The characters begin to act out
Edgar's latest opus and as the play
proceeds the audience realizes that
in trying to create a new play that
will reestablish his reputation as a
major writer Edgar has
uncon,;;ciou,;;ly creat ecl a take off of

Hamlet.

Irvine, however. has consciously
created the take off using his own
interpretation of the classic with
his characteristic fine comic sense
to enhance and mock the
seriousness of the characters in
that play.
As the play progresses it takes
on a quality reminiscent of
Pirandello, as the players are no
longer acting but are being acted
upon by some surreal force.
Just as Edgar (the playwright)
loses control over the play and
produces a mere rewrite of Hamlet
instead of a new fresh artistic
creation, the force of the play
overcomes the players and they
cannot avoid completing the final
scene from Hamlet in which all the
noble players die.
George, (played by Robert
Gaimari.) duels with Sky Bo
( David Ports) they kill each other

PROJECTS, page 17

Programming Fund Organization
Memorial Union Bulldlnq

University of New Hampshire

Durl ·r:im. NH 03824

$30,000
To: All NON-SAtC Recognized
Student Organizations
Frorn: Programming Fund Organization
If you currently use or wish to use money next year from the Programming
Fund ($30.000) to fund your organization's actiYities. then you should
attend the second annual meeting in the Hillshorough-SulliY,fn Room of
the MU Bon Sunday . /\pril 4 at o:00 PM. /\t this meeting you will elect new
officers and learn the necessary pr0<.:edi1n.<ror ohtaining ftmding. You or
your designee\ presencl' is essential for insuring you ohtain funds nc:--.t
year.

(:ont·t•pl:
The purpose of the Programming Fund Organization is to serve the needs
of the non-SAF recognized organizations at the University of New
Hampshire. The primary responsibility of the PFO will be the
administration of the SAF Programming Fund. Furthermore. the PFO
will seek to increase the visibility activity. and professionalism of member
organizations. The membership of the PFO is open to any recognized
student organizations.

~

Proposed 1982-83 Hudgt"t

Income
SAF

$31.350.00

Expenses
Programming Fund
Advertising
Office Supplies
Salary

30.500.00
200.00
150.00
500.00

8:1 I .. :f50.00

.Town & Campus
Record Room
mid-week specials
J. Geils Band
Joan Jett
Go-Go's
Journey
Loverboy
Police
Rolling Stones
Cars

Freeze Frame
I Love Rock 'N Roll
Beauty and the Beat
Escape
Get Lucky
Ghost in the Machine
Tattoo You
Shake it Up
~

s5_99
5.99
5.99
5.99
5.99
5.99
5.99
5.99

plus
Rita Coolidge
B-52's
Beatles
Genesis
Dan Fogelberg
Janis Joplin
Simon & Garfunkel
Pousette Dart

s3_99
Love Me Again
Mesopotamia
3.99
Rock 'N Roll VI
3.99
And Then There Were 3 J.99
Sou·venirs
3.99
Farewell Song
3.99
Wed. Morning
3.99
Amnesia
3.99

Tuesday thru Thursday, March 30-April
. "While they last"
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----------DANCE------------.i-( Continued from page 15)
plot_.
creativity is me," she said. "The
Nevertheless, students are
choreographed two pieces. The more and better dancers every
Lighting for the piece was dancers are gorgeous, but if they
encouraged to study choreofirst is a company piece including year." Brown has been with the
designed by Rick Sylvestro. a were up there in white light, they'd
~ra ph~. _dance history and
two movements. the second a solo dance department for seventeen
master electrician in his first year look terrible. At the end of a show,
1mprov1sat1on as well as the usual
featuring Senior Henry Stevens.
years. and of that time. she says her
at UNH . Paula Craig, a technical I'm satisfied ·knowing that part of
classes of technique.
"My greatest satisfaction is in greatest pleasure is in "watching
_ Two of Brown's students, Meg assistant, said that technically, this the applause is for me."
seeing them (the dancers) the ones who go on to dance
The 1982 Dance Theater
year's show is fat better than those
Arnett and Matthew Sutton, will
progress," Robertson said. Having professionally."
of the past.
· Concert promises to be a worthcombine efforts with pianist Dave
come to UN H in the fall of 197:S,
One of those planning to pursue
· "No one really thinks about the while show. Dedicated to the Correll in an improvisational
this is the first year that Robertson a career in dance is Henry Stevens.
backstage work in a sh.ow like th.is memory of one of UN:tt's finest
dance composition.
is not aancing in the show. "It's a who graciously thinks of himself as
Other modern dance pieces in · one," Craig said. "No one knows teachers. It is a celebratton,of the
relief to put all of my energy into Robertson's protege. 'Tm able to
that when the dancers go home, we expanding talent of te'achers,
the dancers," he said. "Th is wa v. I get the individual training I need · the show include a 25 minute
still have to work, sometimes all dancers and technicians. i
composition called Apalachian
don t have to worry about them here. because so few students are
_ _
night."
Tickets may be picked up all this
Wedding. The piece is extraseriously considering careers in
and myself too."
Still. Craig is satisfied with the week at the MU B ticket o(fice.
combine
to
success
its
in
ordinary
Robertson is pleased with the Dance." Stevens said. "At first the
technical involvement of this
Reservations for ticket pick-up af .
movement, emotion, music and
large number of male dancers in recreational attitude bothered me.
production. "Part of the whole
the Johnson Theater are accepted. ~
this year's show Of the 31 students but then I realized I would just character development in a story
involved at least one third of them , have to buckle down and work."
· i The "recreafional attitude",
are men .
"We're expanding both in : though detrimental to serious
strength and magnitude," Brown · study, allows for pursuit of the art
says of the UNH dance - while majoring in another field.
department. "We seem to be getting Only a small percent~ge of UN H
dancers are dance maJors.

---PROJECTS--- <Continued from _page 16)
· as did Laertes and Hamlet, while
Lillian- succumbs to poison .
Edgar cannot escape the eerie
fate that he finds cast for himself
and he too dies of a sword thrust as
did Claudius, Hamlet's uncle.

Irvine, writer of this fine drama,
said, "If this is the way it really is I
should be dead right now," while
looking nervously over · his
shoulder. The play was that
convincing- even to it's author.

The ,
New
Hampshire ·
Lisa Silveira. (Tim Skeer photo)

Y . KIRSHBA·UM
from:

Will spin the Top 40's -in the

MUB PUB
April F,o ol's Day
8:00 p.m.
Admission $1.00
UNH 1D/f>roof of age required
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COMICS

(continued from page 2)
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By JOHN FRAZIER
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CCOG\\ I'VE HAt> IN YEARS t
Burl KNOW WHERE 1060 ...

SHOE

By JEFF MacNELL Y

By BERKE BREATHED
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HI.
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ACROSS
l. Support;

a.
11.
l~.
15.

16.
17.
18.
ZO.

::1.
~

::4.
:?5.
:?7.
!?!!.

:?9.
3Z..
3-'.
35.
36.
37.

Z9 .

DOWN

l. Fint lady
endorsement
before Mamie
Father's Day
!?. Aleutian
gift
illland
Heavenly
3. Serv1ng of
lamb
Fint home
of man
4. Ran~ of
knowled~
Prehistoric
period: 2 wda.
5. lncenHd
Bic tiah's
6. Appl"Oached
"little" domain
7. Foolishly
Have a meal
enthuaiast1c
- Llovd
8. Enelln'
Wnght
9. Pagan
"Diamond - , •·
wonhiper
:Mae West
10. Remonefol
clauic
11. lnfini~
Bitter herb
13. Furniahes
Widen
Medieval trade 19. ~boodle's
association
companion
Hawaii and •
:!1. Stair part
Alaska
Young seals
Hankerings
Penetrates
Sodden gush
Old Gl"ffk
marketplaces
On - . rudily
available
Despicable
fellow
Hairy
~ortarboard

":. Harem' rooms

'°'· war
Undermine the
effort

-'6. Quote
47. Easte?'•bonnet
maker
"8. Learned by
heart
49. Havini:- the
most fathoms

Z3. Basketball
shot:
hn,h. wd.
Kipling hero:
2wcia.
!?5. Abreast of the
times: 3 wds.
2:'. NBC color
aymbol
30. SJ>P.ak aharply
31. Earthquake
32. Groom's place
33. Good priaoner's reward
38. Depo11ted
39. Peppermint
stick
40. Shakeirpe&ft's
"seven of man"
41. Saucy
43. Do petit point
45. 15% of the
check, usually

z,_

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
5/!:NATCY?S,/AJfAT" Ya/~ A80IJT7{}
SE:t!SN'TPR£TTY. 81/T"/JEN,NAtW
COMMJNIST~ NEVER. IS.
l MAY I HAV& lH&RRSTSll~
.

:~~t=. .-

11-1~ WORST
I CJ)(JU>

MY PCCO<Mr.· 1HINK OF.

i~

CROSSWORD

1H05e WfF£

\

to damage the exterior of the
building since it has some
architectural value," Hose said.
Conant Hall one of UN H's
oldest buildings. was constructed
as a science hall and its high
ceilings were for ventilation, Hose
said.
De Vito ~aid that because of the
high ceili_ngs th(;re isa lot of wasted
space in Conant Hall.
"The main impetus is to get
more research space," De Vito said.
With current plans the whole
second floor would be research
labs.
On the first floor of the new
Conant Hall there would be a
library and a lounge. Also planned
are a first floor lecture hall and two
smaller classrooms on the third
floor.
"Current plans (for Conant
Hall) call for an introduction of af\
elevator ..and a ground level entry
,;o impaired students can _use the
building," DeVito said.
The elevator would be where
room l06 is now. There would also
be two sets of stairs in the building,
instead of one.
DeVito said · he doesn't know
when construction will start, but
once started it will take about one
schoo"'year to finish.
"There would be some
temporary. squeezing on campus,"
he said. "How exactly it happens
depends on when it happens .
. We've received a lot of support
from the psychology department."
Funding for the Conant Hall
project, and all of the other
renovations will come from the
Universit y 's three year fundraising drive, the Campaign for
Distinction.
UN H has also submitted a
$300,000 grant request to the
Kresge Foundation for the Conant
project. The estimated cost of the
Conant project alone is $1.2
million .
DeVito stressed that the
drawings he has now are just
conceptual drawings. The
drawings only prove the feasibility
of the project, the extent of the
work that must be done, and an
estimate of costs.
Before working plans are made
and construction is started, UN H
officials must be sure that there is
enough money collected to finish
the job.
DeVito estimated there were
$100,000 in costs before
construction started and said it
would be foolish to invest money
until it is certain that the project
will be completed. ( Plans for
Hewitt and Thompson Hall have
not been completed, De Vito said.)

-ORGANS(continued from page 3)
A special music department
eme~gency repair fund will pay to
repa1_r the organs, according to
Music Depar,tment Chairman,
Cleveland Howard.

Be a reporter!
(Jf}lf:I< PHO!lJ5!<£1/cAL /?UNPII/YS8£ING
1£NGTHENW "f1J ACCOHmJATtlrfJIJEPN
JeT5. fi?IJM SI/CHSTR/5, NICA/?.AGIJAN
PI/.OTS CAV MOIJNTSOV/£T-IJl}C):/i)117TA06.

.

,

EARLY BIRO SPECIAL
1-uji (i I SF Reg . S2X5 SpeL·ial S249
Wintbor /\M3 Reg. SJJ.5 Special S259
l· uji Sport, 12 Reg. S240 Spn:ial S215
l.otu . \ 'SJ RL·g S.149 SpL·cial S.115
Stop B~ and ·1c,t Ritk an~ Bil--c
1-rL'L' Spec, on Any BikL'

Durham Bike
.Jenkins n .. Durham
Mon-Thurs. l\oon to 5
Fri. and Sat. 10-2
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---SLANG---

FALL SEMESTER IN DUBLI~

(continued from page 3)

he'd rather not be with. he tells ·
them to piss off (take off, eh!). And
don't be surpised if sophomore
Mary Pasquarillo says "I spaced
it."
"My roommate said it the first
day I was here and I use it alf the
time now," Mary says.
Like Mary, students pick up
dozens of slang words from friends
as well as inventing many unusual
ones on their own.
By far, the slang for drunk
exceeds all. Students have been
known to get wasted, buzzed ,
plastered to the gills, crocked, and
sauced. In a more violent light
there are those who get smashed,
hammered , sloshed, ruined, .
bombed, tanked, and eventually
wind up gone to the world .
In keeping with the UNH
drinking slang tradition, junior
Frank Menezas has the term "bolt"
as . a common term in his
vocabulary. "I first heard the word
ill lht 111ovic: A.rciflral /.louse ""hon

John Belushi was drinking with t~e
guys and have used it ever since."
- When brew (beer) takes effect
some students become confused (a
milder word for a milder form of
intoxication). The confused
student could accidently enter the
wrong room insisting to the
surprised occupants it is they who
are in the wrong room.
Confusion can also bring on
other endeavors to include the
much slanged occurance of
vomiting. The most common being boot, ralph, puke, barf, number
three, praying to the porcelain God
and lose lunch .
"While me and a few friends
were sitting talking at lunch and '
trying to outdo each other in
descriptive language I came up
with "puke your guts out". As a
matter of fact I think some kid did
- that day," said sophomore Ken
Rice.
Ironically, there are more terms
for failing an exam than passing
one. When a student returns from
the "killer" exam and is asked how
it was he will often reply "I •
flagged" or "flag half mast".
Other feelings after an exam are
choked, gagged, torched, grilled .
blown away, fried, raked over the
coals, and have been through a
smoke show.
Occasionally after pullin,g an_all-

SHARE
THE COST
OF LIVING.

nighter (staying u·p all night
studying) some students ace an
exam or get that much desired
buck .
To celebrate an ace or forget a
flag some studeryts will drink brews
at Scorp's. Nick's or the Cat Nip
Pub.
When new students discover
Karl's (a camper converted into a
fast food restaurant) they may
notice the regulars using a special
language with Karl himself.
Karl always begins by asking
"Watcha thinking?" Placing their
order, words like french fries
become "clams".
If they want everything on their
sub they tell Karr to "abuse it."
Want just vegetables-they tell him
to "run it through the garden". Just
want cats up, well then "rag it".And
how ·a bout some pan chocolatechip cookies? Ask for "crunchies".
Where did Karl come up with all
these slangs?
.
'"I

had

nothin,,.

to

do

with
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Sept. 6-Dec. 10 Institute of Irish Studies 12-15 Credits
SUMMER SESSION
Aug. 1-Aug. 21 6 Credits ·
Institute of Irish Studies at Trinity College, Dublin
FOR INFORMATION:
Dr. John J. Mclean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931, x243

1981-1982
OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS

COLLEGE CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Study Abroad: England, Ireland, Mexico, Spain, Denmark, Egypt, Germany, India

Switzerland, Ghana , Israel, France

·

Work Abroad: England, Ireland, France, New Zealand
,
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making them up" ;'ays Karl, "over
the years the customers passed
them down to each other. After a I::
while I don't even know what they ::
are saying since everything is said

f·

I
if
i

I

I

i

in slang.

lc~:e~~b~~~~ ~i If

sa/~\~~:~;m~
Maybe becauTsehdogs get rin g~ofr m
f rom meat.
ey a 1so ca 11 1t 1at
ones. spuds, big one and small one.
The only people who talk normally
are the new students," he says.
UN H students use a lot of slang
words and use them often. The
words become part of everyday
speech but using them in the "real
worldH can be difficult.
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Sund ay - rru_
d 3 :00 p.m.- 12 a.m.
1. nurs ay
Frid~y - Saturday 3:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. .
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Nursing
is better in
Keene,

NH

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

13

UNDERGRADUATE OR GRADUATE
Courses in:
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE;

Mod e rn-British Fict io n for Young People. Writing

!'or Children

COMPUTERS; Introduction to Computer~ a nd Computer Programming
COMMUNICATIONS; Othet Printing Vi~ual Ho o k Produc t ion . Graphic

/\rt~
Production. Cirarhic Design. Puhlic Sneakinl!. Corporate Video Production
GOVERNMENT; Crisis in the Persian Ciult' Region Con~idered . Vietnam Cri~i~
Recon~ idered
MANAGEMENT; /\ccounting. Per~onnel. I.a,, and Society. Finance

MATHEMATICS; Introduction to Math. Introduction to Statistic~. Mathematics o(
Ik..: i~ion Making
NURSING; Pharmacology. Phy~ical /\sse~~ment. Pathophy~iology
SOCIOLOGY; Death and Dying
WOMEN'S STUDIES; b~ue~ /\tkcting

Wome n in Con temporary Society. Women

and \ ' iolence

ALSO COURSES IN
Economics
Education
Engli~h

French
H•istory
Philosophy

P~ychology
Retail Management
Spanish

Before you make your choice, take a
close look at Cheshire Hospital. We
have much to offer the graduate or
registered nurse.
Above average wages and benefits
A turnover rate well below the
National average
In-service education and a strong
orientation program
Primary Nursing Units
Ideal location for recreational
activities
Modern, 17 3-bed hospital/ climate
controlled/ fully carpeted/ well
lighted/large rooms and work
stations
Desirable working condition·s

p o rtunit,es at Ch~shir,· HMp11., I

SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS

lk~t1t•, ·

i ln , p 1t,1 I
~>XO l'nu rt St

Children\ Literature: Creating the Picture Hook .lune 21-.luly 2
Instructor: Uri Shulc, it1 -

(]h.' -. hlfl '

K"'" '"'· NH 11:14:l l

International Management Seminar
Study while traYcling abroad
I\L'\\ Eni.dand Writers' Conference .lune 28-Jul\' 2
Speakers: John Updike. Ann Hc:attic. and Dan Wa.kcficld .

Cour~cs arc 4 crcdih

SUSCRIBE!

Compctiti,·c Summer Tuition Rates

For further information call or write:
SUMMER SCHOOL OFFICE - SIMMONS COLLEGE
300 T~e Fenw_ay, Boston, MA 02115 738-3128

I
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Be careful when using slang
around the elderly because they
could take it literally and call the
cops after you tell them you like to
abuse (tease) your friends.
Slang words may confuse people
who don't know what they mean.
so be considerate (it saves a lot of
hassle with paperwork).
What happened to the student
who thought he bombed his exam?
Student four: "What's that? You
aced your· exam. Wicked good! I
told you it was gut. Let's go over to
Scorp's_ a~d have a couple of
brewsk1es.
See, understanding that was
easy. Right?

SUMMER AT SIMMONS
'SESSION I MAY 24-JULY 2
SESSION II JULY 6-AUGUST

,=-

. Only $9 per semester
Call 2-1323 between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The New Hampshire
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(continued from page 2)

hardhats,andhardwork.
company, turned into a three
For Howard Ronson, plans for month delay which cost him
a 30 story bui_lding, which he had dearly.
already hired out to a construction .
B_y law, Ronson had _to fund the

·entire excavation, including
upcoming analysis. Ronson also
had to pay the construction
company $20,000 a day for the

delay,and$50,000adayinMarch.
The 40 man crew was paid $2000
a day, and Riess cannot div~ lge
what he made, although he says he

canpayoffhalfhiseducationloans
already.
According to Riess, SSl's total
bill. which Ronson must foot , will

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • come
over one
dollars.
But todon't
feel million
too sorry
for
Ronson. With all the tax br.e aks
and donations he gets, Riess
figures he'll end up paying only
around $150,000.
It appears once all the analysis
and recording is finished, the find
will be worth the cost, if not to
Ronson, at least to historians and
archeologists .
"I hope the find will be able to
give us a handle on numbers, such
\
I
as how many tons of materials a
~ \_
250 ton ship actually carried . This
will give us a better idea of the
balance of trade in colonial times,"
Riess said.
Also, he said since the ship was
filled with ballast (garbage) from
other 18th century ships , the study
of the various layers will not only
tell a lot about that ship, but some
of the other trading ships.

lllildtrnt55 Crai/5
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---WINTER JACKETS, PARKAS, VESTS
Women's
caribou Parkas
Ivy

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.

Men's Parkas

-Only $29.20
SAVE 60%

save On These
Our Entire Selection

Trailwise Breckenridge

All At
40-60% Off

Ski Parkas
North Face Larkspur

Now Only $62.40/ :~ "}
,.
Reg. $120. 00

/ /
/

North Face Hoedown

Only $39.80
Save 60%

.

i

\

-;._,,-._

I

North Face Inner Vest

Bristletone Ultra
_·Now Only $49. 7 5

/ \

J:\

···· \\\

1I

\ (.

With No Exceptions

1

l

1 ,..

½ Off

~

I

'J€
_•~

.,~~!i
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North Face Serow

Only $88.40 \ ~·i
Sale $ 23 _40 .\_?>
Only $99.00
Save $81.60
f~_J ._
~ Ie1S Save $66.00

OUTERWEAR
Woolrich Wool-Lined Mountain Parkas
Reg. $76 .50 NOW $53.55

0

-~-\{CROSS CO0NTR-Y
~
CLOTHING
SA VE 30-60% ·

Patagonia Shelled Bunting
Reg . $77 .25 NOW $49.50
Patagonia Pile Vests

Odlo Stretch Knickers

Just $14.98
Sunbuster Poplin Knickers
Only $18.00 Reg. $36 .00
Woolrich Corduroy Knickers
Now Only $29. 75 Reg. $42 .50

Reg. $36.50 SALE $29.20
Wool Hats, Gloves & Mittens

SAVE 30-60%
Kombi Ski Gloves

SAVE 40- 70%
,;'-:-·::.
..

,.

j_ ··---

Ail X-C Gloves

Save 25-40%

'Li

All 1 & 2-Piece Outfits
Reg. $78 - $97.50

Ries s

and

Smith

Subntlt typed
letters
to the Editor
.
Ill Room 151
of the MUB.
Some of the
most interesting
faces in the
Seacoast will
appear in

Looking At

~R_e_d_u_c_ed_T_o_J_u_s_t_$_3_9_.o_o_ __,

~~lPildtrni1s Crails

told,

collected over 8000 artifacts, which
will be studied later by them.
Smith was in charge of recording
during the excavation ("the fun
part, ....: according to Riess), while
his specialties are the history and
the ship itself.
The ship, probably British or
British-colonial, was not heavily
armed, Riess says, because at the
bow there were only six gun holes.
The mast stood 70 feet high, which
would have towered over any of
the buildings in New York City at
that time.
Riess is now back in his cubicle
in Horton Social Science Center.
He no longer has to get up at 5:45
a.m. to catch the subway every
day, and at the end of the day he
might be busy with paperwork, but
he'll be clean and warm at least.
He's mgre experienced and
probably more famous than when
he left in January, but, he's also
three months b hind on his'
7
dissertation. " But Riess. who's been at UNH
for only one and a half years and
says this is the best school he's been
involved with. will probably get
more than a little sympathy from
the history department.
"They've been great to me, the
department is the best I've seen,"
Riess says.
Don't hold your breath for the
findings to come out. Riess says it
will probably be two years before
all the artifacts are examined and
the final report finished .

Pettee Brook Lane
Tel.
. Durham. New ~ampshire 03824
(603) 868-5584
Mon. Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 11-5

r.-
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If you'd like
to see your face
in our calendar,
send a snapshot.
If you've got the
look we want,
we'll get in touch.

The Design Oroup

·

Box 217, Rye, RH 03870-0:Zl 7
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Apartments for Rent

l[9]

Roomate Wanted: share 2 bedroom apt.
outside Dover. 140/ mo. plus electric. On
Karivan route . Female student preferred.
742 -6915 in evening, ask for Nancy.3 / 30
Summer Sublet needed - Newmarket, on
Kari -van route, $300 / month plus
electricity. Available June, July, and
August . Partly Furnished. Contact Sue
659-6096.4/2
Female student looking for an apartment
or house to share with same for this
summer and next school year . Must have
own bedroom . If you have a room opening
up please call Suzanne at 862-3269,
eveninQs.3 / 30
For Rent - Rooms, aparts., reasonable car
pool. Avail. immediately, 9 or 12 months.
Lower rates are not avarlable for
caparable lifestyle near ocean and
interstate 95. Ideal for 2-6 students. Write
, box 418 Ogunquit, Maine 03907. 207646-9556.3 / 30
Wanted : Summer sublet in Portsmouth-Kittery area. One or two bedrooms.
Apartment or house. Call 749-1831 or
862-3956. Ask for Steve. If not in leave
info. and number .3/ 30
Summer Sublet : ih Dover . 2 bedrooms, 2
or 3 people needed. On Karivan route,
near store. 5 min walk . downtown. Pay
electricity, phone and cable optional.
$250/ month. 2 people, $25 extra for 3.
Call 749-0067 evenings.4/2

6UFlHAM···suM~iE'R' SUBLET:

Webster
House. Great location-walking distance
to campus and downtown. Fully
furnished. Call Melinda at 868-9897 or

862-3283. 5/7
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment
within walking distance to the center of
Long Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine.
No pets. Lease required . S325 / month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 / 2 hour
commute to Durham . R.M . Hayward
Agency 207-363-4141 . 4 / 9
Live on the beach and commute-2
bedroom unfurnished apartment within
walking distance to the center of Long
Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine . No
pets . Lease required . $325 / month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 1 2 house
commute to Durham R.M . Hayward
Agency 207 -363 -4141 4 1 9
Summer Sublet -Fall option : Huge Room
in 5 bdrm. house. Room has 4 windows,
walk in closet. Don 't pass this up. $90 a
month plus utilities.
Summer Sublet / Fall Option : In Durham!
One bedroom (two person) apartment,
with bath: walk-in closet, and kitchen,
living and dining room . Great in town
location , with off street parking,
dumpster, and nice front yard . Call 8681580.
Summer sublet-3 bedroom apartment (1
double 1 single available) on Oyster River,
cool in Summer, kitchen, bath, living
room . parking space, furnished, 10
minute walk from campus . Available
June-September. Call 868-5207 ask for
Scott, Cory, Neal or Patty.
Apartment to sublet in Durham . Located
on Main St. 1 large living room, 1 large
bedroom, kitchen and breakfast nook,
bathroom. Rent $240/ mo. plus utilities.
Please call: 868-9602 or 862-3606. Mimi
(room 22) or Linda (room 18).
01,Jrham Apartment for rent. 1 ½ room
studio - furnished . Lots of closet and shelf
space. $ 190/ month, all utilities included.
Walking distance to UNH - available now.
Call Tom or Jackie at 868-1291.

II ~ I

'---A_u_to_s_fo_r_Sa_i_e___

1978 VW CAMPER. Sleeps 4. 2-burner
propane stove, sink, elect. refrig . Very
clean. 31,500 miles. 21 mpg. reg . $7800.
868-5463 eve.3 / 30
READ THIS!! 1974 AMC Matador 4 dr.,
304 C.1. engine, A / C, PS, PB, Radio, no
rust, new alternator, exhaust, 2 new tires,
runs great! First $500. Call Joe at 7495174 and keep trying.3 / 30
1969 VW Bus, 20,000 M iles on rebuilt
engine; new generator, starter. battery,
brake lines; good heating system . Asking
$900. Call Nat at 659-2618
1981 Honda 900F, Black, Clean, only
3,300 miles, $3,100 o!_~..~. 642-3168

CLASSIFIED
Car for Sale: 1972 Chevy Impala -Make
offer~ 749 - 1853.
1975 VW RABBIT for sale. Rust, but
excellent motor. Carcin daily use. Take it
away for $1200. 748-0942.3 / 30
'76 Fiat 128 4 Door sedan. 65,000 miles.
excellent condition. runs well . inspected
Feb . New tires . valve job, clutch . Asking
$1550. Call Cindy, 742 -7587 evenings.
Must sell. Qoing X-country . =4=/=2~---

Let a - 1..,,in1cal Psychologist easily guide
you through hypnosis to a shaplier figure .
Natural Breast Enlargement scientifically
proven . Individualized cassette for
personal use. Include nickname, $ 19.95
No mailing lists. PHO, Box 1715. Concord,
N.H. 03301 .

Is that'for real???
For Sale, Twin Bed. mattress and frame .
Asking $45 . Call 749-5143 evenings.
For Sale 1968 Chevrolet Impala. Very
good condition , very dependable 119,000
miles. $400. Call Sheila 868-1359
For Sale : 1970 BUICK ELECTRA-Two
door, air conditioning , electrical windows.
Excellent condition, drives very well. Only
minor rusting . Contact Laurie in room 211
Devine Hall or call 2 -2467 campus, 8689703 pay phone
Bicycle Rollers for sale. High quality wood
construction. Dual belt drive Mahogany
dished (tapered) drums make them easier
to ride. Great exercise for rainy days or
winter. $130 Call 868-9862 ask for Dave
in 319
Lad1e s leather coat, size 10 for sale - exc.
cond .. full length, supplle leather. Perfect
weight for spring and fall. Very smart
looking. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Too big for me now. S115 of 8 .0. 8689726 or 2 -1670, ask for Rachel.
Reynolds Advance XYZ 3-way bass reflex
speakers. One of only two prototype pairs
made, valued at approximately $800.
Overall dimensions: 35H x 15- x 120.
Excellent sound--excellent speaker.$475
or best offer. Call 2-2382 or 868-9730.
Ask for Mike in Room 635.3 / 30

Lost and Found

![SJ

Lost - One CB Sports Ski Jacket. Tutone
blue. Taken from the Cat Nip Pub Fri.
March 19. I need it back. Reward S15.00
Please call Tom 862-1091 8-4:30 After
5:00 742-4097. No questions asked .3/ 30

w_an_te~----'11

_H_e,_p

HI_

Upward Bound has openings.. for
tl.ftor / counselors this summer. Pos1t1ons
are live-in and involve providing
residential supervisio·n and academic
assistance for low-income high school
students. If work / study; $1120 for 7
weeks. Non work/ study $250 plus 4
credits. Contact Dan at 2-1563.4 / 6
1982 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, Launch
Operator-steward for local yacht club.
Start May 28 F/ S I S to June 18;
F/ S/ S/ M June 25-Sept. 6; F/ S/ S/ Sept.
10-Sept. 26; S I S Oct . 2-11; Must be 18
yrs. old, have boating exp,, swim and
agree to take C.G. test for lie. M / F call
868-5056 after 6 p.m.4/2
Wanted: Dependable work / study looking
for immediate employment. Call 742 6166 after 12:00 p.m. 3 / 30
Dependable, sociable chamberpersons
wanted-July 1 to August 11 or 15.
Summer resort motel. Live-in. Nonsmokers p:eferred. please send resume
and referen.:es, or phone immediately.·
Box 418, Og •mquit, Me. 03907. (207)
646-9556. Tha:,k-you
Wanted-Used office chair •with arms,
adjustable height, wheels and padding.
Call Henry 659-2098

Servkeund R. . .

j[~

CAROL ' S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reasonable rates on school papers,
reports, etc. Will pick up and deliver if
transportation is a problem. Please call
439-4141 anytime.4/27
Can't Get a Credit Card? Let us show you
how to get Visa - Mastercard. No credit
check! Guaranteed! Anyone can qualify.
Free details . Send self addressed,
stamped envelope: Creditline, box 334DG, Rye, N.H . 03870.4 / 6
Typing done in my home; IBM Selectric
typewriter . Tel: 742 -4704.
Why settle for expensive imitations when
the real thing costs less? Call the Dance
Machine for your next party ... for rates,
call Chris at 332-0800, or 868-7214
(after 5).
CAR REPAIRS : done by qualified UNH
student at reasonable prices . Tune -ups,
starters, alternators, water pumps,
t imino, c-h::iinc, ch ock c ot c

. S,I\M(; 0.1\V

SERVICE, have..,references. Call John
86~-5973.
WORDPROCESSING . Fast versatile,
professional. Eliminates expensive
retyping . Perfect for resumes, rel?orts,
manuscripts, theses, d1ssertat1ons,
newsletters, specifications, correspondence. Automatic centering, justification,
headers, pagination . Rush service
available. Call "WORDPLAY " , 4314359.4 / 27
Typing jobs done at reasonable prices:
Resume, thesis, trem paper, -etc. Seven
years secretarial experience includes one
year as secretary to VP. of large
consulting firm in Cambridge, Ma . If
interested call Pat at 742-6553
toover).3 / 30
Interested in a career in banking or
financial management? Be sure to join us
for a Career Night in Banking on
Wednesday, March 31, at the Elliott
Alumni Center from 7:30-9 :00. Free
admission . Refreshments served.4 / 9
,------------

I

Personals

ll•l

To Laura B · here's the personal you asked
for, I hope yu like It How would you hke to
be our Washington correspondent next
semester7 Take care . 8D.
Come find out what Cool-Aid is ... We're
sponsoreing a COFFEE HOUSE!!
Wednesday m.arch 31st from 8-11 PM in
the Congreve North Lounge . Bring a
friend - take a break in the middle of the
week. Munchies & quenchers entertainment . Alt are welcome .

1

To the person who took my blue Anorak
jacket from the parking lot of 8 .K.
Saturday night, would you please at least
return my ID's and keys. You can keep the
coat . Just put them in an envelope for
Campus Mail, Philbrook Box 3154. No
questions asked. Thank you .
Deb, I'm glas you 're finally talking again;
hope you're feeling better.-Guess who.
Karen-You're so pretty, hope the results
are negative. D.

Marsha and Patty, I am very excited that
you are both going to be my roommates
next year . Get psyched for a great couple
, of semesters. Love ya both Kim.
, BER-I heart you something wicked . ILY
TSW
COMMENTARY wants your help. we·re
looking for photographers and artists to
submit photos and to design our cover.
Gain experience and publication . If
interested, contact Alison (742-0383) or
Rhonda (868-9764).
A toast to Gor, for his wise cracks, to
Ronni for his "almost" stories, to Joey for
his sunburn, to Stacy for her bathingsuits,
to Nina for her shades, to Rhonda for her
directions, to 'Kim for "save the bread "
and to the pool partying gang on St.
Patty's Day and the telephone players at
Beefsteak Charlie 's. Cheers! Gal & the
FuQitive.

Shaklee Means Success--Join the growing Shaklee
family of independent distributors. You'll get what you
put into it and more . Hear about our bonus cars, travel
opportunities, tax benefits, and lots more. Call (603)
623-2768 or write: Joe Gauci, 18 Sebbins Pond Dr.,
Bedford, N.H. 03102.
--
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THE STONE CHURCH

Professionally Written
Personal Service
Rcasona blc Prices

_on the hill in Newmarket

Call
""Put i~ in Writing"

603-424-2398
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Wed. March 31

STREETTALK
free admission ll'ith this ad he,(oi·e 9:30 Wed.

Thurs. March 32·
Be April Fools with the

POSTCARDS- -

, ,.

-0 :K.- Hope you get my Si . Pat's Day card
last week - I am very close to you in class
this week - but you did not see me. I really
want to meet you soon! You don 't want to
hurt me still, do you? Love C.M .
Worcester, Mass!! Anyone going down
this weekend?? I'd like a ride down this
weekend either Fr i. or Sat . Leave a
message at The New Hampshire for
Linda . Thanks!
Thomas Jefferson : Because we 're bigger
than you are. The majority. Because
we 're more Moral than thou . Jerry
Falwell. Because we got guns. Floyd .R.
Turbo, American .
To Xeno Smith and the Bumfagging Hill
School Alumni Association: Is this a
private organization, or can anyone join?
Hypatia Bodhi.
COFFEE HOUSE Wed . March 31st 8- l i
p.m . Congreve North Lounge. Sponsored
by Cool -Aid the " someone to talk . to "
people. Stop by for a while and unwind.

cour•iSELING CONFERENC.E .. T.h·~
graduate students of the UNH Counseling
program are sponsoring . a conference
April 2 entitled, Counseling Today . and
Tom morrow. The keynote speaker will be
or : Tom Cottle , Lecturer in the
Department of Psychology, Harvard
Medical School, Harvard University and
host of the PBS Tom Cottle Show. He ~111
be speaking on Communicati~ms with
Families. The day will be d1v1ded into
three sessions of workshops r_elating to
various areas of ' counseling . The
conference Will be held at the Alumni
Center, UNH, on April 2 from ? :00 to 5:00.
The cost will be : Students without lunch
$10.00, Students with luch $17:00, ~nd
professionals $25 .00. For regIstratIon
and information contact: Donna M .
Gordon, Department of Education, Morrill
Hall, UNH, 862-1730. 3 / 30
4th annual Student Art Show April 5-10
from 10:00-7 :00 p.m. (Sat. - 12-4) in th~
Granite State Room, MUB. Work due April
1; entry forms / info. across from art store
in Paul Creative Arts Center. 4 / 6
Spirited men and women ... Check out the
UNH Wildcat Cheerleading Squad .
Mond::itorv Clro::ini1r1tion Mee t ino ...
Thursday , April 1 ... 12:30 ... Field House
Lobby ... Come join the fun!!! For
information call 868-1453. 3 / 30

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATI
ONS!! A meeting of the Programming
Fund Organization (PFO) will be held on
Sunday, April 4 at 6 :00 p.m . in the
HI11soorougn-::;uI11van nuu111 ur 11, c MUD .
Any non - SAFC funded organization has
one vote in the election of the new officers
and Board of Directors. If you have any
concerns about the role of small
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS!! Mandatory
organizations within t~e University
Organization Meeting ...Thursday, . April .
community, or would like to obtain
1 ... 12 :30 .. . Field House Lobby ... Come join
funding for your organization 's events
the fun! For information call 868- 1453.
next year, you must attend th is important
3 / 30
meeting. This meeting is only held once a
The Women 's Center is presenting the
year!
slide show '.'Woman Loving Woman" on
Wed ., Mar-ch 31 at 7:30 in the Sullivan
WPI- a great place to spend a weekend,
Room of the MUB. This presentation will
but only if I can get a ride to Worcester!
help you answer your questions and raise
HELP!!!! Call 862-1490 and leave a
your awareness dealing with the topic of .
message for Linda .
homosexuality.
The whirled of Mung is an invention. It's
Cink-I'm sorry if I was a pain this
not true. It's a mendacious fiction, it has
weekend. But I really didn't mind. Cheer
NOTHING to do with reality as we know it
and love it. Xeno L. Smith ·is a pre-verta
up-today is IL YE day!-a loser in love.
and corruptor of youth. Archimedes the
Brendan, you wuss-They'll be talking
Screw.
about this for YEARS!! Nice job, buddyyour left-handed man.
Xeno, you ol' Fox! Now that they've done
in Archimedes and his screw, there 's not
Darryl-Why are you so grumpy?
much going on . Why don't you and the
Jim- · Why are you so tanned?
gang come on back to " Saracuse " and
keep me amused. -Dionysius, Tyrant of . Pud-Why do you always get a personal?
Syracuse.
Why don 't you stop reading personals not
Life is like one long roadtrip, and all your
meant for you and go buy one?
adventures are but exits on the highway
of life ...
Louise, Kiki, Olivia- What a week! Louisecongradulations on your husband. Did
Listen, all I ever wanted to do was be cool.
you get him by dropping your flip -flops off
Who dug up all this Aristotelian,
the patio? Or was it because you are such
Neoplatonic crap anyway? It's all bullshit .
a
good beer chugger? And congradulaYou're just supposed to be nice to each
tions to you too Olivia. But you 'd better be
other, that's all. nothing fancy. So will
more careful with you shoes- you may not
someone please kick Jerry Falwell's butt
be able to talk the next "mista" into giving
for me? Thanks -Jesus Christ.
you shoes for 50C less. But then you can
Xeno Smith asks! What's the difference
just steal everyone's shorts and use the
between being what you are, being all you
extra money to buy some eggrolls. And
can be, and trying to something your not?
Kiki, the Go-Go 's had better watch out
Cogito ergo dubito. (Try to get it right this
because with our dancing and singing
time, okay?)
they may have some competition .(Phil
This whole absurd Xeno Smith pseudo- · from Michigan will head our fan club).
Then
you 'd have enough money to pay for
philosophical series of nonsense is
a Packman game occasionally. And you
obviously an exercise in intellectual
wouldn't have to learn how to piny the
masturbation by a group of ego-inflated,
metal drums, or earn your clothing by
over -educated, self-imortant. effete,
winning
chugging contests! Rememberintellectual snobs. -Muffy.
our lips are sealed!! Love-Tina.
WW - I'm a steam rolller baby . .. I'm
Models Wanted for International Hair
gonna roll all over you . .. .
YESTERDAY WAS JENNIFER SHEA S Show. Date, April 26th, Sheraton Tara,
I 21st BIRTHDAY. Hope it was happy!!!!! Nashua, N.H. Free colors, cuts, and/or
perms by top world stylists, call 1-800lots of love, Lili.
562-3105 for information.4/6
Ride needed to Upstate N .Y. (anywhere
near Syracuse) preferably weekend of 4-2
but will go weekend of 4-9. Will share gas
. and driving. Call Jerry. 868-5372 .4 / 6
..... ..... ..... .........
t'a~~rite Cream Puff (Did the name
throw
you?)
Thank
you for the weekendJamey-You were supposed to get a
being with you made losing bearable
personal from Laura today but I forgot to
(even fun!). And Ken's des~erts - have
bring it with me to submit. So, I would
imagine what she really wanted to day · never tasted better! Good luck this
weekend at o :o . and B's-I know things
was thankyou for a really great weekend
will work out great! Love you always-your
and I love you and all that kind of stuff, so
just pretend that this is from her. Sorry. ~?C>~.i.1:'.~..~.o.~pile>!:.................... .............. .'.... ..
······ ···· ···· ·· ······· ··
Love Laura & Kim
JILLIAN THE MAYO MAMA, Hurry home
so we can renew our buddyship!!! I love
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARB! I hope today is
you . Tim
as special as you are. You are a great
friend, confident, and partner in WW Inc.
Mike Scanlon- The 'TAPPA KEGGA
Keep smiling and enjoy your birthday.
BREWS ' From Northland College say HI. If
Love SYL.
you see Binner tell her to stay off
Wheeler.
A friend.
COUNSELING CONFERENCE. The
Graduate students of the UNH
Hey Frank Sd1enck- NICE= PHOTO!!i >
Counseling program are sponsoring a
Jenny and Robin- thanks for letting me
conference April 2 entitled, Counseling . stay in your room (even the toilet didn 't
Today and Tomorrow . The keynote
work). I owe you both a vodka and Pepsi
speaker will be Tom Cottle, Lecturer in the
Lite. Or should I just order some
Department of Psychology, Harvard
Champagne from Stouffers? Love-Karen .
Medical School, Harvard University and
1 pr. Fischer Azur Cut 70's, Plus Salomen·
host of the PBS Tom Cottle show. He will
be speaking on Communications with 626 Bindings. $125. Must sell quickly due
Families. The day will be divided into to payments on bike. Contact Eugene Rm
three sessions of workshops relating to 111 Hall House, Phone : 868-9634
various areas of counseling . The
conference will be held at the Alumni To Greg and Darryl: a grumpy day that
Center, UNH, on April 2 from 8 :00to 5:00. turned out all right.
The cost will be : Students without lunch
$10.00, Students with lunch $17.00, and Dear M .M .:· I love your cute nose and
professionals $25 .00. For registration gorgeous wardrobe. You can come out of
and information contact: Donna M . my closet anytime. D.C.
Gordon, Department of Education, Morrill
Hall, UNH, 862-1730. 3 / 30

s·~·iiv·i ·H~ppy.Ap~;i'i·ai~·~sti·o:ur days are
numbered in the Great White -Nor~h . I
hope your myopic bear passes. his exa!TI
and that your seal enjoyed his stay in
~~~~~~r.~!1.1_?.. Keep smiling. Slinky ....... ..

My..

Student Rentals

.

. -·

.. Apartmenis for rent for school year . 82-'-83'. Walking
distance to the campus. 2 bedroo·m apts.'for 3 or·4 students:
$6.800 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students:
$4.400. Find your own roomma~e. For appointment ca·n
868-5542 and ask for Mike,:
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<continued from page 24)
up in the air, as all fou;· goalies ( Ed
Schwab, Ace Bailey, Dave Grant,
Tom Nickerson) saw weekend
action.
Despite the various difficulties
on the , Wildcat squad. the team is
optimistic.
"We all have certain role.s, and if
everyone does their job, we have
the talent to beat the other teams,"
said Budd. "The team has
unlimited potential. We just have
to play the game, and everything
will take care of itself."
"We've got a very young team,"

TRIP LEADER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
TII C

n

RCSIDC

Despite the disappointment, the
team has worked very hard in
practice and they're ready to play.
But they've yet to take the field.
"We're really sick of being inside,"
Ford said.
This year's team has several
returning players, having only lost
two starters to graduation.
The pitching staff includes
starter Mary Lou Bates,
sophomore Janet Greene.
sophomore Terry "T" Lavin . . and
freshman Trish Barrett.
Senior Beth MacDonald will
start at the catching position. Back
up includes sophomore Jill Dionne
and freshman Lisa A~ratiotis.

added Doc. "We lost only two
seniors and there's only three
seniors on the team now. We're a
lot better than last year, so if
everyone can continue playing the
role~ like they're supposed to, we'll
be a very good team."
Boston College will be the scene
for the next Wildcat game, as they
travel to Boston Saturday for their
official New England opener. The
teams arc well balanced in New
England. and every game in New
England is important for UN H in
their quest for the championship.

CXP[:RIE:NC'E:

PROGR.A.M

Softball Coach Carol Ford.
ii.:

Sports in The
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE lINAL 1981-82 HOCKEY STA;ISTICS
Record: 22-14
ECAC: 15-7
Home: 14-1
Away: 8-13
35
34
36
36
36
35
36
31
35
31;
33
33
36
32
30
24
19
23
29

12
24
2
1
3
35
36
36

Go-A-Pts
26-27-53
13-34-47
16-29-45
21-23-44
13-23-36
lB-16-34
12-22-34
10-15-25
3-16-19
4-13-17
4-11-15
4-10-14
4-10-14
0 ·- 5-13
5-7-12
6-4-10
3-6-9
1-8-9
1-7-8
1-4-5
2-3-5
1-1-2
0-1-1
0-0-0
0-0-0
176-295-471
159-249-408

Goal Summary G W-L-T
Pearson
3: 21-14-0
Mead
3 0- 0-0
Thibeault
3 1- 0-0
UNH TOTAL
36 22-14-0
OPPONENTS
36 14-22-0
Open Net Goals: UNH 1,
UNH
OPP

pp

ECAC
Pen-Min
Career
6
14-20-34
3-6
68-69-137
5
10-21-31 44-80-124
15-30
5
9-21-30
21-50
28-44-72
3
15-14-29
9-21
21-37-64
5
11-16-27
4-8
17-30-47
6
19-38
15-12-27 18-16-34
2
12-24
10-12-22 12-22-34
2
21-45
6-11-17
26-34-60
0
2-7-9
18-36
24-54-78
0
3-6
4-7-11
4-13-17
3
14-36
19-36-55
2-9-11
0
6-12
2-6-8
5-11-16
0
14-28
1-6-7
8-30-38
0
4-8
16-18-34
2-3-5
0
5-13
3-2-5
5-7-12
0
17-34
17-24-41
4-3-7
0
4-8
10-27-37
3,-4-7
0
9-18
0-7-7
1-8-9
0
10-20
0-4-4
1-7-8
0
10-20
1-4-5
7-18-25
0
0-0
2-1-3
2-3-5
0
3-6
0-0-0
1-1-2
0
0-0
0-0-0
0-1-1
0
2-4
0-0-0
0-0-0
0
3-6
0-0-0
0-0-0
37-163
227-479#
116-190-306
41-167
227-470
91-139-230
(#includes bench minor)
~inutes
GA
Saves
GAA
Sv. Pct.
2038-1298 145- 88 1028-657 4.27-4.07 .876-.881
7120
83
34- 15 6.76-9.00 .810-.833
578
50
336 5.26-0.00 .871-.000
2166-1326 159- 91 1095-678 4.40-4.12 .873-.882
2166-1326 176-116 1134-703 4.86-5.24 .866-.858
Opp 1. Career Saves: P 1307, M 34, T 33.

Goals by Period
44-67-64-1=176
45-48-65-1=159

RESULTS
xUNH 7 Concordia
4
xUNH 6 Concordia
5
xUNH 4 @Minn-Dul.
8
xUNH 2 @Minn-Dul.
3
UNH 1 @Cornell
6
UNH 8 Princeton
1
UNH 7 @Maine
5
UNH 5 ProvColl
4
UNH 2 Harvard
3
UNH 4 @Colgate
~O
UNH 8 @Dartmouth
3
x#UNH 5 @Dartmouth
6

The ou-tfield is led by the return
of sophomore Cathy Burmeister at
center. with sophomore Nancy
Obuchowski at right and freshman
Annette Paul at the left field
pos1t1on left open by the
graduation of Terri Birmingham.
Rounding out the outfield is
freshntan Denyse Lau7ieu.
Opening game time on
Thursday is at 3 p.m. in Lowell.

(continued from page 24)

Follow· UN-H

Interested students can pick up an application at the
Dean of Students Office, Huddleston Hall. from Margo
LcClair.

-c;

Sophomore Shelly Lively
returns at shortstop, and
sophomore Caren Levesque
rounds out the infield at third.
She'll be backed up by freshman
Maura Lynch.

---HOCKEY--~

currently seeking staff/ trip leaders to help coordinate next
year's program. If you are interested in working in a
vigorous learning environment that will teach you more
about yourself while sharing with others FIRESIDE is
what you want.

Name
Brickley
Forget
Lyons
P·otter
Barton
Lacombe
R. Robinson
White
Pryor
Lee ,
YANTZI
Doherty
OLSEN
Chisholm
Muse
Miller
REEVE
Byrnes
D. Robinson
Steensen
Ellison
Clark
McAllister
HARRIS
Pearson
UNH TOTAL
OPPOHENTS

The first base posiiicn vacated
by '81 graduate Patty Foster will
probably be filled by Mary Lou
Bates when she isn't pitching. Also
eligible are senior Karen Bonney

and junior Becky Magnant.
Returning to play second base is _
senior Mary Ryan. Freshman
Mary Conroy will provide the
back up.

weekend wnere
outscored 15-4.
shutout for the first
"You score goals

they were
After being
time.
all year, then

.fvi..i '-ume in here and you can't
even find one," said Brickley after
the Wisconsin game. ··It's a tough
thing."

---BASEBALL- <continued from page 24)

sa1d."Wc played pretty well I
thought."
The Wildcats will be idle this
week before traveling to

Providence College on Apnl 6.
Th 'C
~ ats open at home on April 8
against Northeastern.

"(/'you care enough to send the \'ery hest ...
try us, it·e care."

Personal Resume
Consultation Service
By appointment only
868-2450
Camru" Cory of Durham

...h a ~

Saves by Period
Short-hand·ed
380-360-352-3=1095
4
385-380-367-2=1134
8

x#UNH
4 @Vermont
UNH
4 Boston Coll
UNH
3 @N'eastern
UNH
4 @Boston U.
UNH
5 RPI
UNH
4 Vermont
UNH 1 @SLU
UNH
6 @Clarkson
UNH
4 @Boston Col
xUNH
9 Bowdoin
~NH 11 @Brown
UNH
7 Boston U.

8
2
8
3
3
3
7
4
2
4
l
l

UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
x*UNH
x*UNH
x*UNH
x¢UNH
x¢UNH
x¢UNH
x¢UNH

8 @Vermont
4 @Yale
8 Maine
6 N'eastern
4 @ProvColl
4 ProvColl
2 @N'eastern
6 @Clarkson
3 MichState
6 MichState
b @Wisconsin
4 @N'eastern

·x does not count in ECAC
#Auld Lang Syne Classic
* E9AC playaff game
¢NCAA playoff game
CAPITALS indicate not expected to return for 1982-83 season

OCEANIA.-..
4
6
5

5 ot
5 ot
2

4
5
2
2
5
10

for Men and Women
In stock m Downtown Durham

,

~-

....

-

1

-

..,
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Wisconsin fans were number one at NCAA's
For three davs, thev owned Providence.
They swa~ed th; streets, broke the open
bottle law, stopped cars, got extensive media
coverage, and cheered loudly, when they won and
when thev lost. The 3,600 Wisc-onsin fans that
went tu the NCAA hockey championships last
weekend gave a lesson in what true fan support
is.
They put all other fans to shame--the
Northeastern crowd, North Dakota supporters,
and UNH's fans.
The Wisconsin fans, ea~h one wearing a red,
Wisconsin t-shirt, owned a quarter of the civic
center, making it their territory.
The white civic-center walls weren't visible
beneath the 63 Wisconsin banners taped onto
them ( there were 15 UNH signs up). Speech
wasn't audible under the deafening of
Wisconsin's 120-piece band (Northeastern had
an 11-piece band one day).
·Wisconsin even had cheerleaders on skates.
I

Softhallers open with new coach
By Nancy Marrapese
Thursday's season opener
against Lowell i~ an imp9rtant test
for the women's softball team.
Coming off last season with a
winning record of 9-7, the Lady
Wildcats have a new coach and
because of a cancelled scrimmage
last weekend. have yet to hold a
team practice outdoors.
The new coach is Carol Ford.
Ford, a native of Connecticut and
three time All American in
volleyball, has had no previous
experience coaching softball. 1:f er
experience comes from playing
three years of softball while in
college.
Ford was a two-year starter at
Nattatuck College in Waterbury,
Conn. and then played another
year when she tramferred to
Centr-al Connecticut College.
The 1978 graduate also played
four years of volleyball. and is
currently the head coach in this
sport as well at UN H.
"I've worked hard to get back
into softball," Ford said. "I knew it
would be a challenge and I was
honest with the team right from the
start. They've been great, very

Wisconsin, you've said it all" song started. UNH fans would fast be put in check.
But the UNH fans did give a standing ovation
to the Wildcats at the start of the game. Until the
Wisconsin fans and band assumed control and
began cheering themselves.

UNH had none, and Northeastern and North
Dakota both had about seven, not on skates, but
in the stands.
The Wisce,nsin fans were dressed in anything,
as long as it was red. They wore red motorcycle
helmets, red suspenders, red flashing lights, and
red paint on their faces and arms.
Many had red 'W's' on their faces that went
from one ear to the other.
Some UNH fans wore 'Go Blue' hats, some
North Dakota fans had green jackets, but they
were the exceptional few. The very few.
When Wisconsin scored or came close, their
fans reacted. They pointed in unison and
shouted "sieve," meaning a 'hole' at the
opposing goalie after he had been beaten bv a
~
shoL
When UNH came close, there was applause,
until a Wisconsin band member-decided to block
it out with his trumpet. And when the 'UNH,
UNH' chant began, the "When you say

supportive."
Ford has no doubts about her
ability to coach. "I was ready to be
a head coach," Ford explained.
"The hardest part of being the head
coach is the additional
responsibility. I have to get used to
things I haven't dealt with before
like the hours and the budget. But
I'm not complaining. This (UNH)
is a nice place to work."
What Ford lacks irr experience
she makes up for in enthusiasm,
according to senior tri-captain
Mary Ryan. "She ( Ford) is a good
motivator. She knows just what
she wants. I think she'll do fine,"
Ryan said.
Sophomore pitcher Janet
Greene agrees. "She's very
enthusiastic. She's trying to do the
best with what we have talent-wise
and money-wise. She has a very
positive outlook on the season."
Physical conditioning as well as
mental attitude are important to
Ford: "We've worked on
conditioning as much as possible,"
she said.
Beth MacDonald, a senior and
second-year captain said the team
"is in the best shape we've ever

In fact, Wisconsin started cheering 50
minutes before the face-off. It toned down at the
beginning of the game, but when UNH fans
. noticed the lull and began to cheer for the
Wildcats, Wisconsin fans countered.
A lot of the same occurred at the consolation
game, in which Wisconsin didn't play.
Wisconsin fans were at the UNHNortheastern game and cheered louder than
either nf th? two oooosing crowds. And when
Wisconsin lost to North Dakota in the finals,
their fans did what they came to do: they cheered
and partied.
They were true fans.

.r

'

'!ill

'

.

i~:

been in physically."
"Her ( Ford) being new in, and of
itself, was a strength," MacDonald
said. "The first four or five weeks
of practice the starters from last
year were pushing themselves."
Senior Mary Lou Bates, also a
second year captain added,
"Everyone was starting on the .
same level. I felt I really had -to
prove myself."
The team had big plans for this
year's March break had their
former coach Jane Job returned
this year. They had discussed the
possiblity of travelling down south
to practice. and scrimmage some
southern teams. But when Job
resigned, the trip never became a
reality.
"It was a big psychological
letdown that we couldn't make
that trip," said Bates.
"At the end of the season last
year and through the summer we
all kept in touch with each other. It
had a big effect in bringing us
together as a team," added
MacDonald. "It was difficult to Though Wisconsin fans cheered loudly all weekend, UNH followers
keep everyone psyched when Job had little to scream about as this scene- a dejected Todd Pearson
scooping another Wisconsin goal out of the net- was a common one.
didn't come back."

SOFTBALL, page 22

(Henri Barber photo)

The reflections of a .former UNH hoopster
It's been over a month since I hung up my
basketball sneakers for the last time. After my
final game as a hoopster, someone came up to me
and said, "It must feel good to be a person again."
It was a statement not far off the mark. After
being a member of the UNH wo_men's basketball
team for four years, I've concluded that being a
hoopster is n0t an ordinary, every day
experience. The long hours spent in the
gymnasium somehow separate you from the rest
of civilization.
Being a hoopster was a demanding job. It had
its ups and downs like anything else. Some
incidents created lasting impressions I'll always
remember. But there were some I'djust as soon
forget. For instance:
I miss belting out "California Dreamin"' in the
shower and thinking I sounded like the Mamas
and the Papas.
I don't miss my teammates reminding me that
I didn't.
I miss Nonna, the woman down in the locker
room who gave out our practice clothes. True,
-she was always screaming, "MacMullan, get me
those socks you own me or I'll bill you." But she

also put fresh orange slices out on the counter for
us thirsty hoopsters to suck on after practice.
I don't miss the practice clothes that Nonna
gave us each afternoon, though. The prison stvle
uniforms were usuallv the texture of a starched
~
dish rag.
I miss staying at a hotel in Queens and sitting
with my fellow hoopsters in a jacuzzi, sipping
chocolate frappes, and pretending we were in
'
Jamaica.
I don't miss finding mice in our hotel room to
remind us we were still in Queens.
I miss going to-practice early and beating all
the hot-shot guys in games of "HORSE."
I don't miss doing "Ball D jog," a strenuous
defensive drill that reduces hoopsters' legs to
soft spaghetti strands.
I miss watching our center Denise reject
everyone's shots, sometimes even after the ball
had left their hands.
I don't miss the times Denise did that to me.
I miss the endless bus rides that alwavs
produced a funny joke that we would be sure ~to
repeat again and again and again, but still laugh
every time.

I don't miss listening to the same disco tune
again and again and again when we ran out of
jokes on the long bus rides.
I miss beating Virginia by one point
I'll never miss losing to BU by five.
I miss the hard workouts that soaked every
hoopster's shirt, making it look like we hadjust
come out of swimming practice.
I guess I do miss "Ball D jog"; my legs haven't
felt that sore in a while
I don't miss the black eye I got one day in
practice. It m~de me miss my senior portraits.
I miss watching Theresa, a 5'11" hoopster,
push the ball up the court like she was a point
guard.
I don't miss watching our coaches' faces when
she did it.
I miss arriving at the gym every day and se~ing
all 11 of my fellow teammates. I still see most of
them almost every day, but we are no longer a
band of united hoopsters. We're ju~t people.
.

I guess you could say the thing I miss mos[ of
all is being a hoopster. Bei~g a personjust isn't
quite the same thing.
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Sports
End up 4th in NCAA'S

UNH's offensive powerhouse

•

IS

short-circuited
one big one." said forward Dan
Forget. "We had our chances, but
it didn't go."
'
As the game went on and
Kleisinger continuously denied
UNH. the Wildcats' shots were
from farther and farther out, and
forced.
"When you don't score a goal
after 10 or 20 minutes, it gets
hard," said Wisconsin co-captain
Pete Johnson. "I think UN H got a
little frustrated."
The Wildcats had trouble

By Steve Damish
It took one hour. 37 minutes. ,
and 16 seconds for the men's
hockey team to score a goal in the
NC AA hockey championships on
Friday and Saturday. And that .
tells the story.
After losin'g 5-0 to Wisconsin
Friday night. UN H's Ken Chisolm
ended the scoring drought with a
strong individual effort at 17: 16 in
the second period of the
consolation game against
Northeastern. UN H lost that game
10-4.
"That doesn't seem appropriate,
said Chisolm. "A lot of guys here
have been trying so hard. Both
games we had trouble around the
net. Both goalies really stoned us."
As a result of its opponents'
goaltending and its o~n scoring
inability. UNH finished fourth in
the NCAA playoffs. North Dakota
beat Wisconsin 5-2 to take the
trophy.
UNH averaged five goals a game,
this season and was never shutout.
But the Wildcats encountered
Terry Kleisingcr, Wisconsin's
goalie with a 2.66 goals-against
average, Friday night and were
forced to disregard season
statistics.
"It's very frustrating," said
UN H's Andy Brickley after the
loss to Northeastern. "We had
some quality chances (to score),
but I don't know. If we got one
break early in that Wisconsin
game, we probably wouldn't be
here right now."
UN H did have its chances
against Wisconsin. The Wildcats
had the one-on-one breakaways,
the power plays (including a twoman advantage in the second
pcri0d), and numerous close, highpercentage shots.
Wisconsin outs hot UN H by a
slim 34-29 margin.

~hooting

~

fl.•· ·.
. ··...

·· .•·• ·· ·

Ali''

Wisconsin's goalie Terry Kleisinger ha9:1dled all of ~NH's scoring bids and shut them out in NCAA
playoff action 5-0 Frid~y night in Providence. ~Henn Barber photo)
But the Badgers had Klcisinger
in the net. And. simply put, he was
impenetrable.
"It _gets frustrating." said foward
Norm-Lacombe. "We haa as many
chances as they did. but their's
went in. I think we had more
chances. I haven't gotten robbed

like this all year."
"I th01Jght the number one star
wi·thout a doubt was our
goaltender," said Wisconsin coach
Bob Johnson. "When we had
downs, he was up."
UN H can be an explosive team,

as exhibited in the Northeastcrr

Batsmen
sweep
tourney

puck

toward s

the
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UNH laxmen 'exhibit'
regular season talent
. By Kent Cherrington

By Ged Carbone
The UNH baseball team swept
the Southeastern Mas·sachusetts
University Invitational Tourna-ment by winning two games on a
bitter-cold Saturday.
The 'Cats beat SMU 10-4 on
Saturday morning. behind 4 2/ 3
innings _of hitless relief bv al{tourney pitcher Dave Schart.
U ~ H returned to the rock-naro
, field in the afternoon and defeated
the University of Rhode Island 7-5.
The 'Cats would have played the
winner of the SMU-URI game on
Sunday, but the games were called
on account of the 0-dcgrcc
windchill factor. UN H was the
only team in the four-team tourney
to go undefeated Saturday and was
named champions of the weathershortened tournament.
UN H is now 6-2 with a 1-0
record in Division I.
"It was so cold my fingers were
numb," said senior Andy · Adams,
who pitched five innings of the
UR I game. The score was tied 5-5
when Adams was relieved in the
sixth by freshman Jay Wickham.
who held the Rams scoreless as the
Wildcats tallied two.
"You couldn't really feel how
hard you were gripping the ball,"
Adams said." After rive ( innings) I
started to stiffen up."
Wildcat catcher Chris Collins.
leftliclder Paul LeCompte. and
third baseman Bill Peach. _joinc<l

game. After Brickley scored at 6: 13
in the second period, Dan Potter
added another 29 se'conds later.
But against Wisconsin, the
Wildcats couldn't find the first
goal. Explosive UN H was never
ignited.
"You're always hoping for that

the

open parts of the net as well Friday
night. Many a UN H offensive
threat ended with the puck nestled
between Kleisinger's pads.
"Our shots may not have been
off the pads like they should have
been." said UNH coach Charlie
Holt. "There's a tendency when
always shooting for the post to
miss entirely."
"The guys don't try to go for the
shots." said defenseman Ross
Yantzi. "they try to go for the open
net. Some of the guys had guys
right on their backs."
The one bright spot in the
otherwise dark, one-more-gamefor-the-seniors consolation contest
was UNH's first goal of the
weekend,
But N ortheastern's Chuck
Marshall beat UN H goalie Todd
Pearson on a breakaway 47
seconds later to abruptly silence ·
UN H's fans.
"We weren't mentally prepared
at all (for Northeastern game)."
said Brickley. "This game doesn't .
mean that much. We were drained
after last night."
The Wildcats, exhibiting
tiredness and frustration. accept--.
the fourth-place awards after the
Northca'itern loss. After a

Senior pitcher Andy Adams hurled five inings for UNH as they won
two games over the weekend. (Tim Skeer photo)
Scharf on the all-tourney team.
Collins went five for six from the
plate. including one home run and
three RBI\. LeCompte drilled
four hits in seven trips while Peach

went three for seven.
"The competition was- pretty
g(_)od." UN H Coach Ted Conner
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By filling their roles and
maintaining good positioning. the
UN H men's lacrosse team returned
from two exhibition games in
Boston as part of the New England
Jamboree with a strong win over
Tufts. 17-6. and a tough defeat at
the hands of the star-packed Brine
Lacrosse Club 10-9.
Despite the freezing cold New
England weather. the Wildcats
played very well. according to
Head Coach Ted Garber.
''I've been telling them," Garber·
said, - "that this is a game of
momentary opportunities. We
took advantage of those
opportunities more this weekend
than since we started workouts."
The Wildcat defense 1s on trial at
this point of the season, due to the
loss of star dcfenseman Mark
Robertson. But the trio of Scott
Angell. Brian Venables, and
freshman Lance Richard played
well by holding their own against
the opponents. especially Brine.
"The only time they got into
trouble was when they went
overhead," said Garber. referring
to when a defcnseman over- ·
commits against the opponent's
stick, "It's something that should
be done only when absolutely
necessary. It's this type of
intelligence factor that we\·e got to
maintain the whole game."
The trio has received praise from
tea,mmates as well.

"They're doing just fine." said
attackman Jay Budd. "They are
playing position defense and
clearing the ball well. With our
good transition game. they'll do
fine."
"Of course it will hurt to lose
Mark," added midfielder Chad
Doc, "but with Scott Angell taking
over as the leading dcfenseman.
the others will pick up the s.lack."
The attack played pretty well.
but still aren't as consistent as
Garber would like them to be.
"In spurts, they played like they
are capable of. They had more
spurts this weekend than they did
in the south, but I'm hoping they'll
really get it together this weekend."
More of the plays Garber would
like to see is like the one made by
midfielder Don Brown in the
closing minutes of the Brine game.
Brown rifled one into the net from
45 feet. low and through a screen.
These types of shots are difficult
for opposing goaltenders to stop.
When the midtielders score:
goals." said Doc. "It takes a lot of
pressure off of the attackmen.
They're not pressured to score as
many goals."
"Despite the · good scoring,
midfielders arc still having tro.ublc
picking up ground balls and
winning face-off consistently."
said Garber.
The goaltending position is still

LACROSSE, page 22
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T-hall pointed in
wrong direction
"

STILL EMPTY-Despite a heavy promotional
campaign, UNH is having a hard time filling it's
new Bruce R. Poultry dorm behind the football

. 1.· field. The 3-room residence hall was named after
the former chancellor of the University System of
New Hampshire. (Henri Barbher photo)

New dorm still needs students
Kissoff denies bad location, no water are problem
By Darryl Meanspiginfrench
Despite a heavy promotional
campaign and an offer of a 3
percent lower housing fee, no
students want to live in UN H's new
Bruce R. Poultry memorial
dormitory next year.
·
The new dorm is located just
beyond the football field at UNH
and is named after former
University System Chancellor
Bruce R. Poultry.
_Students are apQarently
displeased because the new dorm
does not offerfull-sized rooms and
offers no bathroom facilities .
The University is still trying to
find six students to fill the dorm,
according to Carol Kissoff,
director oJ Residential Life.
'Tm not sure why students don't
want to hve in the new building,"
Kissoff said, "It is a nice, clean
environment.,,
Asked if _ the size or distance

-IN SNIDE-

from campus could be reasons,
Kissoff said. "No, because people
live in the mini-dorms, and they
are small.
And people go to
football · games, and they're far
away."
"In adddition, we are offering a
3 percent discount for Poultry
dorm residents, which would·bring
the rooming fee down to $435 per
semester," Kissoff said
She also said there will be a $300
increase in all .,rooming fees Qn

By Neveron Sunday
In a move that shocked
opponents and stunned his
conservative associates, President

6
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Official gives UNH
NH's extra money

· ·Drug ah use h_r UN H professors
is on the increast:,. See .Horr
page II.
'
·
Arts & Farts ............... page
Borum .......................... page
. Colander ...................... page
Classified ...................... page
Ediotorial ..................... page
Snorts .......................... page

campus next year.
"I'm very
excited about that,,, she said .
"That may upset some students,
but it's not much compared to the
$2,000 increase in tuition which
will be •announced next week "
Kissoff said .
'
Other officials, who wished to be
anonymous, also said the new
dorm was lacking a number of
items which appear in regular
dorms, including beds, desks, and

of the State Senate -Robert
Moneybags has agreed to give
UN H all surplus state revenue for
the fiscal year.
In a special ceremony on
Thompson Hall lawn yesterday,
Moneybags presented the $0.42
check to UN H President Evelyn
Handlehim.
"In keeping with the tradition of
good will and cooperation between
the state of New Hampshire and
the University, I hereby present
this gift to you," said Moneybags.
Handelhim, who accepted the
check graciously, motioned to' a
Kinks Security Inc. guard to escort
the donation to the bank.
"I know I am speaking for the
entire university when I say, thank
•you so, so much for this generous
gift," Handlehim said.
Handlehim added that although
UNH "still has a way to go" in
funding the fiscal 1983 budget of.
$311 million, the state aid will help.
"It is generosity like this that

keeps this University going," she
ROBERT MONEYBAGS
... gives UNH money ·

said. "We're very excited."
The reception party then went to
the President's house for coffee, .
.dessert a~ Jacuzzi baths.

By Neveron Sunday
A spokesman for Facilities
Crumbling has announced that
Thompson Hall is facing the
wrong direction, -and will have to .
he rno v t>cf
A secretary noticed the error
while filing repair requisitions
from March 6, 1892, according to
Pedro Bannister, head of the
department.
"The plans clearly show the bell
tower facing the ravine and th~
back -- well really the front -facing Main Street," Bannister
said. "I really don't knowhow they
could have botched it up so bad.,,
Bannister said the building will
be separated from its foundation,
raised with the help of a crane and
several clairvoyants, and turned
around .
The project will be complicated,
Bannister added, by the fact that
the foundation is also in the wrong
location and will also have to be
moved.
"The foundation is about three ·
degrees counter-clockwise of what
it should be, which is a real
' bummer, because it means we will
have to dig around it and drag it
over," Bannister said .
An alternative plan -- leaving the
foundation in its origi1:_aI _position ,

UNH's Mess-up~
First in a series

I

and dropping the building in a
rotated position -- was discarded .
because of the potential drafts.
Facilities Crumbling Planning
Manager Skip DeDetails said the
project would take anywhere from
three to five days, provided the
State Legislature supplies the
estimated $7 .2 million needed to
complete the project.
"One nice thing about the plan is
that it will allow President
Handlehim to remain working in
her office during the entire
T-HALL, page 7

-S tudent senate talks
about its committees
By Gweg Phlegming
amended the · bill to include
eighteen new committees, which
The Student Senate voted 8 to 4
(with 22 abstentions) Sunday night · would be part of Committees Not
in SAFC (CNISAFC) to assure
to table a bill which would form
that "the job gets done right."
eighteen new committees for that
body.
"T~ese CNl_$AFC committees
Student Senator Ray Moss
Student
· Senate makes another ·
, called for seven of the committees
important decision. page 2.
so "every senator could have to
opportunity to be a chairperson." ;are important," Moss said, "It's
Anot.her Senator, Laqy Loser,
that simple: we need them. And I
think they are necessary."
A number of Senators spoke in
favor of the bill, which was the
only item discussed. Senate 1
Speaker Jon Conehead said Moss
felt obligated to put something on
.the agenda.
"This is a really good idea,"
Moss said, "I was talking to Evelyn
the other day, and she liked it. And
Anthony told me it would help ·
things.,,
Student Body Presidential
hopeful K. J. Ohnson also
suoported the bill. "I think this
would be a definite asset to our
organization,,, she said.
There was some confusion after
the vote because of the number of
Senators who abstai.ned. But
Parlimentarian Mike Ragonthem
asserted that the vote was
legitimate.
"A number of Senators were
asleep at the time, but that happens ,
· a lot," Ragonthem said.
This decison was suprising
because Ragonthem was the one
Senator who argued forcefully
. against the new committees. He
repeatedly asked what the
Snow, shown in this space-filling
committees would do for •·me as a
photo, is melting at UNH now.
student."
( Rim Skeet photo)
By t_~_is time however, Speaker
SENATE, page 7
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SNOOZE BRIEFS
o·u1-OF-THIS-IUORLD
Russia sends aid to Poland
MOSCOW- The official Soviet news agency Tass said yesterday
that the Soviet Union is sending emergency food shipments to
Poland, which is still under martial law.
More than I00,000 tins of caviar and bottles of champagne are
expected to be shipped to major Polish cities within the next few
days, the news agency said.
Tass said that each tin of caviar and bottle of champagne would be
accompanied by a Soviet waiter, armed with an assault rifle.

Righties in, lefties out
TEHRAN. Iran-The Ayatollah Imameanie declared yesterday
that anything connected with "leftiness" was an infl.uence from the
United States, the Great Satan.
The Ayatollah said that all left-handed people would have their
writing hands cut off, and that all shop windows on the left-hand side ·
of the street in Iranian towns would be smashed.
Riots occured in Tehran as soldiers tried to determine which side
they would face to carry out the Ayatollah 's orders.

IRRATIONAL
Raygun downplays reports
WASH INGTON- Raygun Administration officials today tried
· to downplay reports from El Salvador that American military
advisors were seen in a combat area carrying tactical nuclear
weapons.
They were driving a truck .towing a howitzer, and according to
ABC news, artillery shells inside the truck were nuclear-armed.
"Those advisors have to have some sort of personal protection."
said Administration spokesman I.M . Anairhead. "You news media
types are blowing this way out of proportion ."
The spokesman said the advisors were in the area to help
government troops set up the first McDonald's franchise in the
Central American country.

Interior Sec wants chop-chop
WASHINGTON - Interior Secretary James Whome said
yesterday that he is planning to open all wilderness areas for
immediate mineral and energy development.
Whome said the development would include strip-mining. oil
drilling and massive timber harvests.
"I know for a fact that Jesus Christ is coming," Whome said .
"Now's the time to get what we can get before that happens. "
The interior secretary said he believed Jesus Christ would come at
10:30 a .m. Sept. 19. 1983.
•
Who me couldn't tell reporters if that was Eastern Standard Time
or Pacific Standard Time.
.. , guess it will depend on whether or not President Raygun is in
Washington or California," Who me said.

YOKEL
~rofessor donates potato chip
DURHAM - A UNH Computer Science professor has found
what he believes to be a large potato chip on the walk between
Kingsbury Hall and College Road . ·
Assistant Professor Irving P. Sircut says he found the chip
undamaged yesterday afternoon.
"I work with a lot of chips. but usually not ones like this," Sircut
said in a press conference late la st night.
The professor said he would donate the potato chip to the
University Archives .

Correction
In a story in the last issue of The New Hamp .\'ler, it was said that
Edward Funk. a Tappa Kegga Beah brother, had disrobed in
Huddlerot Dining Hall, painted himself blue. and then ran
screaming into the office of J. Gwegg Sand blown. Dean of Students.
yelling 'Tm a magnet! I'm a ma~net!"
.
The paragraph should have said Funk was a WSBE maJor and
enjoyed visiting Newmarket.

PR.OF/LE

Thud Gravel: he's not just
another interesting student
By Brandname DuBious
Thud Gravel, a 19-year-old
sophomore, stood in the Games
Room of the MU B last night and
. watched the students play pinball
and video games.
"No, none of these people know
me," the Gibbs Hall resident said,
"but I was coming back from the
library and it was either this or
watching the buses leave
downtown."
Gravel is one of the many
interesting students who attend
UNH and do many interesting and
different things.
"Actually, I don't know why you
want to do an article about me,"
Grav~} said. "Hey, don't print this,
. will you?"
The undeclared liberal arts
major is from Berlin, N.H., and
although he still hasn't declared his
major, he has a pretty good idea of
what he wants to do when he
graduates.
"I want to be a brain surgeon or
a wastebasket repairman," Gravel
said. "I haven't made up my mind .
yet. Do you know what time it is?"
While attending school, Gravel
tal<es advantage of the many social
areas opened to him.
"I'm excited a.bout the KariVan," he said. "My favorite
pasttime is to take the Kari-Van to
the mall. One of these days, I might
just get off the bus and see what's
inside."
Besides that, Gravel often
watches police officers ticket cars
in the parking lot in T-Hall, or if
it's raining, he goes to his fourth

nice all the sam·e. Kinda of nice, if
you know what I mean."
One of these days, Gravel says
he intends to join a student
organization .
"But it's awfully confusing," he
said. "There's about a hundred of
them, and how do I know if I'll like
them or not unless I join them?
That means I can join and quit in a
couple of weeks, but I won't be
able to join all of them before I
graduate. It's not fair."
When asked what qe meant by
his last statement, Gravel looked
confused and said . "what
statement?"
Gravel said he's "pretty sure"
he's taking four courses this
semester, but he can't remember
their names.
"I think my coursebooks are
underneath my bed back at Gibbs,
and I think they're still in the white
plastic bags," he explained with a
giggle.
The New Hampster tried to
contact some of Gravel's friends,
but even a casual acquaintance was
hard to find in Gibbs hall.
"Thud who?." was a common
THUD GRAVEL
reaction.
... He's exciteC,
"Oh, I'm not that concerned
about friends," Gravel said. "I
and didn't see much."''
have a series of goals in my life.
When I was a freshman, it was not
During semester break, Gravel
tried to get enough money so he getting lost between Gibbs and my
could spend a week in Newark, . classes. Next year, I'm going to try
to make friends."
N .J ., but financial pressures forced
him back home to Berlin.
Gravel said he expected to start
"It's a nice place," he said. "Not dating by the time he's 27.
"I'm very excited about that," he
as nice as Durham, but still very
nice. Not exceptionally nice, but said.

floor single ·in Gibbs and picks lint
off his sweaters.
"I've had a pretty exciting life,"
Gravel shyly admits. "Once my
parents took me bowling, but I was
so exc~ted I left my glasses at home

Stlldent senat~ talks some more
The Student Senate voted
unanimously after four hours of
discussion to table a bill that asks
President Handlehim to declare
December 4 "Goals and Objectives
Day" at U~H .
Student Senator Fay Moss said
the day should be set aside for "the
many organizations and
administrations of UNH to
contemplate the specific areas they
will key in on for the coming
semesters."
The lengthy discussion centered
around the following points:
--Why December 4 was chosen.
Moss said it wa s "not too early in
the year, but not after Christmas".
--How many senators should
serve on the sub-committee for
publicity for the day . Senate
business manager Spam Hairy said
five senators should serve on the
council. But another senator, Pew
Hershelled, said that would be too
small a number to set up
alternative standing committees.

Student Body presidential not saying it's bad."
hopeful Karim Jawsome lead a
1 nere was atso some concern in
force of senators who argued a
the Senate because both the
committee should be set up to look
Student Body President and Vice
into the proposed day .
President were not at the meeting.
"Before doing anything in the Vice_ President Kazz was
senate, we always set up
reportedly lifting weights.
committees," Jawsome said, "I
Several senators were unable to
don't want to change policy now say where the Student Body
for such an important endeavor." President was. "Who is he?" asked
But Moss said a committee . senator Silly Wrath .
wasn't needed. "I'll be brief," he
Late in the evening two senators,
said, "l think such a committee Penny Wrong and Boy Lepardwould be unnecessary and skin, suggested forming a student
redundant. Since we don't need it, organization to propose student
l think we can all agree it would be objectives.
useless ."
"It could be an organization and
Moss later described any such get PFO funding," Wrong said,
committee as a "waste of studenfs "I'm excited!"
money." He did not explain how
After four hours of debate,
this could be so.
Senate Parlimentarian Spike
Senator Lazy Leper also ~oke . Ragonthem moved to table the
on the proposal. thougn his proposal since "we obviously don't
motives were unclear. "When I know what we're doing."
worked in my many legislative
Asked after the meeting if that is
actions with real legislators in how he feels about the Senate,
Concord: I saw no 'goals and Ragonthem smiled and took a bite
objectives' day of this sort. But I'm out of a carrot.

Students say: . UNH a neat place
By Edmond Pudman
The two students sat looking at
each other across the table . She
smiled. He drooled.
There was a candle and
tablecloth on the table. And good
food. Were they at a fancy
restaurant? No, but in Huddlerot
Dining Hall at one of the "special
dinners" served now and then.
The special dinners are just one
of the many things that make UNH
a neat place to go. The New
Hamp.Her will look a·t some of
these places where many students
have many good times while they
are here.
"l love these special dinners,"
said the girl in the dining hall,
freshman Mu[~Y DoonQlhing. "I

was wicked psyched for it all day ."
Her male friend, sophomore
Dick Smith. said he was "very
excited. I can't wait to get her
home.''
Meanwhile, up the road in the
Memorial Union Building, you
can get an ice cream cone at
Pistachios. Pistachios is a super
place that is green and looks like a
jungle. They have all types of
flavors, and chocolate sprinkles
are free.
"Yeah, like many people come
here," giggled Sue Jiffy, who
works there. "I guess it's a kinda'
popular place."
Another favorite spot at UNH is
the games room. Many gather to
· play pinball there . In fact, some are

not even UNH students.
"I used to hang out downtown,
you know?" said I I-year old Herbie
Dozer, "but then they passed that
crummy rule that we can't ·do
pinball."
Junior Sally Rich was doing her
laundry the other day, but she
didn't mind . "I don't get bummed
· when I do laundry now," she
explained. The reason'?
"If I get a good dryer, then I'll
have 50 cents left and I buy a
chocolate chip cookie," she said in
an excited voice. Many students
make use of the newly located
"Cookie Bar" in the Durham
laundromat. But with all this fun
NEAT!, page 7
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UNH prof says world shrinking COLANDER

By Brandname DuBious
A UN H professor said last night
that he has irrefutable proof that
the earth is shrinking.
Prof. Arnold Cornborer, of the
Dept. of Rocks, Gravel and
Pebbles That Get Caught Between
Your Toes, held a press conference
in the Rawling Spice and Dice
Center, where he explained his
years of research.
"Ten years ago I unrolled a ball
of string out to the Lee Traffic
circle from Thompson Hall,"
Cornborer explained to the sole
reporter in the audience. "When I
did it again this year, the stririg ran
four inches beyond."

world was probably much bigger
Cornborer said this has serious
back in prehistoric times, "at least
consequences for . the University
three time as big as anything you
campus.
could imagine."
"What will happen when the
"I expect that in the future you'll
traffic circle becomes part of the
be able to walk to Europe, which
center in town in a million or so
means trouble for the airlines in a
years'?'' Cornborer asked.
few billion years,' Corn borer said.
. "Imagine the parking problem."
Although Corn borer said he was
He said water interacting with
dismayed at his findings, he did
the soil and rocks in the earth
like the research that went into the
caused the shrinking, which could
project.
be evidenced by the number of
cracks appearing in the roads and
'Tm excited," he said. "Think of
sidewalks in Durham.
how it'll be in a few billion years in
"Look what occurs when you sit
New Hampshire. If it gets too cold,
in a bathtub for an hour or so," you'll just have to walk south for a
Corn borer ejaculated. "Your skin
few minutes and you'll be in
begins to wrinkle and shrink . - Florida."
Cornborer said he believed this
Think of all the water on the earth
meant thal "probably" more
and the millions of years its been
students would go to Florida
there."
during future spring breaks.
Cornborer explained that the

A campus
office is Endless dean search
said gone is · still dragging on
By Care-Ann Wholesome
A section of Hamilton Smith · By Darryl Meanspiginfrench
Hall was reported missing early
After ten years of searching for a
this morning, police said.
dean of Liberal Arts, UNH
Durham Police Lt. Gun Gettum
administrators are convinced they
said vandals stole an office
will have one within a year.
belonging to Antsy Monotone,
"Hey, like I've been telling you
English professor. Prof.
each year for the last seven years,
Monotone reported the theft when
the search is moving as
he stepped into his office and fell
expeditiously as possible and we
two stories· to the ground.
. hope to have a dean shortly," said
Hood House consultant, Doctor
Golden Holland, vice president for
V. Dee said Monotone was in
Administrative Affairs.
satisfactory condition today.
"Why are you guys so convinced
"It's a good thing his office is
things are dragging along?" he
right next to Hood House, or
added.
rather it was next to it," said the
This week the 611 th and 612th
doctor.
candidates are expected to visit the
Police are speculating as to the
campus. just as the 610th and
reason for the theft. A number of
609th depart.
anonymous tips filtered into the
"It's a beautiful campus," said
station since last night's incident,
candidate I. M. Smart. of Queens
Gettum said.
College, ''I'd love to ·stay here, but
"Someone said 'prank' but I just
even after that generous gift from
don't buy it," said the Lieutenant.
Moneybags, I'd rather have that
"We figure some student wanted to
janitorial assistant job. It pays
get his paper back. The writing had
better."
a number of cliches or slang
"I can't pelieve the problems
expressions; the student knew
we've had in filling this position."
he
if
Antsy would be fit to be tied
UN H· President Evelyn Handleread the paper as is. The office was
him said, "I mean, just because we
locked so the student called a
demolition team which removed
the office."
But in the hospital this morning,
Monotone reacted to police
surmises with a skeptical grin.
Monotone said he suspected
moral majority members of the
theft. They'd do anything to stop
the publication of his new book, he
said. Monotone's book Poking
Fun at Right to Lifers and Similar
Rabid, Unconstitutional Types
Who Oppose Abortion, is
scheduled for release sometime
this month.
Faculty 1n the English
department offered different
reasons for the theft. Said
colleague Joan Landsend, "There
is a lot of competition in this
department. Some make it. Some
do not. But we try, like heck, not to
let anyone else succeed."
OFFICE, page 7

pay $20,000 less than all other 49
states is not a good reason to leave
our beautiful campus."
"It's very hard to get excited
about this," she added.
Many administrators are
concerned that after the 600-plus
candidates who have· turned down
the job, all the "choice meat" is
gone.
The two candidates visiting
campus this week are I. M. A hick
of MacIntosh Farm College of
Backwood, Arkansas, and Pinky
Floyd of Dripside Private College
of Moon, Illinois.
"Ay-yup, can't wait to meet you
folks up in that there New
Hampsha '," A hick said, "Shoot,
ya 'II be just like kin folk once we git
to meeting. Ay-yup."
Floyd could not be reached for
comment.
"He's out of this world," Floyd's
secretary said.
"Hey, not everyone can be from
Harvard and Yale," Holland said,
"Besides, they turned us down a
long time ago. So hasn't just about
everyone else. If these two decline,
we will eliminate the p~sition."

Today's Special:
Free Keg Beer!
(With purchase of bowl of
pretzels)

No Cover
No Music
No Fun

TOMORROW, APRIL 2
LAST DAY TO PASS CALCULUS: Deadline for Calculus class
"Pay or Fail" program. All payments of $50 or more must be sent to
Dept. Head by noon today. Include student I.D. number.
MUSO FILM: "My Night With Wanda". Controversial rated X
film in which Brooks Shields loses virginity. Also stars Bert
Reynolds. 7 & 9 p.m., Strafford Room.

THE NEXT DAY. APRIL 3
NUKE THE GAY UNBORN WHALES IN EL SALVADOR:
\Vooldy mootinge for activi11t group who u,is:hes: it

Will:

1:till thf' JQf,0'<.

Meets at 7 p.m. in HamSmith 212. All students welcome.
CONSERVATIVES FOR A BETTER AMERICA: Meets at 7
p.m. in front of MU B. This week's activity will be a raid on hippie
meeting in HamSmith 212. Bring tear-gas, ropes, chains.
ARE YOU INVOL YEO? The Dean of Students Office reminds
students there are many educational and rewarding groups on
campus which seek your participation.

YOU FIGURE THIS ONE OUT, STUPID
WRITERS SERIES: UNH students enrolled in English 401 will
read about their sexual experiences in their writing. Library, down
cellar. 4 a.m.
OPEN FORUM: Meet Horatio Hodgeworth, assistant manager of
the UN H indoor tennis courts. Refreshments.
MUSO PHOTO SCHOOL: "Snow-A photographic wonder".
Guest lecturer, Darryl Cauchon. Wear warm clothing for tour
through woods to catch snow in moments of time.

MUSO
Presents

ROLLING STONES

Admission:
$2.00 w/out student ID
$1.00 with student ID

Bread Baked
r esh Daily!
F_

GYM SINGER
Tanning Clinic
Get Dark Withot:Jt Peeling
Room 108, MUB
M-F 10-2
'

DEADLINE: Last day to sign up to live in new Poultry dorm at
UNH next year. Deposit fee required. Call Resj-Life.
MEN'S BOWLING: Blow Off Classes bowling league meets today
from 2 to 3 p.m. Free "Strike Queen" bowling pin with every score
over 150! Guests welcome.
CONCERT: Tickets go on sale for Rolling Stones concert at UNH
on May 2. On sale beginning IO a.m. in MU B ticket office; $2 nonstudent, $1 with UNH 1.D.

In the MUD Pub

Durhatn's New
Bakery

JOE'S
JOINT

TODAY, APRIL I

MID SEMESTER

RUSH
Tappa Tappa Keg

April 1 -· 7 - 9 p.m.
BYOB
ONE OF THE NEAT
FRATS ON CAMPUS

"We're Excited"
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Ediotorial
Nailed her father's head to wall
No, it hasn't happened yet.
But it might.
Imagine, some lonely female student, going
home over semester break and finding out that her
father can't afford to pay her way for school next
year.
Imagine what would happen. She might scream.
. She might yell. She might even consider going out
and finding a job.
But she might just nail her father's head to the
wall out of sheer hysteria. ·
This is not ri2ht; this is wrong.
•
That's what the Raygun Administration and

State Sen. President Robert Moneybags have to
rea1ize--that the students attending college are
facing incredible pressures. Like the following
· examples:
--18 and 19 year old student have to go through
the trauma of getting fake I D's so they can go to the
watering holes in downtown Durham .
--during bookrush, sotne students actually buy
the wrong books for class.
--student living in dorms have to figure what
meal plan they have to buy.
Add these problems with the everyday matters of
tests and papers, you have a volatile situation, a

powderkeg that a stray spark could set off.
This is dangerous.
Students have enough problems without having
to worry about financing their college education,
and the increase of cuts in the federal and state
governments will mean an increase in pressure.
This could mean some poor father having his
head nailed to the wall in the near future, by some
hysterical student.
The men and occasional women in government
should realize this. before it's too late.
Only time will tell. ·

Good job, Student Senate
Sunday the _Student Senate took a giant step
forward and to the left by granting recognition to
the Association of Concerned Residents of Nick's,
Young's and the MU B (ACRONYM), letting them
becoming an organization receiving Student
Activity Fee (SAF) money.
At first, there was pressure on ACRONYM to
receive funding from the Programming Fund
Organization ( PFO) and not let it sit on the Student
Activity Fee Council (SAFC).
But ACRONYM President Dusty Bagg said it
strail!:ht when he sooke at the Senate's meeting:
"Sure, ACRONYMcould get PFO funding and not
sit on SAFC. But what about TOSNUM"! We have

to have an organization to help these students. Let's
face it, getting SAF money is great, and it will allo~
us more leeway."
It's about time that an organization like
ACRONYM came along, to give support to the
majority of students who attend UNH: those who
go to .Nick's, Young's and the MUB.
The Senate did have some concern about
ACRONYM, but' we're glad they looked above the
petty issues of duplication of services.
According to Bagg, ACRONYM will soon start
co-sponsoring events with WUNH, SCOPE,
MUSO and STYN.
••working with STYN and MU-SO will give
ACRONYM the means of reaching the students

who hang out in the more popular areas of UNH,"
Bagg said. ··Plus, I'm excited that we'll sponsor
events with SCOPE and WUNH."
ACRONYM will be a support group for the
majority of students here, and Bagg said a major
goal of ACRONYM would be to lower prices for
such essentials as donuts, drinks and pinball games.
While we think that ACRONYM could go
further and work with the Women's Center(TWC),
The New f{ampster(TN H) and Student Press (SP),
it's good that they've done what they did with the
time that they had and everything.
No other organization on campus will be able to
provide the support that ACRONYM can, and
we're glad the Student Senate recognized this.

Litter
Out of work
To the Editor:
.I ust rcc~ntly I left my Univcrsity job
to go to North Carolina to work. For a
long time I had been tired of working in
the cold and with the half-wit
troglodytes in Concord that allegedly
run this stale. I got tired. and I left.
Now. I find out that things arc even
worse in North Carolina . It\ always
muggy and they speak in a weird
accent. Plus. they call sodas pop.' Can
you believe that'? And then there\ no
skiing. people look at you strangely
whcri you talk about parking your car.
and the list can go on and on.
To make things worse. now I find out
I can't even get my job back with the
University. They've already moved
people into my office. and when I call
up Lee they actually say "Bruce who'?"
I think it's rotten when a person
who's given the ll nivcrsity the best
years of his life can't even get his job
hack.
(Name Withheld)

Misquote
To the Editor:
I was severely mis4uotcd in the last
issue of The N,,w Ham11ster. in a story
regarding my recent arrest on morals
charges.
When one has an oh\'iouslv studentrun .tnd sophomoric-written oiccc of
trash like The Neu· Ham1mer being
produced twice a week. sure. we expect
mistakes. hut the one concerning me
was outrageous.

Your reporter. some ignorant
airhead namccl Fred Frick quoted me
as saying "I know cows look sexy,"
when in fact I said "I think cows look
sexy.
What\ going on here. that such a slip
like this could go through your alleged
editors'! Plus. the story concentrated
. more o,n my arrest than on the serious
problem of bovine sexuality which The
Ne1r Hampster. as a student pa_pcr
should take a loeik at. It\ this type of
ill-conceiYCd and ill-written hackwork
passed off as journalism that makes me
surc ·thc the Manchester Union Leader
is ali\'e and well in Durham.
I demand that Fred Frick. news
editors Nc,·cron Sunday and Darryl
Mcanspiginfrench. editor Brandnamc
Du8ious.thc typist who typed the story
the copyrcading staff. the production
workers and the printers stand in front
of T-Hall and give me a public apology.
I( not. I'll hold my breath until I turn
oluc.
Rancid Jones
Durham

Concern

these whales. bor·n near El Salvador.
will become Communist whales and
bring Communism into the Northern
Hemisphere. This is false . The unborn
whales have no way of telling what kind
of political leaning they will ha,·c. left.
right. moderate. in the years to come.
Besides. they arc several holes in the
Administration\ theory that concerns
us .
There\ no way of proving that these
unborn whales will become Marxist
upon birth. Suppose they swim north
and become capitalist whales'! And
what about newborn whales that arc
born outside of El Salvador but end up
near El Salvador\ coastline. There's
opportunity for these whales to become
Communist. yet so far the Raygun
Administration doesn't plan to_, nuke
these whales. though we wouldn't put it
past them.
We're also concerned about
Secretary of State Alexander Ragtime
Hog's assertions that Communist
dolphins and sharks from Cuba ,ind
Nicaragua arc infiltrating the waters
-off El Salvador. This is just another
patcntlr.falsc attempt by· the Raygun
saber-rattlers to. intcrvcn militarily.
perhaps by sending in the Gloucester
fishing llcct to South America.
We're very concerned. and we hope
that other students arc concerned too.
·
Sha,mon Granol~
Newmarket

To the Editor:
The first meeting of the support
group for Nuke the Unborn Whales in
El Sah-udor will he April 3 at 7 p.m. in
Room 212 of Hamilton Smith Hall. We
1irgc all concerned students to attend
To the Editor:
this important meeting.
For too long. unc(lnccrned
rm president of Concerned Students
Amcric,tn imperialists have been trying
For a Neat Universitv. and rm mad
to stamp out unborn whales near El about the lack of covcrnge our group
Salntdorhy a ,·aricty of imported arms
has been getting from The Ne11·
,ind monc\'. Now. it looks like the,· will Hami>ster.
.lust last week. six of our members
hring in 11uclcar weapons to nuk'e the
unborn whales.
met in front of the Dimond l.ibran· to
We're concerned that the Raygun · pass out toothbrushes to passing
Administration actually believes that students. but was anybody then: from

You stink

our student newspaper to cover this
story'!
'-Maybe we're not the biggest
organization on campus and maybe we
don't have as much money or members
as other groups. but we know in our
. heart that our work is important.
Get with it. you guys!
Sour Gwapcs
Durham

Apathy
To the Editor:
Yeah. apathy\ here all right.
Dawn Rising
Newmarket
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UniversityB~rum
Divoskia Krozlisiovask

A process of science
It is of the gravest nature of scientific experiment the
process by which we research the many happenings in the
human body, and those within any living substance, be it
microscopic, plant, animal, or other, which have a direct,
though often through an indirect means, effect on the
method which we survive and in many senses, continue to
behave in the manner which I shall outline in the
following passage at length in an attempt to summarize
the thesis I am lecturing on and in a sense, still, trying to
prove, and that is, as I shall show, hopefully in somewhat
of layman's terms, though that is not always easy when
dealing with . such matters as photosynthesis
reoccurances, which directly relates to the part of my
' thesis that I am having the most trouble occuring which is
that apes were reproducing with the capability to enjoy

the act of reproduction--though l hasten to add they may
not share the experience .of orgasm as many humans,
albeit liberated, do, and that apes have experienced in the
place of orgasm a number of repetitive occurances of
photosynthesis--or a form ·of that process--within their
sexual cells which have been divided into three
classifications form a . much simpler form of
simplifications which can most easily be grouped into a
set of three (not including the broken skinny layers found
on the outside of burst boiled potatoes becuase this
substance is often confused with the digestable food stuff
occuring the the sensualization product of the tumor
holding dog bone) which include: a) the ozone
production infections without carbonated carbon
molecules, b) the semi-ozone production infections with
carbonated--and highly solidified (except when in the
liquid state) oxygen molecules, and c) grapefruit, and it is
the latter set in my theories which most of my coresearchers hasten to submit for critism, but I beg to_

differ with their logic which I hasten to stress often lacks
just that (logic, I mean) because the chemical's found in
the grouping of this third set of my theories are often
known to be the same substance--though at this time I use
that term lightly--and of the same salinity as relatively
similar substances common to the research of
reproduction of female apes that have been, as some
point in their biological lives (after birth, of course, since
before birth, life is questionable--more so because of a
wondrously piece of reseach which takes task With some
arguments to this very subject regarding human beings-even while we are discussing not human beings, but apes)
and we need understand the meaning of the consequences
of such a process.
It is also

in1portant to note the n-1attc , pc, taiuiu 0 tu

scientific experiment the process by which we research
the many_ happenings in the human body, and those
within any living substance, be it microscopic, plant,
animal, or other, which have a direct, though often
through an indirect means, effect on the method which
we survive and in many senses, continue to behave in the
manner which I shall outline in the following passage at
length in an attempt to summarize the thesis I am
lecturing on and in a sense, still, trying to prove, and that
is, as I shall show, hopefully-in somewhat of layman's
terms, though that is not always easy when dealing with
such matters as photosynthesis reoccurances, which
directly relates to the part of my thesis that I am having
the most trouble occuring which is that apes were
reproducing with the capability _to enjoy the act of
reproduction-~though I hasten to add they may not share
the experience of orgasm as many humans, albeit
liberated, do, ,md that apes have experienced in the place
-of orgasm a number of repetitive occurances of

photosynthesis--or a (orm of that proc~ss-within their
sexual cells which have been divided into three
classifications form a : much simpler form of
simplifications which can most easily be grouped into a
set of three (not including the broken s~inny layers found
on the outside of burst boiled potatoes becuase this
substance is often confused with the digestable food stuff
occuring the the sensualization product of the tumor
holding dog bone) which include: a) the ozone
production infections without carbonated carbon
molecules, b) the semi-ozone production infections with
carbonated--and highly ·solidified (except when in the
liquid state) oxygen molecules, and c) grapefruit, and it is
the latter set in my theories which most of my co' .3ca1 .... h e n, ha:)tcn lo :)ub,nit fu,
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differ with their logic which I hasten to stress often lacks
just that (logic, I mean) because the chemicals found in
the grouping of this third set of my theories are often
known to be the same substance--though at this time I use
that term Iightly--and of the same salinity as relatively
similar substances common to the research of
reproduction of female apes that have been, as some
point ~n their biological lives (after birth, of course, since
before birth, life is questionable--more so because of a
wondrously piece of reseach which takes task with some
arguments to this very subject regarding human beings-even while we are discussing not human beings, but apes)
and we need understand the meaning of the consequences
1 of such a process . .
Divoskia Krozllslovask is an associate professor of ;
biological chemical research at UN H. He is currently
working on a book about the genetic photosynthesis
occurances in the reproduction cells of castrated female
apes.

She lost her mind to Boonies
By

Care-ann Wholesome

Luella Appleby found herself wandering through a life
with too much meaning, too many purposes. Life was one
success after another. Until she found the Boonies.
Luella was in a small hick town one day when she met a
Boonie selling flowe-rs on a dirt road. Luella bought a
flower for $20.
"Thank you, thank you. The Reverend Boon and his
family thanks you. Your contribution to the Boonies
makes our life possible," said the beaming, blankeyed
young Boonie.
The Boonie looked so lost, so mixed up about life,
almost like he didn't have to think or make important
decisions in his life.
The Boonie noticed Luella's distraught look. "Maybe I
can help her to find happiness and God and R_everend
Boon," the Boonie thought.
They started to converse.
Luella told the Boonie she liked to play the stock
market and read economic books.
The Boonie told her about the center he lived in where
they all played guitars and didn't read books. He invited
her for dinner.
Two days later Luella Appleby sold all her Dow Jones
shares, gave her 2 million dollars she had to the Boonies,
found God and began selling-flowers on the dirt roads of

Nice job
To the Editor:
I have been an avid reader of The
New Hampster for many years. and I
feel safe to say that this semester's series
of issues arc the best ever.
Each issue is bright. wonderful. and
full of many interesting stories about
interesting and exciting things that
happen at UN H. I look forward to
· reading it twice a week. and I think my
subscription is well worth it.
So keep up the good job!
Mike Throatgood
Concord State Hospital

Huh?
To the Editor:
I think that some things at UNH arc

Boonesville. She didn't have to make decisions and she
smiled a lot. Life was bliss and peanut butter.
The Boonies were a religious cult, founded by the
Reverend Ding Dong Dung Boonie. Boonie founded the
group who believed that living in the boonies was better.
All Boonies anxiously awaited the day they could go to
the big boonie land where everyplace seemed like
nowhere.
No more financial decisions for Luella. Life consisted
of wandering up and down dirt roads and occasionally
throwing herself on her knees and offering a disjointed
prayer to Reverend Boon for making her life . so
meaningless.
One day Luella left the Boonie Center at 5 a.m. to
wander up and down Boontown. Shortly after the _
'beaming sun rose up into the sky, a maroon Cadillac
pulled beside the lost figure of Luella. Three men dressed
in Brooks Brothers suits and Dior shoes grabbed Luella
and stuffed her into the $15,000 car.
''Reverend Boon, Reverend Boon, please help tne,"
Luella called as her glazed eyes tried to comprehend what
was happening.
"Shut up you brainwashed Boonie," one of the men
said.
They drove her quickly into the city and reserved a
suite at the Ritz for $200 a day . The three men were going
to deprogram Luella and make her successful again.
Luella felt sick at seeing success and purpose. She knew
the men were agent~ of the devil. She sat crosslegged on ·

wrong.
I'm not trying to say everything is .
bad. but some things arc. and maybe
they should be changed.
Like. last week my French teacher
gave us a suprise quiz. This is pretty
bad. because I didn't think suprise
quizze~ were allowed. But I guess they
arc.
So. I don't° know. but it just seems
like things could be better.
Bob Samulson
Alexander Hall

Response, etc.
To the Editor:
I'd like to take this opportunity to
respond to a letter written by Mr.
Bincklcy concerning a letter written by
Ms. Jones concerning a Borum article
written by my fcllo,, colleague Prof.
I .egv. rap pings. which was a response to

the bathroom floor screaming "Satan get out. Satan get
out." She craved peanut butter and the cold wooden slats
that had been her bed at the Boonie Center.
Jake Appleby walked into the bathroom. "Luella my
mixed up wife, what happened to you. Your eyes are
glazed and you're fat from peanut butter. Straighten up,
you mixed up Boonie."
Luella willed this devil to leave her alone. "You are not
part of the family. I was only your wife when I was part of
Satan's cult. Now I'm a Boonie and worthless and have
no purpose." Luella stated. She began reciting passages
from Reverend Boon's bible "Divine Misunderstand.
ings."
Outside the hotel, Boonies lined the concrete streets
with distaste, looking for Luella. The Boonies felt out of
sync in the city. They began wandering up and down the
streets blocking traffic and being squashed by speeding
cars.
Luella was deprogrammed. She bought back her Dow
Jones shares at a sligh~ly higher price. The Boonies lost 27
members that day to automobile bumpers.
Reverend Boon gave a meaningless speech about the
27 martyrs who would be remembered in Boonie history.
he recommended that Boonies stick to Boonesville rather
than cities. Cities were intolerant of Boonies and others
who followed different beliefs.
Reverend Boon was later arrested for flaunting laws
that required all people including Boonies to use
sidewalks rather than walking in streets.

- a letter written by Ms. Tompson. which floor and she managed to get me a fake
was written because of my Borum ID with no problem at all. She says she
piece. which was written concerning an knows everybody and everything on
editorial in the April I. 1979 issue of campus because . she's a sophmore.
Plus. one day she showed me how she
The New Hamp.Her:
manages to park her car in the staff
I don't think so.
Prof. Dudley Donothing parking lot without getting a ticket.
So if she says to vote for Yawn or
Dept. of Putting Things
on Top of Things Larry or whatever his name his. I'm
excited. and I urge all students to vote
in the election. whenever it happens.
Tanya McGillicuddy
Williamson Hall

Election

To the Editor:
I live in Williamson. and a friend of
mine said some guy named Yawn or
Larry or something was running for
some kind of election. Now. rm not too
sure what they're running for. but my
friend says the guy who's running is
real!\' neat and knows what he\ talking
about.
M)' friend really knows what she's
talkirig about. We live on the same

Water
To the Editor:
Hey, like. I was walking around the
other day. getting some sun on my face
and stuff. and you know what I
noticed'! There's all this water around
here in Durham!
Everywhere vou walk around in
Durham. there's water-in the air. in

the sky. and on the ground. I noticed
this 'cause I was . staring at College
Brook and I was standing in a puddle
and some water started seeping into my
topsiders. Then I saw that it was cloudy
and maybe it was going to min (but
even if it snowed. that would be water,
or even if it was sleet or hail or even fog
real close to the ground, it was still .
water, you see'! But it didn't feel that '
cold so I guess it would rain)
Then it struck me that it was such a
waste. to ·1et this water just sit around
and not get used, when some people in
other parts of the world need water.
So from now on rm going to walk
around carrying a garbage bag and get
as much spare water as I can, and then
try to mail it off to Saudi Arabia or
some other country.
Hey, if there's anybody else that
wants to help me. let's get together and
form some group. Maybe we could get
together and · collect water. or maybe
we just could go out and get a drink or
something.
Jeff Pipeclogg
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Arts &Far ts
"Whose Death" is a trip, man
By Mantra fhofu
The recent production of whose
death is it anyhow just blew my
mind.
It was like I just didn't know ·
what hit me, all those guys on
stage, you know, dropp~ng like
flies so you didn't know who was
still alive or what life is or where
you go when you punch the time
card of life or if they're having a
special on tamari at Co-op or
anything.
There really is a message there in
that -p lay, but you have to kick
aside pebbles on the roadway and
scrape the moss off of big heavy
boulder c !.lnd ch!-l i;:e !-l fpw ml-lngy

butterflies before you find ~t.
The best character was the guy
with the beard . I can't remember
what his name was cause it was too
dark to read the program, and I
' forgot to look till it was too late
cause we ran out of rolling paper·
a n d used t h e p ro g ra m at'
' intermission, but you don't need
names in this game. All you need is
belief in the universaility of your
fellow man and you just accept
' them.
When the guy with the beard .
killed his lady cause she was in bed
with the drummer in his band (and
the bass player and the vocalist)
there was a stunning representation
of the lip biting burning, burning,
, burning, seet~_ing anger of ·a man ·

Hector Moonshine, Master of Spoons (Coke-line Black Nose photo)

Crowds "spoon-fed" at
Moonshine's mercy
By Smartie Thomas
The whole audience had a riproarin' time Saturday night at the
Celebrity Series sponsored
performance by Hector Moonshine who played the spoons.
"We like to get sort of less
expensive acts to raise money for
the sort of more expensive acts,"
said Ann Corkscrew, head honcho
at the Celebrity Series.
For an artist's fee of $2 .75,
Moonshine dazzled the crowd with
tunes ranging from "When the
Saints go Marching In" to Bach's
"Cantata and Fugue in D major."
"It was really great, he's swell,
I'm psyched," said Barbie Watson.
a junior nursing major.
·--1:m exci-ted," said her boyfriend
Joe.
"It was well worth the $10 ticket,

even ·though I got tree tickets
'cause I'm in a student
organization," said Cutesie
Creamcheese. cartoon director at
M ESSO . ( Memorial Excesses o(
Silly Stuff Organization).
Ever. one had an awesome time
watching this one and only true
inspirational genius play his small
pieces of stainless steel.
"I us.!d to use pla~tic spoons,"
said Mooonshine when I asked
him for an interview after the show
(even though Corkscrew told me
not to), "but then my mother died
and this was all she had left of her
wedding stainless."
"But that's cool," added the 90
year-old musician, "you know how
it is losing things," he said with a
lecherous grin.

so wrapped like a cheese blintz
around the eternal love object that
you just wanted to lock youself in a
dark room and have rude
. imaginings.
But really, cause everything is so
subjective in this world, who am I
to say that this play was a trip. My
friend Sal sitting next to me fell
asleep and I just had to keep
nudging him and saying, come on
man, this play's a trip, I'm excited.
but as I said, it's really like
Newtonian physics and all:
relative.
But if you have the bread, go see
whose death is it anl'how, and if
you don't, Jill, she\ the house
manager, might let you sneak in.
She's real cool.

********
If you're into
anything
man,
write arts
and farts.

(it's .cool)

The Cast of Whose death is it anyhow. (Crusty Photo)

UP E's: kids .do good
By Sue M. Onesmom
Although most of the audience
left before the end of the first act of
the recent University Poor Excuses
(UPE's), the kids tried real hard
and we should applaud them for
that.
Jenny Cleaver put a lot of effort
into the costumes, raiding, it
seems, her sisters' at DIZ's closets
for their ·U H sweatshirts and
tretorns gave sort of an everyman
quality to the script which dealt
with the struggle of a family in
Appalachia to combat a case of
malaria compounded by a visit
from the landlord in which he
seduces the oldest (retarded)
daughter (played by Catty
Carboncopy) and takes awa~ the
farm.
Jenny's mom, who happened to
be sitting next to me said, "Ooh,
Jen-Jen's been working so hard,
I'm exicted."
The unique device that director
Clod Dirtwhine used: to mix up

Spring is in the air and everywhere ...

the characters at strategic points in
the script, at one point having Paw
(played by Slander Sworn-nerd)
say the lines that should have been
spoken by Maw ( Mathilda
MacWire) confused the audience
enough to make them desperate to
figure out what was going on.
When the tall, lanky landlord
(Tweeter Dumbird) entered, the
audience couldn't help cooing.
Tweeter's mom. to my left said,
"That's my tootsie roll."
It was great to see what they all
could do, given the freedom to
really express themselves as all
kids should.
"The kids worked real hard-we're all excited," said theater
manager Thom Barff.
Dirtwhine's other really neat
device was to have a completely
different cast enter after act one,
but no one was there to see it but
me and that's only because I
needed to give my little Clod a ride
home.

by Muffy Pitts

~t~·~t~• -...i,t~-.. .i,t~t~~t ~·~t~t~~ t~t~~t~t ~~
Spring has sprung.
March has departed like a lamb and soon we too,
like little Duffy sheep will be Docking to the hillside
near the library _and also the one near the MU B to
revel in the sun in our newly arisen season.
Finals will come and go and we will all be sad that
we didn't appreciate things like friends and good
times while we had them.
Life is fleeting...

The beer commercial says it best: grab for the
gusto. l couldn't say it more eloquently if l tried.. .
The grass on which we gather will turn green, but
rain will come too and cloud our sunny reverie.
April showers bring May Dowers...
Sheets billow on the clothesline April-fresh...
Tulips will be blooming soon soon soon soon...
And then graduation will be upon us, with tears
in in in in our eyes we will sav good-bye to friends

but know that commencement means a beginning
and when they step out of the confines of this
th at
institution gripping the piece of paper
th
represents a degree, we will be satisfied to know at
although we will miss our friends, the world will be
richer with their presence on the job market and we
will be happy happy happy happy happy happy
happy ...
Oh spring spring spring thou art true joy the way
thou dost spring into our lives and hearts ...
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Handlehim accuses- - - - - - - S E N A T E - - - - 1)
frats of hazing cases
By Quenton Wussworth
President Evelyn Handlehim
has severely reprimanded two
UN H fraternities for "severe
hazing" procedures in recent
weeks.
Both Tappa Tappa Keg (TTK)
and I Felta Thigh (I FT) made
several of their rushes carry
textbooks to class for fraternity
members. according to John
Hosehead, executive assistant to
President Handlehim.
In a letter ad ressed to the
presidents of the two fraternities,
Handlehim said:
"I am well aware of some of the
activities in which you partake
during your initiation programs
for new members . I don't like it."
But the leaders of the involv'ed
fraternities have denied the

"That's all era p," TT K president
Hilkwich said, "We never done
anything like that."
I FT president Sentorsaid he was
"relieved" when he heard the
charges. "We have promised the
president we won't make pledges
carry books any more," he said.
"Anyway, I'm glad she didn't
hear ah,..,ut •he sh"'ep"

· ( continued from page
This ·a lso proved' to be a major
point of disagreement. Student
Body President Sarah Jean Hort
firmly reminded the Senate that its
committees are called "councils"
unless they are "standing
committees" and that PFO
funding was not to be given out
unless "of the utmost importance."
After four hours of discussion
Senator Mike Joke asked Speaker
Conehead if he could table the bill.
Cone head said, "I doubt it, but you

can try anyway Mike."
It was Senator Roy Leopardskin
that eventually moved to table the
bill. "There has been a lot of good
discussion,'; he _said, "but I think
we should discuss this with our
'constituents first."
That suggestion--to discuss
Senate business with other
students--is a standing joke in the
Senate and it brought the body to
full laughter. .

-----OFFICE----"Gosh," Monotone responded.
Petty squabbles and jealousies
run rampant in the publishing
faction of the department, said
Pulitzer Prize winner Don Muddy
as he chuckled over Montone's
fall.
Monotone dismissep the notion

charges. "\Ve never did no such

thing," said George Hilkwich,
president of TTK.
''I think the president may have
been refering to one time when I
was walking to class and bent over
to tie my shoe," said I FT president·
Joe Sentol.
"I had a pledge with me, and I
gave him my books and said, 'Hold
these, whimp.' But I never made
him carry my books."
According to Hosehead, UNH
fraternities have been "pretty
good"about hazing--putt'inga new
member of a fraternity through
embarassing or painful rituals-except for this one instance.
"We wouldn't have even found
out ab.out it, but it was President
Handlehim's son who was one of
the victims." he said.

Conehead had stopped recognizing Senator Moss, so others had to
argue for him.
Senator Stew Hershmelt jumped
out of his chair and said: "Mr.
Speaker, may I be recognized?"
Conehead said "Hi Stew!" and
then gave the floor to Senator
Spenny Light.
'Tm excited," Light said, '"I
think these new committees would
be real good. They could even get
PFO funding."

(continued from page 3)
that a colleague might be
responsible for stealing his office.
"Naaaa-," he said.
Peter Banister of Crumbling
Service_ said the office will be
replaced sometime in the future.
. Meanwhile Antsy Monotone
has set up temporary offices from

his bed in Hood House, a nurse
said with exasperation.
Crumbling Services Planning
Manager, Skip DeDetails said
Monotone asked the service
department to wallpaper Hood
House with issues of The New
Hampster .
"Yup," Monotone confirmed.

-T-HALL- - - - N E A T ! - - ( continued from page I)
project,~' DeDetails said.
Agnes Florshein, a custodian in
·Thompson Hall, is happy about
the project because her broom
clos<::t will be facing Main Street.
"It will be so nice to have a
c'hange of view," Florshein said.
'Tm very exicted."

( continued from page 2)
around campus, student still don't - favorite pastime is to clean the rat
seem to forget why they're here--to cages in the biology lab. "I've
learn! Freshman Bob Dekky loves always loved animals," she · said, .
to go to the language lab in spare "but most big ones don't like me. I
moments.
guess the rats don't mind though.
"No reason not to catch -up on
And my professor loves it."
my French," he said, "You know, a
Yes, students seem to agree:
stitch in time saves nine!"
UN H is a neat place!
And Sophomore Kelly Frett's

The New Hampster
Read It!

1968 yearbook corning

PRESIDENT HANDLEHIM
... Scolds fraternities

BUZZ OFF!!

·scRAM!!

DON'T EVEN STOP BYI!
We don't WANT you to work for us.

The New Hampster
On,, of th,, bl'st colll'!{t' JHIJU'r.-, ... a,ul U'P /.mow it!

Copies of the 1968 Granite yearbook should be sent to the printers
soon, according to editor Chuch Twang.
Tm almost done putting together the last pages," Twang said. "It
really should come out by May. Honest."
.
Twang said not many people realize that the 1968 Granite never
came out.
·
"Most . students graduated, died, or got jobs,'' he said. "Pretty
soon, everybody forgot."
He said he expected people would be ·•very surprised" when the
yearbook appears in their mailboxes.
Twang has put the yearbook together singlehandly while working
as whitewall washer for a carwash in Bird-in-Hand, Pennsylvania.

CLASSIFIED
....__A_pa_r_t_me_n_ts_f_o_r_R_en_t___,

!• )

!Lost and F~

llSJ

Hole in ground near Madbury. $115 per
month and a·11 the plastic tarp you can use.
Next to Kari-Van route. Call 863- 7788.

Lost : ·one yellow lead pencil. with teeth
marks on one end . Great sentimental
value. Reward . Call before 1 p.m.

One large room in Newmarket. Actually,
it's not that large. Okay, so it's really six
feet by eight feet, what do you expect for
$125 per month? No furniture. no gas, no
heat, no electricity. Free swizzle sticks.
Cal I 658-1290

Lost: One L.L. Bean topsider with heel
missing and with hole where big toe goes
through. Actually, I don 't care if I find it or
not, but my mother made me put this ad
in. Call Chipster at 3-1323, or ask for
Lance.

Found: Some navel lint near Dimond
For rent--Lovely three room apartment,
Librar'y . Call Jack at 863-5555.
furnished. with free utiities and phone. In
a quite suburban location, right next to a
lake. Free use of boat. Rent only $75 per month . Call 212-555-6789, in Painted
Person· als
Post , New York.

I[V

Misclllaneout
~
____for
__Sa
__.._____
DINING HALL GLASSES: Excellent
glasses. work well for quarters, anyday
use. $1 each . Also some bowls. spoons,
50 cents each. Call 863-2776
Toyota station wagon, excellent
condition , $200. It's hot. but cheap Call
862-1124.
WOOD STOVE . Old model wood stove for
burning wood. Probably could burn coal
too. Maybe even gas, but probably not.
$450. Call before 3 p.m.
1970 VW Bug . Gd cndn. Rr trds. Wd & Vnl

Pnlng. 1 Tre. mssng. BO or S180. 9271243 after 5.
WIN A NIGHT WITH ME: I'm selling raffle
tickets for a night with young, atractive
female. $1 apiece at my home in Dover.
Call 743-1857. Tickets are $2.00 each.
Actually, this isn't for sale. but a trade.
Willing to swap 1958 Edsel in good shape
for a half-jar of Skippy peanut butter

I

11,j

H'-1-ck_1_e___N_O_W_l_k_n_o_w_f_ro_m_w_h_e...,re It Is you
~b~~ined that silly little nickname My,
Are you interested in living in a brand new
dorm next year? The Poultry dorm is
looking for applicants. Call Resi-Life _
To the athletes who dine in the dining
halls after their athletic practices: I think
the masculinity of your bodies is
unsurpassed.
D'on--last night was great. especially with
the melons. Love. Wanda .
To the sisters of EZ-lt was exciting to
prove we 're "easy" with the gents from
IFT! Now we've got to get rested up for
"Springtime is Rabbit Time" with them!
Let's be silly to the ultimate!!!
For Students Who Have No Friends : The
campus association of loners offers hot
dog and soda pop dinners every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. on 45 Madbury Rd.
All welcome.
Are you going to Dover? I need a ride to
Dover on Friday, May 5. Am returning
Sunday, May 7. Will Share expenses. Call
Dick, 2-4483.

RUSH: Tappa Kegga Beah invites all men
to an open rush this evening at 6 p.m. Get
to beat the brothers.
Tiddles-I missed you after you left for
Boston, but Sam tells me you are
comfortable. I hope the abortion went OK.
Love, Piddles.
To file copy: Cursor bar at end of story, file
write letter of file command write file
write single erase. Love ya!
I'm excited!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Hi Ed! Wow, even in an Ap~il Fool's issue,
YOU get personals. It must be because
your nickname is "Pud". Gosh, I wonder
why ... Rachel.
Hey Gang. A trip on the road is coming, or
what? I'm psychologically prepared for
this event. I know that a number of
alcholoic beverages w ·ill be consumed.
Maybe while we're driving. We may even
kill ourselves!! I find this awesome.
For a free backrub call University
massages at 2-1124. Ask for Muffy.
Tushy-Boy, was that fun!--Harold.
So tell me, why are you reading this space
anyway? Did you spend the four quarters
you saved from Pac-man to say hi to some
of your goofy friends in the personals?
Well, you 're wasting your time, dumdum,
this isn't the ad.
J .S. Last 11-ight. Wow. S.J ,

- Sorry.
Gweg Phelgming is a wuss.
WORK STUDY JOB: Males only . .
interesting work. Must be over 21 and
over six feet tall. $4.04/ hour. Call 7486969.
.
LESSONS OFFERED: With patient,
versatile older women. UNH grads
preferred. Individualized teaching
methods. Call 748-6969.
RESUMES: professional and cultured
consultations on designing resumes for
the young socialite. Entrance to private
clubs guaranteed ... high placement on
board of directors ... seats on stock
exchanges. Call Tyler Farnsworth
Coddington Ill at 656-$$$$.

• Moving right along ..
Actually, I really enjoy going to school.
One of these days, I might even go to
class.
To Kim : Why in God's name did I get you
for a little sister? Of all people, I get a little
shit with an acne problem. I hate your
guts. -Brenda
Keg party tonight at I Felta Thigh on
Madbury Road. Get psyched and get
blasted. Must be 20, with a valid ID or
something that looks good. Projectile
vomiting contest! Lots of fun.
No, dumdum, this isn't your ad either.
Can't you read?

Hey. what's this doing here?

I just love Bobby Businessman.

To Abby, Buffy, Connie. Donny, Evie,
Frankie, Georgie, Henry, lnnie, Johnnie,
Kathy, Larry, Mary, Nancy, Ovie, Patty,
Quottie, Randy, Stevie, Tommy, Uvie,
Vannie, Willy, Xenie, Yonnie and Zippy:
Thanks for an awesomely pyshced wicked
time! Love and kisses, Foofoo.

To T.K.: t[lanks for P.J. and D.J., along
with the T.L. you put in my D.F. Thanks
(breathlessly) P,M..

To my medium sister: thanks for
everything . I'm excited and pyschologically prepared for somewhat of an awesome
time this coming weekend. Like. your little
sister.
·
Are Todd and Marion in here or in the next
paper?
I don't know

Actually,

I

just love reading personals _

You mean you can read?
This just might be the ad you paid for, but .
a whole pile of them got thrown away by
mistake by one of our production workers,
so use the blank space below to fill one
out and give to your friend or whatever :

Sorry.

Gabba Gabba Hey

Oh, shut up!

Who said that?

Hey, who asked you!

Subscribe to The New Hampster. We
need some money to buy Bobby another
computer .

Not me

Quiet up down there! ,

Okay, that's enough.
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Snorts
A four-legged, three-armed scoring machine

_

_

The Joiners: ·born toge"ther to play together
defense for a team that went 52-8 in
know what I would've done. But he
to lend a shoulder to cry on.
By Sticky Danish
their three years. During those
talked me into returning home."
·•once I ran away from home,"
Lefty and Righty Joiner were
years, just 21 goals were scored
At Twosome High in Laconia,
said Lefty, "and he (Righty)
made to be together.
against T~os_~me when the Joiners
Lefty anp Righty played . right
followed me. If he hadn't, I don't
The siamese twins were born
with fused-together shoulder
bones, but have not let the
abnormality hinder their lifestyles.
At age 21, the two juniors have
become a four-legged, thr~e-armed
scoring machine for the UN H
·men's hockey team.
"Sure we know how to score
goals," said Lefty, a Genetics
major, "how couldn't we?
Whenever we come down the ice,
we almost always have a two-onone breakaway."
,
Letty and K1ghty play right wing
for UN H. They use just one stick
and are considered just one player.
"It's hard playing against
UNH," said Wayne Carisno of
Vermont. "When theire on the
ice, we (team) feel like UNH has a
man advantage."
The Joiner brothers scored 34
goals between them this season.
But when it comes to goal scoring,
the two encounter problems
because of their peculiar
condition.
"To get a hat trick, we have to
score six goals," said Righty, a
Physical Education major.
"It's hard," said Lefty, ••he has
more goals than me but that's
because I always fed him. He never
fed me. I do all the work but he gets
all the glory."
Lefty and Righty were born in
Laconia, N.H. and apart from
their physical state, lead
inseparable lifestyles.
They double date, eat the same
foods, have the same stamp
collection, and share a bed (and
hockey stick) .
.. you could call us one in the
same," said Righty. ••but we really
aren't. He's himself and I'm
myself."
The two have separ~te
personalities. Righty is outgoing
and rambunctious while Lefty is
shy and prefers isolation.
"Just once I wish I could live a
day without him at my side," said
Righty. "He's so boring. I can't
take him anywhere."
••The two are so different yet so
damn alike," said UNH coach
Barley Malt. ••1 can't figure them
out. You'd think they'd be ... Well,
you know."
The Joiner brothers grew up in
Laconia, on the shores of lake
Lefty and Righty Joiner celebrate one of their 34 goals this season.
Winnipesaukee. As children, they
The siamese twins, born with fused-together shoulder bones have
had security. If one got into
played twice as hard than expected this year. (Frank Schen;k photo)
trouble, the other ~as always there

Ali Ahmad Rahfesh donates astroturf

were on the ice.
•·we tried everything to score
against them," said Butch Leewid,
Lard High coach, an opponent of
Twosome, "but we couldn't get by
those Joiners. One guy would
break up the play with his stick
while the other checked the hell out
of us.
.. I'll tell you," Leewid said,
••coach Malt got two for the price
of one with them."
When the Joiners came to UNH.
classmates first looked at them
with bewilderment. But Lefty and
Righty soon earned the respect and
admiration of their peers.
••1 had trouble here at first," said
Letty ... but once I aonnea lhose
four skates, I fitted right in."
Four professional hockey teams
are already scouting the Joiners.
••They are great skaters," said
John Rochjik of the Hartford
Whalers. "But I already told them,
if we take them, they get just one
salary."

~...Malt

price of one. '-Leewid
"I'm going to hate to-see them go
when theydo,"said teammate Don
Hown. ••1t seems· like I just met
. these two guys and one skater."
The Joiners however, will
always be together. There's no ·
other way to be.
"I'll never leave him," said
Righty. ·•1t wouldn't be fair.
Besides, if I did, imagine the fight
we'd have to see who would keep
· the arm:"

BU coach
enrolls at
UNH camp

By _Lesley Kisser

Evelyn Handlehim. President of
UN H, has announced that the
Board of Trustees has approved
plans for the Cameldome. The
25.000-seat, domed facility is
expected to be completed for the
1984 football season.
Named in honor of UNH
Athletic Director Ann Drew
Mirages, the Camcldome will
house the wildcat field house and
-complete athletic facilities.
The double-humped, bubbletopped arena will consist of an
astroturf playing field. roll-on
basketball floor. swimming pool,
ice rink. indoor track and locker
area for more than 2500. including
eight spacious team locker rooms.
A large portion of the $21.7
million fund-raising effort came
from Ali Ahmad Rahfcsh. a rug
merchant from_ Iraq. A personal

friend of Mirages. Rahfesh also
donated the astroturf.
The original ten million dollar
donation by Rahfesh was made
upon the condition that the facility
be named after Mirages. Plans for
calling it the Mirages Monument
were scrapped when the Wilcat
athletic director did not want his
name mentioned.
"This will be a great facility."
said Handlchim. "as good as any in
the East. and that includes
Syracuse. Boston College and all
those Ivy League schools." Bill
Board. director of advertising and
public relations for UNH, was in
charge of the fund-raising effort.
Board\ pledges totaled near $25
million. Excess money from the
facility will go towards an addition
that will include a Presidential
suite and sky-box dining facilites
o,·erlooking the football and
hockey playi_!lg surfaces.

Al Kahalic. UN H director of
dining service. has been appointed
director of concessions for the new
facility. Kahalic has four
restaurants planned. 14 hotdog
stands and 25 beer kiosks. This will
be the first time that beer will ·be
sold at UNH athletic events. The
liquor permit is expected to be
granted September I, 1984.
Mirages was notified of the
Board of Trustees Approval.
Contacted at the NC AA office in
Shawnee Mission. Kansas. he
raced for the phone. Unconfirmed
reports have Mirages calling
Shepherd College in West
Virginia. He would not confirm or
deny the report. saying only that
"we need a win in the first game in
our new stadium." Shepherd
College started football just last
season. and its coach is Woody
Hayes. former mentor at Ohio
State.

By 'Joe Procannon

'ff"' ,\ ',,,r ll,1111p.,,;l,ir,, ·
Boston University hockey coach
Jackie Parker, following a tough
year, has decided to enroll in the
Wildcat hockey school,J uly 1-8, at
Snively Arena. Camp director
Barley Malt noted that this will be
Parker's first summer at the camp.
··1 expect Jackie to be a good
student," said Malt. ••He is an
intense type of guy and a real good
listener. I just have to impress
upon him that the mothers of most
of the kids won't take kindly to his
cigarette smoking in the runways."
Parker said that he chose the
Wildcat school over the
Mirages confirmed that he did
Providence College camp for
place a call to MIT for a
several reasons.
Homecoming game.
"Well. Barley and I go back a
long way. I like the man even
though he beats me every year.
"We'll draw the big crowds for - Snively has a little more character.
_the first game and for
and besides the fans don't yell at
Homecoming. We've got to show
me as much as they do Providence.
the alumni how good we are. Our · Besides, Lou and I don't see eye to
other games will be natural draws.
eye, I must have at least five inches
We've got Penn State. Holy Cross.
on him," he said.
Connecticut and for the first time.
BU statistics man Cal Q. Later
Boston College." he said ..
said that Parker has a successful
record with the Terriers. but the
team has taken a downturn lately.
Next year's road games include
He wasn't putting the people in the
Rhode Island. Massachusetts and
the newly formed team of Maine- .stands, and his recruiting had
fallen off according to Later.
Vermont-Colby-Bates-Bowdoin.
The Terriers have not made it to
A
name for this entry into
the
Boston Garden EC AC playoff,-;
Division I-AA football has not
in some time. and that's the grand
been picked.
ballroom.
And everyone knows that if you
want to dance. you have to pay the
The squad was picked last in this
Fidlers.
year's pre-season coaches poll.

Cameldome named £or UNH athletic director
,,.,,,,.,•it,/ lo 'flu• .,·,•11· 1/"11111.,,;/,ir,•

got two for the

,"'iJJt't·iul lo

